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Mrs. Speight Ii
Nixes 2nd Seatl

Time is closing in on contestants coupon on page two and mail in
in the Tri-State Defender's fabu- to the Defender or give it to the
By L. F. PALMER. JR.
lous Queen of Clubs Contest. Feb., contestant.
Has
the
26th
NVard Civic Club split?
ruary 29 is the zero hour and
Don't delay. Act Now!
after 6 p.m. of that date, no more
This is the question going the rounds in
Memphis this
votes will be accepted by the Cetiweek after Rev. E. L. Washburn made it
known that he is
test Director.
March 1, at the Mt. Olive CME
still president of the club despite the fact
At stake is a gigantic First Place
that the Bluff
Cathedral, 8 p.m. are the time,
City and Shelby .County Council of Civic
Jackpot for the Queen which inClubs conducted
place and date that the Memphis
cludes, among other things, a twoa second election last week which
and Shelby County and Tennessee
week vacation for two at the Sir
saw
the Rev. E. W.
Voters Association will elect its
Williamson the club challenged the election
John Hotel in Miami, an Admiral
named president.
officers.
of Mr. Washburn. They pooh-pooh Hi-Fl set with matching speaker
"I'm.
still
the president of the
The Association is a new nonand a three piece Oshkosk lugclub." Mr. Washburn told the Tri- cd his contention that they were
partisan political organization for
not official members of the club
gage set.
State Defender Monday.
coordinating Negro voters. Its aims
because they had not been enrollAsked
if
he was going to chalOther sensational prizes are wait- are to get Negroes registered and
lenge the latest election. Mr. Washing for runners-up.
Ste 26TH WARD, Page 2
to educate those registered as to
As the contest approaches the how best to cast their votes.
burn answered:
climax, Miss Clemon Crawford IC 0. Z. Evers, one of the group
"There is nothing to challenge.
•
•
clinging to the lead. She has been that obtained the charter for the
Most of the other people elected
in a nip and tuck battle with Mrs.!Association, is asking that all inare not even members of the club."
Nellie Collins of West Memphis terested persons be on hand to
WITH ATTY. J. F. ESTES,
200 Negroes crowded t h e 'I WAS DRAFTED'
for the top spot since the contest assure the best persons being sestanding right, are four citicourthouse in Somerville to
Reverend Williamson told the Deopened.
lected for the important jobs of zens of Fayette County, Tenn.,
register. Sea.eu left to right fender he has no Interest in "enMiss Crawford is sponsored by heading the group.
who told the Tri-State Defendare R. II. Powell, shepherd gaging in a controversy. I was
the Binghamption Civic league and,
er last week that daily newsTowles and John McFerrin, called by some of the leading
Mrs. Collins is backed by the Free
papers were wrong in reportchairman of the board of the
citizens of the ward who asked
Will Club of Mernphis.
ing that no Negroes showed
Fayette County Civic and Wel- me if. would accept tbe office. I
In the third place position again
up last Wednesday to register
fare League. Standing next to told them I didn't want any part(
this week is Miss Clemmie Boato sate. They charged they
Atty. Estes is the Rev. J. of.. a controversy but if I could', Miss
OUR VALENTINE* is pretty
114 pound young lady is a TV icy who is sponsored by the Lake-I
Harry Mae Simons,
got the run around ellen some
Dowdy. Staff photo by Hardin. serve a need in my community,
prise'.
Miss Clementine Jones a
(an. likes dancing and seem view Country Club.
I- pal of Magnolia elementary sc,h0011,
_
"'•
0-44
would
accept.
,
transplanted Fayette countian
well enough to make some et
• • -will be Alumni Day speaker
Feverish activity among the COrlfor
"I -answered a draft," he said. I,eMoyne
from Somerville. She graduather own clothes. She's 23 and testants is expected in
College, Sunday, Feb. 14,
the next
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., who was at .5 p.m.
t ad ritilleleffilenie senate trainworks as a waitress. (Staff couple of weeks.
in Bruce hall.
The Contest Dielected treasurer on both the first
leg settee before moving to
photo by Georg. Hardin)
rector urged all Idetaphlans Mist
Mrs. Susie P.
:
• T
and second balletings, cleared her!
Memphis. The five foot two,
behind their favorite contestants
Hightower,
genintentions 1184seiaes--vahma •she told
before it is too late.
eral chairman,
the
Tri-State
Some
Defender
20n
delegates
from xis
that
I
The best way to help is to pursaid plans are
would not accept the office with
chase from them a subscription to Southern states are expected ti:0
underway for an
the second group of. officers.
•
the Tri-State Defender. Another meet in Memphis for the Eighth:
elaborate p r o•
annual Conference of the South- I MEMPIIIS — Four residents of committee when they couldn't "They elected me .even thoush
way
to boost your f't
gram. Mrs. Leteect Region of NAACP February Fayette County labelled as "com- find any registration officials.
I wasn't present at this. second
tie Poston is coitestant is to clip the free vote
18-21.
meeting," she said. "I do not inpletely untrue" daily newspaper NOBODY PRESENT
chairman
le
Rev
•
Edward
J
Odom I jr•• reports that Negroes did not show "He told us that the office was tend to accept that office."
The Memphis and Shelby Coun- and a readiness and willingness ,
Alumni Day is
of New York City will deliver the up at the Fayette County Court- open and to go back and be sure," The apparant split :in the civic
ty Improvement Association will ;to work for the goals of the
sponsored each
keynote address at the church ses- house Wednesday in order to reg- Mr. Towles said. They returned club came a couple of weeks age
hold a board meeting at Mt.!group," Atty. Hooks said.
year by the Memsion which begins at Ii a.m. Thurs- ister to vote.
Nebo Baptist church (Lauderdale The MSCIA was permanently orbut found nobody, he said. In the when at a meeting in Mr. Washmiss Simone Phis Club of Leday, .February 18. Panel discusburn's home, several members of
entrance) Friday, Feb. 12, at 8:15 ganized after a group of Negro
Moyne's General
To the contrary, they told the
See NEGROES, Page 2
sions on "The Church and Rep.m. According to Atty. B. L.;citizens met at Pentecostal TernAlumni Association, Mrs. Ann Hall
Defender
some
'Fri-State
that
200
sponsible
Political
Action"
will be
Hooks, president, the public Is pie to protest the exclusion of NeWeathers is president of the club.
11111110111010011101011110111101111111101101t111111100111111
featured in the afternoon meetings. Negroes were on hand and got
invited and the group hopes to groes from the recent auto show.
Mrs. Hightower said more than
"run-around." Not
the
nothing
but
Friday morning will be spent in
add more persons to the present The association wul work to100 committee members are workregistered.
was
one
single
a
a conference organization session
board of 100.
ward the abolition of segregation
James I. Taylor, 42, of 337 W. ing on various phases of the Alum.
with the afternoon devoted to work- In addition, the four men told
ni Day program. A capacity auThe only requirements for and discrimination in all areas of
Fay
their
Defender
threats
to
of
avenue, declined to comment
the
'is
shops on "Recruiting Forces for
membership on the board are activity in Memphis and Shelby
d•ence
Si
on
several
recounted
incharges
and
lives
of
soliciting
males for
Freedom," to be led by Mrs. Lumembership in the association county.
Miss
Simons, who has won a
which he was fined $51 in City
"They are damn liars!"
cille Black of New York City, stances of an economic squeeze
Court
This
is
against
a
Negroes
employed
from
quote
week,
last
James
being
W.
name
as
a speaker in various seeNAACP membership secretary:
A teacher at Kansas Street lions of the nation, is a graduate
and "Defining Organization and in the county who tried to register Freeland, secretary of the Fayette County Election Commis- school, Mr. Taylor was arrested
Strategy" to be led by Gloster B. and vote.
of LeMoyne and holds the master's
sion, when told by the Tri-State , with James Neal, jr., 18, of
NO HELP
Current, also of New York
2258Idegree from Tennessee State uniDefender
that
Negroes
four
had
Shasta a former student. Police yersity.
John McFerrin, chairman of the
Mrs. Ruby Hurley, well known
charged that they were given said they were parked in a car on
in Memphis for her NAACP lead- board of the Fayette County Civic
She is listed in Who's Who In
run-around when they tried Tupelo. They quoted Neal as
ad- American Education, and taught
ership, will deliver the keynote and Welfare League, told Defend- the
to
register
Wednesday.
mitting that they were "about to" , at La Rose
message at the 8 p m. meeting er "there were more than 200 NeElementary School' be"Dr. Haddad told them to go commit an immoral act.
groes at the Courthouse WednesFriday.
fore becoming principal of Magnoto
Northeast
the
room
the
couldn't
on
find
a soul
When the two appeared in court,
Saturday will he another work- day and we
She has been a visiting instrucshop day. At 9:30 a.m , the sub who could tell us where our people second floor of the courthouse however, they denied the allege- tor at LeMoyne and teaches in
to register," Mr. Freeland said, tions. Mr. Neal was fined $26 for Tennessee State's
ject will be "Undergirding andi could register.
graduate branch
It is being widely announced enlist on the side of the law. . .
"but those men didn't even go disorderly conduct.
Extending
Civil
returnMcFerrin,
Our
has
who
Rigths."
just
here in Memphis.
.
At
over the nation that this is Na ought to consider as many angles
11:30, a.m., a workshop on "Creat-. ed from Washington where he back to the courthouse."
Lionel Crime Prevention Week.
as possible before they print. Its
The commission secretary said
A Climate for Desegregatien"! made a dramatic appearance being
that's
And, maybe
as it should not always easy to anticipate peothe Negro leaders "deliberately
The
held.
workTern
be
will
15
1
Commission,
2.
fore
Rights
Civil
the
be. Maybe the people of the United ple' reactions.
shop will deal with "Stimulating! said the daily newspaper reports withheld information on where
States need to have it called loud- WHITE BOY
Participation in Our Government."I were simply a means to make the registrable"' was being held so
ly and frequently to their atten- You see, the picture the paper
Clarence Mitchell, director of the people think that Negroes are riot other Negroes wouldn't know
tion that some people among their carried was that of a little white
NAACP's Washington bureau, will' interested in registering and vot- where to go.
ranks are anxiously and even boy talking on such friendly and
"This was a set up job all the
address the Freedom Awards Din- ing."
frantically working to prevent happy terms with the Chief of
way through. They knew where
Universal
Life
at
Insurance
ner
registration
next
the
On
day,
crime.
Police. It has been a long pracCompany's cafeteria at 8 p.m.
March 2, "we will have more than registration was being held and
Acting on the old adage that tice for local papers (white) to
The sessions will end with a mass a thousand Negroes standing in deliberately stayed away."
''An ounce of prevention is worth carry such pictures. But now it's
Mr. Freeland admitted that
meeting at 3 p.m. Sunday Which line to register," he told the Dea pound of cure," money-loving about time for somebody to give
about 200 Negroes were in the
will feature an address by Atty. fender.
Americans ought to give serious the editors a hint on the effect of
Thurgood Marshall, chief coun- Shepherd Towles, who said Ne- courthouse lobby and said regattention to Crime Prevention their pictures, about which they
sel of the NAACP.
groes were at the Fayette County istrars would have registered as
Week. Preventing crime will save evidently haven't thought.
All sessions except the Freedom Courthouse in Somerville all day many as could he handled in the
Americans money. And that's It is
Awards Dinner will be held at! long last Wednesday, told the De- work day had they come to the
generally admitted that
really important. Then, there are thirty-four (34) percent of MemMetropolitan Baptist Church, Will-, fender he went to see Dr. J. Basil office.
phis' population is Negro. Police
Haddad, chairman of the election 41101111111011111111001111111N1110111111111161111111
ker and McDowell.
111111H1111
creherlist,tlefeethhingss, aasndli‘Sepsir
'itrn
s inthdast offLials know that a much highcan be helped and salvaged through er pereent of Memphis crime is
an effective program of crime charged to Negroes. That percent
prevention.
of crime is not reduced by such
Yep. crime prevention. can be a pictures as the papers have been
great conserver of the nation's re- carrying.
sources. . .from money on down.
The reaction of the Negro boy
MORE CRIME
can easily be that the Police DeBut, sometimes even Crime partment's
interest in Crime prePrevention Week programs can vention
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
Calling names, Mr. West startis primarily centered in
lead to more crime. For instance, the
ed from the beginning. He said
white boy. . .that is, crime
years
two
After
living
of
a
in
take the manner in which it was prevention
the world started caving in on
in an intelligent, friendannounced here in Memphis last ly
grief-racked hell, a white dairy
him in Deoember, two year; ago.
manner and not at the busiweek. The daily papers came out ness
farmer told the Tri-State Defender
"We had just bought the farm
end of a blackjack or piawith write-upe and pictures de- tol,
this week an amazing story of how
in Lake Cormorant, Miss., a few
or boot.
signed to get the message to the The Negro
fidifte
he and his family were virtually
months ago," he said. "One day
boy can easily eftpublic's attention. But maybe one:dude
driven off their $85.000 Mississippi
a friend came by and told me he
that crime prevention dots
paper hadn't figured all the anfarm because of rumors that he
had to talk to me. I went out to
not include him. . .only crime apgles.
was an active member of the
his car and asked him what was
prehension (getting caught) inIt had a picture of the chief of '
NAACP.
wrong.
eludes him. The Negro boy can
police on the front page, show"He told me that I had better
Lean, thinning Alton West, 52.
easily conclude from the suggesing the chief giving some kind of
clear my name or get out of the
has sought asylum just outside
tion of the picture, that only the
instructions to a young white white
state right away," Mr. West said.
Memphis after watching his big,
boy can get an encouraging
boy who had the title of "Junior
"I didn't know what he was talkbustling dairy farm sour and degrin to stay out of crime from
Police Chief."
ing about and he refused to tell
STRIKING and charming Ternl cay in the well of prejudice.
At first glance it was a nice, in- the police. . .whereas, be. the
pringer of Cleveland. Ohio, has "They burned my house down,"
me. He just kept saying he had
cuous picture. Its intent was Negro boy is always on the short
no business telling me anything
end of a frown and a harsh word been appointed Account Executive Mr. West said, his eyes wide, his
obvious. But its effects were not
hut he thought I ought to know
by Arnold & Associates Public Re- shaking hands holding his eyeNEGRO BOY
so obvious. That's why mention of,
that all my state aid had been
lations Agency of Memphis and glasses. "All my state aid was
In short, the whole message
it is made here. People who print I
cut off.
Chicago. Miss Springer will cam• cut off, and every bit of credit I
pictures like that. . .pictures de-; the picture In the Negro boy is a
GOES TO SHERIFF
paign for the- agency's Taystee had was ended."
Signed to encourage youngsters tol dee SHADOWS, Page 8
read account.
A FRIEND CALLS
MIMUN WEST
dee FARMER, Page 2
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White Farmer Flees Mississippi
Racists After House Burns Down

•

To Place Your Want Ad
CAB "Miss Results" —
JA. 6-8397
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Young People's
Union Installs
1960 Officers

01 A

"When he left, I ran in the
be
house and told my wile what
said.
had said," the dairy farmer
was,
"We decided that whatever it
I
so
know,
the sheriff ought to
went to see him."
The Young Peoples' City Union
Mr. West said at first the sheriff'No. 2 held its installation services
but
didn't want to talk about it
Sunday, Feb. 7, at Progressive
when he insisted the law officer Baptist church. Rev. 0. C. Collins
of.
accused
told him he had been
is pastor.
1. Being a member of. the
Rev„ J. L. Webb preached the
NAACP.
installation sermon that was met
2. Holding meetings in col- with a great response from those
Greetings!
Some changes were made reored churches and paying Ne- present.
Today it is my delightful pleas- cently in the senior class section.
groes to join the NAACP.
Mrs. Mable White, president of
ure to spotlight one of our fellow We regret very much having lost
3. Holding meetings with Mrs. the Union wishes to thank all the
members of the senior class. She Mrs. Ethel Tarpley, who has been
Daisy Bates of Little Rock, Ark., cooperating groups for their paIs charming Earline Nickols, the Senior Class Advisor at DHS for
in his living room.
tronage.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earline ,15 years. She is now Guidance
"I was shocked," Mr. West The Union will hold its monthly
always
have
Nickts/s of 1539 Ellington st. She 'Counselor. She has been an inI
said. "Although
meeting Feb. 14, 3 p.m. at owee
is )4,..person of dignity, honor, in- spiration to many students. Howtreated Negroes right, I certainly college. All churches are requesttelftgence, and a noble character, ever, we were very fortunate and
wasn't a member of the NAACP ed to be present. Miss Oree Brown,
indeed.
happy to have, in her stead, G. H.
and hadn't been in j colored church reporter,
Religiously, she is affiliated with 'McFall.
since I was a little boy."
the ICcei Avenue Baptist church, Our teachers are: Mrs. G. A.
WORLD CRUMBLES
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111101
and is very active in all phases of Little, G. H. McFall, and M. WalMr. West said his world began
long
ker.
cht
.
tech work.
to crumble immediately. Not
atferwards, in the middle of the
At the school, she is president of Here are some more interesting
night, his family — wife, son,
thi-Flashwriters, president of the happenings in the Senior Class.
daughter-in-law and grandchild—
Sp*dah club, editor of our school WEATHER REPORT FOR
MEMPHIS
AND
VICINITY
were awakened by a terrific exnewspaper. the Douglass MaroonFestivities surrounding the Anplosion. The house was on fire!
ethE a member of the Glee club, Sunni - Jan Van Buren and Joe
nual Brotherhood Month, at First
"I burned my hands almost
Neftr_ Homemakers of America, Lewis.
Baptist church (Lauderdale) will
Annie Kegler and Eddie
to a crisp getting my family out
ant-ether activities too numerous Windy culminate Sunday, February 14,
Tunstal,
George
Turner,
chaplain.
Fred
Curry.
vice-president;
Walton,
CHAUFFEURS
Service
club
Lanier,
Chester
William
said.
and
to -Mention. Recently, she was
of the burning house," he
Reverend Alexander Gregory,
Cassell Walker, Henry W i l—Members of the Chauffeurs
Aubrey Pierce, lad vice-presMembers are: Sam Brown,
"Everything was destroyed." 'when
elated as Editor-in-Chief of the Stormy - Carol Gandy and Gillie
Bluefield, West Virginia, adof
Sam
John
T.
Williams,
Franks,
imns,
Leake.
Tom
Service
Club
presented
their
Smith,
secreCleaves,
Clint
ordeal
ident;
John
L.
the
said
who
the
offiLibrary Gazette which is
The farmer,
Johnson, John Davis, Nathan caused him to drop in weight from dresses the congregation.
13th anniversary dance at the
John H. Heckman, Buster IrvWY; Louis Springer, assistant
ciar-organization of the Students Cool - Billye Terrell and Roland
The Brotherhood of the church
Clifford
Lawson,
James.
Isaac
Alsobrook.
Jones,
Flamingo
room
Thursday
secretary; Henry Halliburton,
ing, Connie Lewis,
LiftMans Association. Among her
182 to 130 pounds, moved his faminvites all friends of the church to
Wilson,
Henry
Moore
a
n
d
Nichols,
Osnight.
Matthew
The
dance
was
a
formal
Moore,
Winfrey,
Addison
treasurer;
tried
and
won
house
honors,
she
tenant
recent
still more
ily into a
TOP TEN TUNES
attend this service, and to hear
Fletcher F. Johnson.
affair. Officers of the club
car Reed, James C. Taylor,
social committee chairman;
first place in the City-Wide Typing Sweet Sixteen - To Cookie Bouie
to carry on.
this outstanding speaker, at the
are: Jesse Smith, president;
Doc 011ie, sergeant-at-arms;
Contest last year. For that honor, from Susan Neal, Money - To Nale "But the die was cast," he said.
p.m. service.
3:15
AM
I.
AIM
to
anything
Dougtrophy.
At
received
a
she
"Nobody would have
thaniel Jones from Catherine AvGregory is the pastor
Reverend
lass, Earline has maintained a ery, Never Let Me Go - To Leo
r do with us. Even the pastor showof the great Mt. Zion Baptist
he
and
while
a
high average.
in
once
up
only
)
ed
Jones from Della Deener, I'll
Bluefield, West Virginia,
GOOD COOK, TOO
was always uncomfortable in our church, of
Take Care of You - To Mazaree
and the former president of the
As a representative from DHS, Elbert from Robert Flowers, If
1 presence."
West Virginia State Convention.
Earline won high honors also in You Leave Me — To Jack Gipson
IINOAcHcoErLdiPng
(Continued From Page 1)
guest speaker has had much
The
In from Wilore Harper, Let's
the
West,
the Betty Crocker contest.
to Mr.
Try It
taking brief statements from the Again — To Carol Gandy and Gil- atfernoon, the Rev. J. Dowdy went
"Sovereignty Commission came in success as an inspirer of men, and
number of men active
Department of Public Relations, lie Leake, Let Nobody Love You to see Dr. Haddad in search of
0 and investigated the matter and has a large
local
congregation.
his
information
on
in
registration.
This
il
score
highest
the
received
health"
"She
pi"gave me a clean bill of
- To Edward Grigsby from Alice
11 a.m, worship hour will
In a 50-minute written examina- Hayden, The Bells • To Alfred Mc- time, Dr. Haddad told them to go 4
.1 but no newspaper would print The
be featured by a special message
tion on homemaking knowledge Clendon from Hazel Delk, I Know to the second floor of the court-14
'this."
I
to the men, brought by the pasand attitudes taken by a gradu- It's My Fault - To Robert Man- house to the Northeast room.
withI' Mr. West said he has tried
tor.
ating senior girl. Her examine-1 ning from Patricia
"We
did
but
found
the
room
,
daily
have
Memphis
out
success
to
Jordan, Let
The chairman for this celebration paper will be submitted for Them Talk • From
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
newspapers carry his story.
Blanche Har- locked," Reverend Dowdy said.
are Luther Jones, and George
tion
competition with other high school
send
may
voter
appears below with the knowledge that each
"We would have come to you
ris and Robert Manning to the The minister said he asked a 4
Banks. Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit is
winners to name the state "Betty
before,"
Mr.
West
said,
long
white
long
as
they
are
in
man
who
wishes
so
was
she
standing
coupons
as
he
or
in,1
many
as
in
Senior Class.
Crocker Homemaker" of Tomor- 1
"but our friends advised us minister of the church.
the courthouse where the registra-'4
BASKETBALL NEWS
the office of The Tri-State Defender or postmarked by 6 P. M.„
row.
against it. Now I know we made 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e
ton
office
was
and
received
the
i
d
This
year.
our team has been
February 29, 1960.
_ Each State Homemaker of Toa mistake."
answer: "In Hatchie Bottom."
most
successful
in
all
its
efforts.
morrow will receive a $1,500
Mr. West said he tried against WEATHER DATA
Hatchie Bottom was the site of
The
team
has
played
10
games,
scholarship and an educational
a
fantastic
odds to keep his farm
lynching
in
1940
when
a
Negro
4
Washington — Among other
trip, April 23-29, with her school won S. and have only lost 2, which was murdered by a mob for vot-:,4
going at Lake Cormorant but duties the U.S. Coast Guard prowonderful.
quite
is
include
will
The tour
advisor.
contestant's
name.)
print
"when
ing.
(Please
peoples' minds are poison- vides current weather informaNew York City and Colonial Wil- Because of its efforts and vic- R. H. Powell said he went
V V
NV
ed as they are in Mississippi, you tion for ships and aircraft.
liamsburg and will culminate with tories, the team is now in 1st the courthouse Wednesday morncan't do a thing about it."
the American Table Banquet in Place in the Prep League. The ing about nine o'clock and stayed
ed citizenship.
'LITTLE HITLER'
Washington, D. C., April 28, at fellows who are responsible for until about four. He could never
They are convinced that segreHe said -there's a 'Little Hitler' know what can be done—but somethe Stotler Hilton Hotel, where this high honor are: Odell King, find anyone to register him, he
gation is a national crime. They
machine
in DeSoto county. Lots thing ought to be done.
the All-American Homemakers of Jack Ballad, Steve Ballad. John said.
support their argument by pointof
people
sympathized with me, "This hideous story is just an
Tomorrow will be announced. The Rhodes. Willie Kimmons, Robert 100 WHITES REGISTER
(Continued From Page 1)
ing out the injustices to which it
(Continued From Page 1)
but
all
were
afraid to do anything example of the hysteria under
runners-up will receive a $500 Manning. Josenh Norman. William The secretary of the Fayette
which the white man in Mississipsubjects its victims. Segregated
to
help."
scholarship, the school of each Hutchinson, William Brown. There County Election Board
negative one. It might have been citizenship means injustice in eco- ed for three months.
pi lives."
The
pressure
Commis-got
so
great,
"I
state winner will be given a set is a voting man who deserves soe- sion, James W. Freeland, had better not to have printed it. The nomic, political, religious, educahad to sell out and get out of MisBY-LAWS
of the Encyclopedia Britannica. eial honors: his name is Maurice been quoted by daily newspapers picture suggests too many omis- tional, and all aspects of commusissippi.,,
r.
Washburn
produced
andi
Earline,
a
Congratulations,
ropy
"Pepper" Tucker. Pepper has as saying no Negroes showed up,sions. Omissions of the Negro nity life. . .because one always
Have things been any better
good luck in all of your endeav- been the 'sigh point man in sev- last Wednesday for registration. out of the life of this town and aas the idea that he isn't getting of the by-laws with such a mern- since he left?
or. (This spotlight is a surprise'eral games. He also received a "There was certainly no attempt other towns. . .the life that really his full share of community bene- bership clause but numerous per- "Not at all,"
Mr. West said. ''l
sons said the group had never °f- can't
to Earline for being a wonderful trophy from the All-Tournament made to prevent anyone from. matters. Like having a hand in fits.
find a job and until today
person.)
In Memphis. This tronby is mo. registering today," Mr. FreelandlhelPing to encourage folk to pre- It would be most enlightening to ficially sanctioned the by-laws.
my son couldn't either. For a long
Congratulations, again.
mentms of s deed well done. We was quoted as saying. He report-' vent crime. . .like having a voice a lot of white Americans to learn Led by Atty. I. H.
time, we haven't known where our
Murphy,
the
SENIORS
are verr proud and elated over ed that more than 100 white per.; of authority in the matter of law just how virtually every intelli- group appealed to the
Bluff City next meal was coming from."
Can YOU
Now that- I have spotlighted a these fellows who have done such sons were registered.
enforcement
like having the gent Negro feels behind the bars and
Shelby County Council of Civ- FIRED HIM
Afford to
fellow member of our class, here a wonderful job this year. The However, the four
feeling that the police look on him of segregation. He would be
Negroes whol
ic Clubs and the council's board He said his son got a job with
are some interesting "dope" on school is (suite mond of you. Con- talked with the
Negro) as a citizen to be pro- shocked to learn how being a voided
(a
Gamble
Defender saidl
the original election and a big Memphis auto dealer, but
the latest happenings around our firm. the rood work.
they saw nobody being registered tected. . .not a congenital crimi- prisoner. . .whether behind the named a committee to oversee a the very next morning, after with
school, and last but not least, our We must indeed commend Mr. Wednesday.
nal to be watched. iron and steel bars of a tangible new election last Wednesday night. checking on his last address, he
DEATH BY FIRE . . .
wonderful teachers.
"Bill" Little for doing a marvel- Mr. McFerrin told the Defender The omissions suggested by that prison. . .or behind the bars of
was
called
into
When
the
office
MERLITE Warning
and
ous job of coaching the teams. that he has been theratened sev- picture are much too much.
fear, hate, prejudice, discrimina- The following persons were elect- fired. When young West asked
Protection
Costs So Little?
ed
on
the
Insecond
are
time
teams
the
and
around;
The school
eral times since Negroes havel Of course, there's always the tion, and constant insult of the inwhy 'he was being dismissed, he At last' A owldebted to you for teaching and sought to exercise their right to valid argument that the Negro tangible prison of segregation. . . Reverend Williamson, president;
lien
engineered
was told, "I am not at liberty to
fire alarm everyinspiring the team all the way to vote in Fayette county. The latest should join in any crime preven- how it warps the personality and Dr. J. A. Watson, first vice-presOnly
say," Mr. West told the Defender. one c a n afford!
ident;
beT.
for
J.
again
Willis,
you
Thank
second
vicethe top.
came after he erturned from the tion program, regardless. And it is distorts the mind and soul.
Amazing IWO/
Finally,
in
desperation,
Mr.
must
president;
Mrs. Mable White, reing a wonderful coach. We
MERLITE
FIRE
Civil Rights Commission hearings a valid, good, pointed argument. Some pictures only serve as reALARM "smells"
cording secretary; Mrs. Vasco West said, "I called my brotheralso give recognition to our (sis- In Washington.
That's why some Negroes contin- minders. Quit, y'all. Selah!
t
h
a
tiniest
in-law
fire,
and
told
him how badly
Smith, financial secretary; Mrs.
ter school) for opening the way 'NECKTIE' PARTY
HOWLS an irriue to use this argument to supwe
needed
work.
Because
he
is
Thank
Ruthie
Mae DeBerry, assistant fito the first place position.
tating, onmistak- LESS BATTERIES
"I got a call and somebody toldl port their fight against segregatnancial secretary; Mrs. Speight, In such a position, he picked up
you again.
a bla continuous
me that they were going to have
the
phone
and
told a friend to
Mrs. Nellis Collins of West Sr., treasurer; H. A. Gilliam, parblast, so loud it can bo hoard Vs mile
—BCNU—
a 'necktie party' for me," Mr.
or more away. when room temperature
Memphis returned to the lead liamentarian; Mrs. Abbie Rule, hire my boy. You know its pretreaches
135 degrees, before fire can
McFerrin said. "I told them that
this week in the Queen of Clubs chaplain; W. W. Walker, sergeant- ty bad when you have to get a
spread dangerously, Gives you and your
they were going to have to give'
job
that way."
family time to escape and summon aid.
Contest. Mrs. Collins is spon- at-arms and Mrs. 011ie Driver, asof
a life to take a life."
Why is he telling the story now? Entirely self-contained. independent
sored by the Free Will Club of sistant recording secretary.
Russian
MOSCOW
—
(UPI)
—
electrical
a fi,
,house current which may fail
Mr. McFerrin said his credit
,
"My
family
has
lived
iii
in
grief
Memphis. In second place this
has been cut off because of his technicians are building a 1,675Veteran observers to whom the for two years," Mr. West said. Protect every room in your home
week is Miss Clemon Crawford,
activity in the area of voting. foot high television tower at Mos- sponsored by the
Tri-State Defender has talked are "We've lost everything. We finalat low cost.
Binghampton
"Many Negroes who tried to cow's new suburban TV center—
convinced that the two factions will ly decided that if we could be
Allow two weeks for delivery.
Civic
League.
Miss
Crawford
the
world',
highest, Tass announcregister and vote have been forced
was leading the contestants last bring about a split in the civic molested this way in America, Hail money order to WILLIAMS, INC.
by their landlords to move. Our, ed.
club unless the matter is resolved something ought to be done to the
246 West 45th Place
week.
The tower will contain four eleChicago 9, Ill.
league has found homes for all
by
the
Council.
,people
who
are
guilty. I don't
Still in third place is Miss
vators to carry visitors to obthese families.
Clemmie Bosley who is backed
"The Negroes of Fayette county servation platforms near the top,
by the Lakeview Country club
are together now more than they Tass said. Its great height will
All readers are urged to back
have ever been," Mr. McFerrin allow it to pick up TV broadcasts
their favorite contestant by pur• WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS
said. ''But I do call on the land- from several other points in Eurchasing subscriptions to the Tri1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
owners to reconsider before put- ope.
State Defender and by mailting any more people out of their
ing in the free vote coupon found
homes. They are being misled by
threatened with arrest for appear- on Page 2.
leall•INER UUUU U U U US I RU
the big businessmen and politi- ing
in Fayette county, is attorney
cyns."
for the league.
FINE WIRE
GARDENS
REGISTERED, BUT . .
Atty. Estes has been to Fayette Schenectady — Wire one-fitfh
Of the four men with whom the
• 3 Bedrooms
county on several occasions since the diameter of a human hair is
Defender talked, Mr. Powell is the
threat and said he will return used in the manufacture of some
• 2 Baths
the only one who is not register- on
the next registration day.
kinds of radio tubes.
• Carport
ed. The other three have regis• Concrete Drive
tered but have never been allow• Storage
STARTS
ed to vote. They are working toward gaining larger numbers of
SUNDAY!
• Aluminum
registered Negroes and toward
4 BIG DAYS!
Windows
Igaining the constitutional right to
• Separate
caet a ballot in the county where
Dining Area
Negroes far outnumber whites.
• Select Oak
A Federal court suit is pending
in the vote squabble. Atty. J. F.
Floors
Cord.
and Parts
Estes of Memphis, who has been
• Central Heating

DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By

p.

ARNETTA RAINEY

Brotherhood Month
At First Baptist
Climaxes Feb. 14

Si

n

egroes

THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN
OF CLUBS CONTEST!
THE QUEEN
Defender,
Contest
Mail to

Director, Tri-State
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
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Si

26th Ward

OWS

5495

Of Clubs Contest

SAVE

Reds Build World's
Highest TV Tower

ON WALLPAPER
ON PAINTS

•

FREE CITY DELIVERY

H.A. CARROL & Co.

405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626:
HERBERT STREW . WALTER STREW

LAKEVIEW

••woof

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS

tow,' Beaten
and Porte

Vacuum Boos,

COLDS

Hose

and Porte

Open
Serving
Nites
You
Free
Since '32
Parking
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio end TV Tuber Chockod

Relieve aches and pains of colds with
STANBACK Tablets or Pouders.
Also use as gargle for sore throat
due to colds. STANBACKS S. A.
(Synergistic Action) reduces fever,
brings faster, more complete relief.
Remember...Snap back witb
STAN BACK I

LOVE AND ADVENTURE AS BOLO
AND DARING AS THE CASTING!

DANDIUDGE

has

LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
EVERY DRIVER

Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance

• Dishwasher Disposal

the HILLTOP
$12,800
only $400 down
Plus Closing

WE'LL fAiCE YOUR TRADE-IN 1
FREE MEMBERSHIP IN- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south of
Geeter School.

IN COLOR
PLUS 2ND HIT —

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY

'GO JOHNNY GO'

888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652

Chuck Berry, The Moonglows, Jackie Wilson,
Alan Fried in

rano.••

HOMES, INC.
P. 0. BOX 5313 • MEMPHIS

S

EX

7-9343
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SECOND TIME AROUND —
During the second election of
the 26th Ward Civic club the
running was hot and heavy as

the above picture, left, aptly
describes. During the wait
while the ballots were being
counted grim faces were in

evidence all around. The election seemingly nullifies the
hich saw
pre‘ious election
Rev. E. L. Washburn take the

presidency. The officers elected this time were. seated, left
to right, W. W. Walker, sergeant-at-arms; Rev. E. W. Wil-

DeBerry, assistant financial
secretary. From left, standing
are II. S. Gilliam. parliamentarian; Dr. J. A. Watson, first

llamson, president: Mrs. Mable
recorrun-• se-retarv.
u'hite
Mrs. Maxine Smith, financial
secretary; Mrs. Ruthie Mae

vice president; T. J. Willis,
second vice president; Mrs.
Abbie Rule, chaplain. Not
shown, but also elected were
Mrs. 011ie Driver, assistant

recording secretary and Mrs.
W. 0. Speight, sr., treasurer'.
',
.
All said and done, Rev. Wash
burn says he is still president;
(See page one story)

'Family Lives Pitiful Existence;
Gamely fights Back Against Odds
a

•

•

•

to sleep? And how do the father visor. He can't take the ar
and mother sleep? Indeed, not task of getting under vehid
anymore because the gases a
When a couple, such as Mr. soundly, if at all.
from welding and gener
fumes
and Mrs. Theodore Dorsey of 793
this
in
that
shame
a
It seems
liazIewood rd., has been blessed great land of plenty, a couple, mechanic's duties would only ag
with nine children, it usually such as the Dorseys, is living in gravate his asthma.
brings them happiness and a rea- a virtual slough of poverty, not of
Mr. Dorsey is 48 years old, b
son for living.
their own making, but stricken by he seems much younger. Althoug
But what happens when the fa- the oftimes cruel hand of fate. his body is continually wrack
ther and mother are unable to They need help and they need it with pain he looks ahead to •
time when he can work aga
work and each day that God sends, badly.
those children have to be ignor- Trouble invaded the Dorsey But this seems a long way ofg
tel where the
ed when they want "a little some- household more than 10 years ago CAN'T WORK
47th annual conthing to eat?" And how do you when Mr. Dorsey was overcome Mrs. Dorsey can't work.
vention is schedstill their aching, hungry little by asthma while serving with the must look after the kids,
uled August I-5,
bodies at night in order for them Armed forces in Africa. A skilled are nine of them, remember,
19.;0.
mechanic, the athletically built her husband. She said they cm,
Arrangements for scientific clinman soon dwindled in size and depend on any of their reel
ics, exhibits and social events
until he was only a because they have their own
proficiency
care
take
to
home
at
suffers
needed
He
bedridden.
nearly
DORSEY
MRS. THEODORE
will be made with the Mound
shell of his former self.
ilies to care for.
of her husband and children.
from asthma and has just
her nine children,
of
six
and
City Dental Society, Dr. W. S.
his constant fight with
face
During
Dorseys
with
the
more,
What's
battle
tough
a
fought
an
Right now, the Dorseys
face
rd.,
Hazlewood
793
The Edmonson and Barksdale of
Gibson, president and officers
the asthma, which seems to get food for their children and money
as iction Feb. 31 if they can't
pneumonia. The small pension
Dorsey
Mr.
future.
uncertain
meetregular
its
along with Local Convention civic club held
worse and worse each day and For the past three years the
pay the $35 for the rent. They
he receives from the veteris unable to work and has
ing February 3 at the home of the
Chairman, Dr. Richard Layne.
still worse at night, his life reads have been living rent-free in
hardly
refuse to give up, however,
administration
an's
ked
wit
several
dealt
been
Charlie Walton and
• Executive Board members in president
alone.
it
do
can't
tax if a curse had been put on shack they call home, out of
Dorthey
but
Mrs.
rags.
in
them
keeps
he
year
blows by fate. Last
attendance will be national offi- delegates to the Bluff City Council
him by a witch.
Matthew Davis
(Staff Photo by George Harattention Is despeiately
sey's
him
goodness of a real estater's he
left
that
stroke
suffered
cers, Drs. H. M. Proffit, presi- of Civic Clubs were named.
din)
ed president of the New Chicagol He was hit by a truck a year But a new man has purchased
dent; W. K. Elliott, president- Delegates elected were Lee
40th Ward Civic Club. Elections ago, suffered a stroke, had bran- house now and the rent, $35, i
elect; J. B. Singleton, vice-presi- Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Charles!
setting fires is this:
or
were held recently at Colemanchial pneumonia, and has lost due Feb. 31. They won't have
plosives
1
dent; E. N. Jackson, secretary- Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
most of the use of his right leg. and its debatable whether th
prosecution
Chapel church,
The bill authorizes
treasurer; H. C. Edwards, sr., Woods, Miss Ora D. Frierson, Mrs.
HARD TO TALK
new landlord will be as kind I
in federal courts. The
violators
of
Other officers elected were Josh
assistant secretary; J. C. Carr, Sam Lyn, Mrs. Walter Hubbert,
When he talks, it is a struggle. the last.
bill's authors were careful to pro- Tools, first vice president; Doc Irsgt.-at-arms.
He literally fights for breath and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown.
tect local communities against a
second vice president; et times he just gives up and Help should be fortheomln
G. W. Hawkins, secretary of the The club has decided to begin
•
in' jr'
view which the Supreme
of
.point
Mrs. Geneva Wells, secretary; writes what he wants to convey. from the welfare department b
Board; H. W. Williamston; B. M. reading first aid instruction at the
Court has expressed from time to
that takes time. There is conside
Rosie Miller, recording sec
C.
Mrs.
W.
the doctor's
Jefferson; D. T. Walton;
next meeting. Scheduled to tak&
time. The amendment stipulates retary; Mrs. Doc Irvin, jr., finan- He is presently under
able red tape, and, as Mrs. Do
Waller; M. R. Dean; W. F. Clark; part are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
care
and
a
draws
pension
small
that it is not the intent of Conas southern Democrats were
cial secretary; Mrs. Lucille Price from the Veteran's Administra- sey put it, "a family could sta
C. E. Williams; and M. Mitchell. Walton, Mrs. Calvin Ilalliburton,
By LYLE C. WILSON
I well
gress to deprive any state, terncommittee chairman; tion. But hardly enough to sup- before they did anything."
it.
memj for
Regional Executive Board
ot j• • program
Mrs. Lartigue, Mr. and Mrs. L.
or local comunity
The kids, ranging in ago •
bers: Drs. E. B. Presley, Phila- B. Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Robert WASHINGTON — (UPI)—Solid- As now written the amendment diction over any offense of this na- Mrs. Mollie Alexander, member- port his family of 10.
ship drive chairman; Mrs. Ethel Still, Mr. Dorsey is a fighter. six years to four monthC
delphia; L. E. Payne, Ohio; E. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Walter ly built into the Civil Rights Bill I would punish flight to avoid giving ture.
T. Ragland, Va.; R. P. Beshears Hubbert and Miss Ora Frierson. now moving slowly toward consid-!testimony in bombing or arson' If any state, territory or local Williamson, chaplain; Mrs. R. When the Tri-State Defender visit- pathetically, the major v
eration by the House of Repreed the Dorsey 'shack' Sunday, he the Dorseys' plight. Somehow,
Mo.; and C. W. Flint Tex.; Jun-'
with flight to avoidl community were willing to accept Jackson, parliamentarian.
club is working toward,sentatives is authority for a fed- cases equally
Davis,
managed to drag himself from the feel certain that Memphis w
ior Board members; Drs. R. H. The civic
President
According to
prosecution for tossing the bomb,bombing and arson as the modern
its geograph- 1 eral crackdown on labor goons.
Primas, Pa.; and G. P. Freeman, getting all persons in
or setting the fire. The penalty: American way, a bomber or arson- other committees will be appoint- bed, and, gasping for air, told the not let their miserable existe601)
'
This is contained in a section'would be a fine of not more than'
ical area registered to vote.
Defender what was once his continue as is.
Ark
ist would be relatively safe so long ed later.
'which would amend the U. S.
You
will
to
a
help,
won't
you?
be
dream,
supermechanics
!$5,000 or imprisonment for no as he did not run away and cross
criminal code with respect to ;more than five years.
a state line in the process. Once
The
arsonists.
and
squads
bomb
no
have
would
amendment
The
across a state line, however, the
amendment would make it a fellaw bomber or arsonist would be a fugony for a person to cross a state effect, however, unless local
or arson itive from the BFI.
line in flight from arrest, prosecu- at the place of the bomb
burning AFL - CIO President George
or
bombing
the
forebade
conviction or continement after
CAIRO — (UPI) — Seventy-six
buildings. Thel Meany and other top labor leadtion on charges of bombing or ar- of vehicles and
Americans who rocked over 14.000
Is
the
'new federal felony is merely
ers have contended that there
son.
piiles of African roads rolled into
flight across state lines from such,plenq: of local law against labor,
The exciting and different sound City, are given.
Monday.
Civil
the
in
originally
written
As
an act if the bombing or arson , violence by explosives and fire
you've been hearing in Memphis WLOK not only has introduced
section was diaverage age is 67. The
this
Their
Bill,
Rights
and
was
Sound''
and that no federal legislation
violation of local law.
Radio is the new "Sparkle Sound" the new "Sparkle
ed- I were in
against
offenses
in the group which beto
only
youngest
rected
needed or, even desirable. The
on the 148 Spot... WLOK. WLOK many new programs, but more
or religious structures, I BILL'S BRASS KNUCKLES
gan an African safari in Capetown
ucational
would
watches
pending
now
weather
and
amendment
newscasts
"Sparkle
new
has introduced this
I offenses deemed to have been in- Communities which have laws;
is five. The oldsupersede all of that local seven months ago
Sound" as a musical identifcation have been scheduled to keep its
acts should become not
such
against
antagonisms.
racial
by
is
spired
8t;.
est
law. It would backstop it with U.S.
...not a "Formula". WLOK felt listeners up on the current conrelatively free of bombings and'
The Caravaneers who are none
that this type of sound would ditions. New "Sparkle Sounds", ADMINISTRATION CONTENT —. arson if the pending bill is enact-j power.
administration
worse for African wear will
Eisenhower
the
The
capture and hold listeners atten- more newscasts, weather watches,
ed. The brass knuckle in the pro-,
proceed from Cairo to Trieste, their
Volcano Count
tion and give greater listening ap- new programs . . . all for better was content with that narrow limHouse posed legislation most likely to Washington — There are about final destination. The caravan conpeal . . . and initial audience and listening on the "Sparkle Spot", it on the bill's scope. In the
however,
Committee,
persuade goon squads of all kinds 40 active volcano cones in Alaska sista of 29 trucks and specially
Judiciary
advertiser reaction has been highly WLOK.
m.) to think twice before hurling ex-' and Hawaii.
(0-Ter
Loser
Carlton
built trailers by Byams.
J.
Rep.
favorable.
amendment be
the
that
moved
Along with the new and exciting BIG BUSINESS
broadened to extend to the bomb"Sparkle Sound", WLOK has a
The frozen food industry, which ing or burning of any building or
Time from 9:30 to 9:45. For a so- barely existed 20 years ago, now
vehicle. There was no record vote,
school in Somerville, Tenn. I
SOMERVILLE BEAUTY —
lid quarter hour Monday through represents an investment of well
the committee, but on a voice'
in
She is a junior and a good sta..
nonMiss Bettie Jean Hobson, 16of
Saturday announcement
five billion dollars — about vote Loser's motion had overdent, the daughter of Mr. and
year-old beauty wants somecommerical nature from Church- over
whelming support. Northern as
Mrs. Richard Hobson. Thanks
one for her Valentine. How
es and Civic Clubs, throughout the one-third of it in home freezers.
to Horace C. Ewell, prisms(
about you? The young lady atof Alexander school fir the
tends Fayette County training
pix.
By BURLE1GH HINES, JR.

Dr. R. Q. Venson of Memphis, Department Heads: Drs. C. 0.
chairman, Executive Board, Na-'Dummett, Tuskegee, Ala.; W. J.
Ill., A. R.
Chicago,
tional Dental Association, issued Walker,
Brown, Chicago, Ill.; Millard R.
a call for the
Dean, Washington, D. C.; and
mid - winter'.
Richard Layne, St. Louis, Mo.
meeting, Feb. 13
Zone Vice-Presidents: Drs. F.
and 14 in St.
E. Baker, Pa.; J. C. Wallace, Ill.;
Louis, Mo.
Newman C. Taylor, Alexandria,
Board sessions
Va.; J. W. Houser, A.; E. Upshur,
will be held at
Ark.; and J. L. Brown, Tex.
the Claridge ho-

Davis Heads 40
Ward Civic Club

Rights Bill Has
Bombing CectIon

,

76 Americans In
African Safari

THE

MODERN BANK
FOR THE

MODERN FAMILY
TRI- STATE BANK
386 BEALE
BANKING SERVICES
COMPLETE i COURTEOUS : CONFIDENTIAL :
—
MI PARKING
HIGHEST INTEREST
ON SAVINGS

INCLUDING

—

LOWEST COST
NEW CAR FINANCING
• $S PER $100 PER YEAR • CHECKING ACCOUNTS
INSURED
HOME IMPROVEMENT • ACCOUNTS
UP TO $10,000
•
LOANS

TWEIVE MATRONS officers
These ladies are the recently
installed officers of the 12 Ma
trons club. Seated left to
right: Mrs. Allure Lee, Mrs.

Frankie I. Williams, president. Standing left to right:
Miss Rose Nicholas. Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett, Miss Evelyn
Tharmaa, Mrs. Fannie 11 a e

Thomas, Mrs. Ellen Knight,
and Mrs. Lou Ella Jackson.
Not shown are Mrs. Jimmie
McCully and Mn,s graestina
Russell

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
loch Account Insured Up To $10,000
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Each member will o ser,e the
ST. ANDREW
at
day with his family.
fair
county
a
be
will
There
FriAt 7 p.m. the Youth Council of
St. Andrew A.M.E. Church
l
church will hold a dedication
day night, February 12, The affair the
Miss Sammie J. Williamservice.
sponbeing
will be at 8 p.m. It is
Miss Faye E.
president;
son,
sored by choir no. 2
sponsor.
Gentry,
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
A. Story is the pastor
Installation services for the Rev. L.
Campbell is the
Velma
Mrs.
and
2
Young People's City Union No.
reporter.
were held at 3 p.m. Sunday eve- church
ning at Progressive Baptist church.
Reverend J. L. Webb, pastor of
equally
and
Hebrew
a
was
he
am
that
'I
them,
St. John Baptist church in Ripley,
"And he said unto
was in knowledge
Tennessee preached the sermon.
a Hebrew; and I fear the Lord! as glad .that he
and a fear
Hebrew
a
am
"I
God.
of
MINISTERS' WIVES
Crawat.
A.
the
is
N.
the
well
see,
Mrs.
was
Banquet
Blackwell
with
A.
Mrs.
C.
church
Jonah 1:9
ANNUAL BANQUET — The
a knowledge of God." Third Annual Banquet of the
The C.M.E. ,ministers' wives
tended with members of the
director of the Union and Rev,
ford, seated center, head of the
The above are the words con- or have
it makes when
difference
club hell their first meetsocial
a
and
speaker.
As
What
you
church
galore.
friends
pastor.
principal
is
as
Robinson
table,
H.
Training
to
Baptist
Grove
directed
Lake
tained in an answer
God.
of
knowledge
19e0' at the residence of
for
a
ing
has
man
the
a
Union was held recently at
Jonah by the men on the ship.
difference it would make
and Mrs. L.A. Story recentRev.
a
What
been
have
could
answers
Many
A surprise birthday party was
each of us if we had
ly at 81 So. Parkway.
•
•
given at this point but Jonah was on the part of
held F7iday, Feb. 5, for the Rev.
we
attending
which
many
of
the
God
of
Among
knowledge
a
:
satisfied only to give the am
Sr., pastor of
ashamed.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith, W. M. Fields,
were:
most pertinent to the °cession. were not
church, at
Baptist
Star
Eastern
f
i
is
B.
world
J.
an anxious
Mrs. E. L. Strong, Mrs.
These men were in the midst of Today
Decatur.
391
residence,
his
of us -Who are we?"I
Boyd, Mrs. W. H. Taylor, Mrs.
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LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL
BOB
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
•

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M.--11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
DORY 3:30 P.M.-5:45 P.M. COLE

DIXIE LILY
"QUICK 'N SURE SELF-RISING FLOUR"

HEAR HUNKY DORY - 11:45 A. M.

FREE 8 MINK STOLES
TO BE GIVEN
AWAY FREE.

3 Tenn. Schools
Get $7 Million

nessee State's five -week Institute
on Counselling and Guidance
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State : Training, scheduled for June 6university, along with two other July 9, will be designed to proTennessee institutions of higher vide training to improve qualifilearning, will share in $7 million cations of counselling and guidof good hard Federal money, be- ance personnel in secondary
ing spent to improve guidance schools.
BASIS OF SELECTION
and counselling.
Under the National Defense Ed- Selected on (lithe basis of numucation Act of 1958, sponsored by ber of students serviced by the apthe U. S. Office of Education Ten- plicants; (2) actual or potential
need in particular areas, and (3)
the applicant's college trrscript,
the institute personnel will obtain
six quarter hours of credit.
A maximum stipend of $675.00
plus tuition and fees may be obtained by the counselling and
guidance trainees. The stipend will
be allotted in terms of $75 per
After 35. irregular'. y rr!ten beweek for five weeks, phis Vs per
comes a problem. What you need is
week per dependent, up to 4 desomething that aids nature and helps
establoh regularity'. Such an aid to
pendents.
i figUi &ray la the daily use of steuram.
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men and women 100k SEIUTAN daily
lege, and so much of the nation's
under medical supervision. In case
" after case SFRUTAN, taken daily.
potential brainpower is being lost,
helped ettablith regularity. So, for
purpose of the institute will be
the
real relief from constipation after
to salvage these students through
35,07 statassi, powder or granular.
better guidance and counselling,
which should, conribute to more
'Road It Backwards"
high school graduates attending
' college.
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Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
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JANA PORTER

Yes Madame,
1Vith Valentine's Day fast ap1."-g everyone is trying to
p.
find some way to make themselves a little dearer to their
loved ones.
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour is always willing to lead
the -way to your family's heart
through good home cooked
food." Nutritious and delicious
meals do not have to be expensive meals. You will find with
the use of Jack Sprat enriched

ONE
AT EACH QUALITY
STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER.
REGISTER FREE
AT THE CENTER
NEAREST YOU!
wheat flour and Jack Sprat meal
there will be no waste for they
are truly dependable. Use them
in all your recipes.
For hearts day serve Cherry
pie made with Jack Sprat flour,
topped with a heart shaped from
whipped cream; peaches, ice
cream or tapioca pudding with
Jack Sprat sugar cookies.
JACK SPRAT
SUGAR COOKIES
Basic recipe.
kv C. Butter or shortening

1 C. Sugar
1 or 2 egg yolks
is tsp. salt
1 tibs. milk
1 tsp. baking powder
1I tsp. vanilla
it% C. Jack Sprat flour
Let butter stand at room
temperature until soft. Beat in
sugar, egg, milk and vanilla.
and sifted together, well. Drop
from spoon 1 inch apart on

lightly buttered cookie sheet.
For flat cookies press with knife
or fork dipped in cold water or
use cookie press.
For Valentine cookies: add
enough flour to roll out. Chill
thoroughly. Roll 1-4 inch thick,
arrange with spatula on buttered cookie sheet. Bake in moderate oven 375 degrees F. about
8 minutes.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

t
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IIICEIAND RICE

BETTER!

A HAPPY MOMENT was shared by this Mid-South talent and all
their friends and listeners on a recent Big Star Talent show
When the fine group pictured above gave their performance, tap,
favorite songs and readings climbed aboard the airwaves. The
regular weekly talent show presented by Big Star Food Stores el
Memphis and the Mid-South always proves most liatetiable. Rig

Star is glad and proud to give young people this opportunity Se
perform before the vest audience that comprises the huge listen•
ership tuned to the Mid South's most powerful radio station, wean
e atts WDIA. First row, left te right, Tommie Bradford, Carthryn
Payton. Ethel 'San. Mildred Wiggins. Martha Jones, Glenn Stott,
Percy Wiggins aad Corer Ranks. Standing in front is Joyce Pallterser..

7. Nashville Group Forms Urban Renewal Unit
To Aid Citizens
Forced To Move
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NASHVILLE — The East Nash-1 Dixon explained that by - laws
ville Community Club, Inc., has,for the group would be recomled in organizing an Urban Re- , mended at the next meeting and
newel Citizens Committee to guard officers and a board of directors
the interests of area citizens sub- would be named.
ject to housing and business dis- These purposes were listed: "To
placement by the giant seven-year work with the East Nashville
renewal program soon to go into Community Club to help people
Nashville, Tenn.—A very recent of Donald Wyatt. a former Fisk,
operation here.
tinderstand Urban Renewal; to
i'WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT" administratoi who is now with
The
The new group was set up at help people with hardship cases
survey revealed that the average U. N. Information Center. His
the home of Maj. Ernest W. Dix- overcome them; and to serve as
working man can expect 1935 name was listed as assistant dion, jr., board chairman of the an advisory group to Urban Rehours of leisure time this year. _ie rector.
East Nashville Community Club, newal authorities.
spends this time in a variety of HISTORY WEEK
Inc., who called the meeting at
AT MEETING
ways, ranging from the frittering Strengthening A merle& Through
his home, 708 Myrtle st. Among /
Attending the meeting were the
to the fruitful. Last year 17 mill. Education in History was the
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Rev. J. N. Rucker, pastor, First
ion men and women concentrated theme kr Negro History Week's
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Urban
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Sam'
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Dr. J. N. Rucker, pastor of
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Anderson, East
ComChurch, East Nashville; the Rev.
on the fruitful by serving as vol- public program held at Spruce
recent organization of the East
Nashville Community Club,
First Baptist Church, East
munity Club president; and Jenkins, assistant coordinator; the John Copeland, pastor, Zion
unteers with their town's United Street Baptist church on Sunday, Nashville Urban Renewal
BapRev. John Copeland, pastor of
CitiInc.; I. L. Hockett, president
Nashville, who ca as named
A. Z. Kelly, president of the
tist Church; the Rev. J. N. Crutchunds, Community Chests and Feb. 6, 3 p.m. The Program was zens Committee
Zion
Porter,
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Baptist
H.
were, from
ComNashville
of
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committee chairman; C. M.
Nashville NAACP chapter.
er, Baptist pastor; the Rev. R. D.
)ember social agencies. "ON sponsored by the Masonic Temple
Smith, City Councilman; and Maleft, Maj. Ernest W. Dixon.
munity Club Day Care Center;
McClellan, pastor, Lilly Hill Bap•
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this kind of Association, Edward E. Crawford,
jor Dixon.
tist Church: I. L. Hockett East
participation. Social life is import- president and The Tennessee DiDr. J. N. Rucker was named
ant but it is more rewarding to vision for the study of Negro Life
temporary chairman of the group. Nashville Community Club Day
Care Center president.
learn from this survey that we and HISTORY, Dr. Merl Epps,
'Dr. Rucker, a practicing physiAmericans are busily engaged in President. Speakers were Mrs.
cian, was called here recently to A. Z. Kelly, local NAACP chapElizabeth Burgess, dynamic orator,'
other pursuits.
pastor First Baptist Church, East ter president; the Rev. C. A. Dow•
We have been successful with and Rev. William J. Simmons,'
ell, pastor, Sixth Street Church
Nashville.
YWCA
annual dinner meeting University Minister at Tennessee
of Christ; C. M. Anderson, East
'HUMAN DIGNITY'
where over four hundred women A and 1 State University. The Pub.
Sanders commented on 'Human Nashville Community Club, presiand men came to join in the an- tic is invited.
Dignity" and welfare as related dent; II. R. Gordon, City housing
nual celebration and hear reports. It is fashionable to be seen at NASHVILLE — Tennessee State Civilized Tribes of Indians" and ,L. Davis, Dr. Earl S. Sasser, Mrs
to Urban Renewal, asking that inspector; the Rev. L. E. Moseby,
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, who served The Magnificent A and I State' University's 19a0 chairman of the.Dr. Alonzo Stephens' "Estados I Dorothy A. Stephens and Dr
Payne
Chapel
AME
these things not he confused with pastor,
as roaming reporter really put university gymnasium these even- editorial committee of the univen•- ,Unidas du Brasil" representedl Alonzo T. Stephens.
Church; the Rev. Frank Harrison.
socialism.
some life into this affair. Congrat- ings. Society is present and all the sity's newest publication, "The the department of history.
Smith expressed the opinion pastor, Mt. Bethel Baptist Church;
Tennessee State's Editorial Comulations to Mrs. Sammie Tate, boxes are filled. Why? There is Faculty Journal," is Dr. Alonzo "Developing Meaning in Multi- mittee for the first "Faculty , NASHVILLE — The Rev. H. that Urban Renewal "is the best Dr. R. Grann Lloyd, Tennessee
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pastor of St. Andrews
AME the Dutch musical style. Many will be honored this month when
wife of Dr. from many friends who have read lizer on Soybeans," and Dr. Henry
young
engertic
church, Memphis, has withdrawn singers from the Netherlands the Masonic Temple Association,
my column. Thanks for your kind L. Taylor, who presented "An
Massey.
successes, was the as a candidate for the Bishopric. served in the Papal Choir at Rome. Inc., dedicates its new headLooking at The T. V. Spectacu- words and do tell your friends Economic Study of the Johnson NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Koseph'most sudden
year
I
result
of hard work and It reports Jackson saying, "I have Composers such as Dufay, Okeg- quarters at Eighteenth ave., and
of
"Nashville
The
'aleout
Go."
On
Creek
Prize-winning
last
Watershed Area in Madison Kramm, Pulitzer
lar of Ford Theatre one night
in the chosen to remain with the Bro- hem, Obrecht, Josquin des Pres Underwood at. Crawford is presiauthor of -The Shrike," speaker a solid apprenticeship
week, I was fascinated to see the Cards received from Rev. and County, Tennessee."
and Sweelinck made lasting con- dent of the temple. The present
theatre,
only therhood movement."
included
which
not
Faulkner
whom
DR.
WM,
H.
Mrs.
we
WILSON
War
CenWorld
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on
International
Bulge
at the
Of The
The
tributions
to the development of Deputy of the Valley in Tennessee,
question
of
new
bishops
has
writing
and
but
directing
acting
Dr.
Dean
as
of
former
remember
all
Raleigh Wilson's "Aspects ter, February 10, 7:00 p. m.
is was a
o. II being reinacted. This
reopened local interest in the can-I the art of polyphonic writing.
Crawford's tribute at dedication
documentary story vividly pro- Fisk Chapel. He has recently re- of Negro Slavery Among the Five subject "The Theatre's Angry as well.
of
native
Philadelphia, didacy of several known men; The 18 members of the Nether- exercises Feb. 17 will come on the
A
frayed. When the long list of turned from a preaching Mission
Young Men."
Mr. Kramm shortly after getting with aspiration for the high posi- lands Chamber Choir include some basis of his being the first Mallit.
names who had to do with the pro- for U. S. evenly in Europe and he ter and Son-M.13w Dr. and Mrs.
An all-around theatre man, for
tion. Among these is the Rev. S. of Holland's most distinguished
vile Prince Hall man on the actduction came on the screen I was and his lovely wife are now vaca- John 0. Brown. Also a delightful the past ten years, Mr. Kramm his A.B. from the University of S. Morris,
jr., son of the late S. singers, all of whom appear regPennsylvania
in
1928
joined
the
daughtheir
Miami
with
in
tioning
name
the
see
to
pleased
ive Council of 33rd Degree Ma.
more than
message from Mrs. Hilda Proctor, has been an instructor for the
S. Morris, sr., who maintained ularly in recital, in oratorio and
sons who control the entire Southformer Secretary of the late Dr. American Theatre Wing in the famoill Eva LeGallienne Civic! offices here
for more than 30 opera, with orchestras, or in
ern Jurisdiction of Masonry. The
Chas S. Johnson. She is now living fields of acting and directing. He Repertory Theatre, where for six years
executive
as
secretary of broadcast concerts. Several of
years he acted a variety of roles
in Honolulu.
new temple hall will be located in
, also knows what it's like to keep
Christian education.
them are known throughout EuMy Thought for the week is: ,, plugging away at dramaturgy un- , in classic and modern drama.
old Wharton School, which has
Then
came
the
years
when
the
rope; Petrus de Vos, for instance,
"A SMALL DAILY TASK, IF IT.til you've got a smash Broadbeen remodeled and redecorated
•
Theatre flourished
has appeared in television broadon FOREIGN MARKET
Y secretary; James Walker assist- BE REALLY DAILY, WILLI way hit and a subsequent sale to Group
for a new role.
NASHVILLE—The first
Broadway,
bringing
renown
to
casts
of
South
Menotti's
American
"The
Medium"
e
h
provides
t
Club in the history of Cameron; ant secretary; Thomas Lynch, BEAT THE LABORS OF A SPAS-the movies.
such playwrights as Clifford Odets largest foreign market for U. S. and "Amahl" both in Holland and
I 'The
high school has been organized,ltreasurer; and Fran k Murry, chap- MODIC HERCULES".
Shrike," as in the case of and Irwin Shaw
in Germany, and William Willink
I motor vehicles•
with John Barbee, son of Mr and lain The Rev. J. E. Turner is
has sung the part of Jesus In
faculty
adviser.
1406
Barbee,
Dorris
Mr. and Mrs.
Bach's St. Matthew Passion at
Mitchell, ;
Richard
I
Members
are
Twelfth ave., South, as presidente
England's
Aldeburgh Festival.
Hunt,
Thurman Rivers, Lewis
The Choir's first performances
A sophomore. Barbee received Howard Young, Richard Brown,
were limited to radio broadcasts,
the charge of office at special as- Walter Waters, William Hyde,
aonfor the first time science has found
but withtin a short time they were tn
Smith,
William
:
sr:
eswh ihnega ianbgil situybsttoaosceh rwinitkh tbhet
sembly exercises from Armond William Martin.
making
highly
successful
concert
Ball, secretary of the Boys' Di- Kenneth Southall, James Walker,
rhoids
and
to
relieve
pain
—
without
appearances
in Holland, and soon
George Wallace, Leroy Word, Otis
In case after case, while
vision of the Nashville YMCA.
after in all the leading cities of surgery.
Humphrey,
Donell
Cleveland,
gently relieving pain, actual reducEurope. Their devotion to Dutch tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
Other officers are Bobby Robert- Thomas Buchanan, William Young
a cappella singing inspired a num- amazing of all —results were so thortWion, vice-president; Henry Ratey, and .tames Clemmlins.
ber of Holland's prominent com- ough that sufferers made astonishing
healingsu bulike
_dite
e.
nce
e.a)sed
ltance(Bio.
"Pile, hD
ave
posers to write new works espec- statement, ,be a problem!" The secret Is a new
ially for them, and several leading
composers of other countries, in. Fi°
rmatil
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8 7Cf.TA "Lid-famous
o
stet)
et n avail.
eluding Frank Martin. Manuel able in se
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Palau, Alexandre Tansman and called Preparation HR. At all &IIg
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Jackson Out
Morris In
ishop Race

Netherlands Choir Top
Feature At Fisk Feb.14

m.

a

Pulitzer Winner To
Appear At Fisk U.
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Cameron Starts 1st Hi-Y Club

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
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NURSE
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Practical Nurse...through part-time home study program
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NO
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CARTER S. JONES. Radio
Station WVOL vice-president
and manager; Chuck Milchell.
sports and news director; sad

Morgan Rabb, program director, gather during the station's
recent oven house, celebrating
a power boost of 6,000 watts

and the opening of night progra ----nin- WVOL. known as
"the Goodwill Station," is one

of seven in the Rnmisaville
Radio Chain. Staff Photo by
Streator
No.

INC.
CUSTOM
248 Vance Ave.
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Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a Ja- 5 feet, 9 inches tall, light brownmaican lady of good character, skin, a native of Kansas City, Mo.
Emmanuel P. Anthony, S.-Sgt.
fair education, honest, religious
USAF, AF. 38528510, 524 Montana
MIMS'
iaaaDl
and affectionate. I am desirous of St., Apt. No. 5, San Antonio, Tex.
corresponding with an American
• •.
"WOW
gentleman of good character and Dear Mine. Chante: I read your
abilities. I am 26, 5 feet. 5 inc''es column every week. Would like to
tall, 112 lbs., brown complexion. In- meet a young man between the
ieeai Mc- ages of 25 and 30. I am a young
6
terested in IP'
wise°"ND..
•••••,,,
Kenzie, 39 East Guango Crescent, lady 23 years old. My faith is
Hagley Park, P. 0., Kingston 11, Baptist. I ani brownskin, 125 lbs.,
Jamaica, BWI.
5 feet, 3 inches. Please send pic• •
ture in first letter. All mail will
SPN
EICACILq
77COut..DN'l
- 0
ADD SOME "R.W.A (
Dear
don't
Mine.
I
Chante.:
be answered. Ella M. Ellis, 5888
um LI •lou womil MtkiD cvoi 114 3
0e. SLose.h.q
WELL ...T712),
know just how to start my letter, S. State St., Chicago 21, Il.
so I'll have to do the best I can.
Pur ME
•• •
,•
I am lonely, not.for trge; love but Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
To sa.EP?
lot,- people. I like Peolele. Just very lonely lady, decent, respectcan't seem to find my type of peo- ful, kind and a hardworker. Seek•ple. It seems as thou" everyone ing pen pals with marriage in
likes the night life all the time. view, Christian, around 60 years
111)
I go for that too, but not all the old. Miss K. Lewis, 17 University
0.0 "%
Seeee.'"&"time. I like to remember the Crescent, Kingston, Jamaica, B.
.1.7AZ......."`Z,..
-.4.4k
%
WM
1 11t
1
‘
00
„,
.....W111
N6.11.,,....
-.....Z.41::n
.
••••
church sometimes and would ap- W. I.
.
t10,1I1IIP....
i
i
•••
preciate a lovely home. I have a
very good job, am 35 years old
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
and would like to meet young la- lonely lady. Would you please help
dies who live in and around Cleve- me as you have others. I am 41,
land. Elmer Tate, 1832 E. 79th St., 5 feet, 4 inches tall, brownskin,
Cleveland, Ohio.
140 lbs., attend church. I would
* •
like to meet a gentleman between
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like e and 65. Will exchange photos.
to correspond with a cultured lady Miss Josie C. Van, 305 Consler St.,
°
V.
who will appreciate a good man. Knoxville, Tenn.
• ••
I am 37, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
200 lbs., light complexion. Have a Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
college officials.
good job. Robert Smith, Rt. 4, Box to meet a young lady between 18
Among the developments on last 1e3A1, St. Anne, Ill.
and 25 not over 55 inches tall and
•• *
Wednesday were the following:
weighing not more than 130 lbs.
(1) The snack bar, without seats Dear Mme, Chante: I would like She must be neat, clean and want
but which gave service to both to meet someone who is interested companionship as I do. Looks, race
races, was closed, (2) the students in getting married. I am in the or- color do not matter. But she WASHINGTON — (UPI) — So Nearly 500.000 Americans, 14
addressed a letter to the New U. S. Air Force, have a college must be neat, clean and want many Americans are making over- cent more than last year, will be
York officers of the Woolworth education, like to go out and would something out of life. I am 32, 55 seas travel plans that the State applying for passports during 1960,
Company asking relief and, (3) love to marry a nice lady be- inches tall, weigh 135 lbs., light Department passport office ex- the office told UPI. It is preparGRieeNSBORO, N. C.—A group proc,2ss the day alter that. A larg- Blair declared, -many of our several students from nearby Ben- tween the ages of 28 and 35. Will complexion. Jimmie E. Lamar, pects to enter its peak season of ing to process some 5.200 applicanett college had reportedly joined tell them more about myself after 5628 S. Calumet ave., Chicago 37, business within the next few tions a day during March, April
of students at A&T college has er delegation was scheduled to be adults have been complacent and
receiving replies. I am 38, 190 lbs.,
fearful and it is time for someone in the campaign.
and May alone.
weeks.
launched a "sit down" movement on hand this week.
to wake up and change the situaSometime early in this decade,
against a mid-town F. W. Wool- SOME STUDY
predicts Miss Frances G. Knight,
worth store here, aimed at procur- No disturbances had been re- tion and we decided to start
director of the office, the numing service at the store's luncheon ported at week's end. The stu- here."
counter.
dents have been orderly. while be- NO BOYCOTT
ber of Americans deciding to see
at least part of the world will
The campaign opened last Mon- ing ignored by waitresses, have McClain told reporters that no
day afternoon when four students conversed quietly among them- economic boycott is contemplated.
reach a million.
seated at the counter were refus- selves and some ha‘e used the "We like to spend our money
With a teletype system connecthere, but we wish to spend our
ed service. A spokesman for the time for study.
ing passport offices throughout the
as
counter
lunch
group told a newspaper reporter Leaders in the movement indi- money at the
nation, and streamlined procethen that it was to be a grow- cated that the campaign is being well as at the one next to it."
dures within the main Washington
ing movement to continue "I o r organized to avoid breaking any The leaders stated that the
office, the passport division has cut
days and weeks, with more and existing laws and college regula- movement was not being inspirto about three days the time
down
International
Press
United
By
a
Massachusetts
banks,
palatial
he
when
filed
a
return
paying
$41
and
property
church
was
$85,000
more students, until the store had tions. •-None of us will cut class," ed by the NAACP, any other orto process an application,
needed
home
New
in
Bedford,
beMass.,
an
on
income of $190,000. The case tax exempt.
ganization or the college, itself. Sweet Daddy Grace founded the lieved to include valuable paintchanged its policy o( denying serv- one said. "to remain on duty."
said Deputy Director Edward Hicwas
thrown
owe,
of
People
out
All
for
Prayer
of
House
can
we
court.
"They
claim
that
own,"
ice at the counter to Negro pa- Apparent leaders in the move- "We are doing it on our
A church elder in Newark, N.J., but I know that we don't owe," key.
33 years ago and since then his ings, and real estate holdings in
trons."
ment, all freshmen. are: Ezell they said.
York
New
City.
said the church valued at $150,000 Elder Robert L. Steven, the New- Describing the division's atswelled to an estimatThe original statement bore Blair. jr . and David Richmond. The action was taken without followers
The court appointed administra- and a mansion - parsonage in ark pastor, said. "Everytime they tempts to "keep up with the Jet
contribuTheir
million.
three
ed
truth as 25 students took seats at both of Greensboro: Franklin Mc- prior notice to the Student GovernAge," be added that the passport
to the spiritual leader were tor of his estate, Roy F. Teixeira, nearby Montclair valued at about take us to court we win."
the noon rush hour the following ClaM, Washington, D. C., and Jo- ment, headed by Charles Debose, tions
said he would ask that the federal
application itself has been revised
enormous.
or
Fla.,
Gainesville,
a senior of
day and 45 went through the same seph McNeill, Wilmington.
in a process that eliminated unIt is estimated he controlled as- liens be dismissed. "All suits
necessary questions.
sets worth about 25 million dol- against a person are terminated
There once was a time when
lars when he died in Los Angeles, by his death,- Teixeira said.
What was Daddy Grace's own
even the current two pages of
January 12 at the age of 78.
and what belonged to his church
questions weren't needed. And
In a sweeping move, the federal
is not quite clear. The IRS liens
there are some individuals who
government placed liens against
were not specific and were designdiscover filling out an application
all the property of Daddy Grace,
ed to cover "wherever we thought
is a futile,. process.
also known as Charles M. Grace,
we might catch an asset," one
Marcelmo Manoel Graca and Bish- IRS
Except for'.a brief period durdistrict director said.
ing the CiviteVirage the U. S. didn't
op C. M. Grace. in 15 states and The government tried to collect
have passWashington, D. C.
more taxes from Grace in 1934 WASHINGTON — Two seniors tional mathematics honor society, require itirOtiteris' to
The Internal Revenue Service
from Howard university are among Whiting, who will receive the'ports for -trivet abroad until the
2 outbreak of World War I in 1914.
claimed he owed $5,"e36.000 in in10 engineering students in Wash- Washington Section.. awariv ,
e•-•,
come taxes for 1945 through 1956.
ington area schools selected to native of Baltimore. He ' (irked
The IRS disavows any claims
receive national and section two summers at the U S. Nava!
against "any houses of worship,"
awards of the Institute of Radio Engineering Experiment Station,
but set its sights on non-exempt
Engineers.
Annapolis, Md., where he received
,sto
had.
income it believed Grace
The presentations will be made a commendation for developing
LARGEST CLAIM
•
Feb. 13, at the annual banquet of a method for starting electric
The IRS claim was one of the
Washington Section motors with selenium power supInstitute's
the
largest ever entered against an in- The Science Department at Fisk at the Statler Hilon hotel.
plies.
A spokesman said the university will conduct a Science
dividual.
e
Alvin R. Rob- He is a member of the student
IRS was preparing to prosecute Institute between June 13 and Aug. The sudents are
OF
8 for 50 selected teachers of biol- inson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Enas chapter of the Institute of Radio
Daddy Grace when he died.
D. Robinson, of Kingston, Jamaica, Engineers and American InstiThe bulk of the minister's es- ogy, chemistry and physics.
Alfred Whiting, who tute of Electrical Engineers.
tate has been willed to the church The teachers selected will have W. I.; and R.
wife in southeast
his
with
lives
will
and
paid
their
worship
transportation
• Ore. — More parof
PORTLAND,
houses
which has 350
•
Washington.
ticipation by parents as volunteer
in 60 cities, all painted red, white receive a renumeration of $600 for
leaiesders in youth - serving ageneand blue, the same color he paint- attending the institute. Teachers OUTSTANDING RECORDS
was urged by Mayor Tery
wishing to be selected may write The awards are given for outr D.
ed his long, uncut fingernails.
Schrunk and others at a CommuIt includes $300,000 in cash in to Dr. Samuel P. Massie, director standing academic records and
student activities.
nity Conference on the Problems,
of the institute.
Needs and Resources of the Albina
Prince E. Marshall has asked Robinson, who will receive the
•
•
District at the Vancouver Avenue
the Chicago Fisk club to be host national award, is president of
•
First Baptist church.
to the Midwestern Regional Con- the Howard chapter of Tau Beta
ference in November. This confer- Pi, national honor society in en- NEW YORK — The City of New About 200 representatives of orence will bring together many gineering. He is also vice presi- York Commission on Intergroup ganizations and agencies particiFisk people and delegates fro ro dent of the student chapter of the Relations has requested modifica- pated in the all-day conference,
Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio and Wis- American Institute of Electrical tion of its 1959-1960 budget to pro- sponsored by the Urban League
sec- vide the Commission with a more
consin to discuss current problems Engineers and corresponding
of Portland, the Albina NeighborBOSTON — E. Bryant Rollins,
retary of Pi Mu Epsilon, na- adequate staff to meet its obliga- hood Council and the Commission
Fisk.
at
am
4
the
.
jr
by
Roxbury,
honored
was
Afere4t
tions under the laws which creat- on Inter - Group Relations. Albina
Northeastern' News, undergradued the agency.
is the city's area of heaviest nonate weekly newspaper at NorthThe request consists of lines for white concentration.
eastern university, at its annual
a deputy executive director, a Teaching children respect for
0401111111P
banquet in the Carl S. Ell Student
and seven Intergroup Re- law and authority was the
counsel.
catchy
the
is
When"
recomCenter at the university.
NEW YORK — Schick Incorpo- vision. "Say
lations officers, with a supporting mendation of Municipal
Judge J.
Rollins retired as associate edi- rated has launched an advertising theme of the advertising message
and
typists,
stenographers,
of
staff
Labadie. Other speakers recomtor-in-chief of the student publica- and promotion campaign for the which invites men to compare the
clerks, and the requisite supplies mended the dispersal of non-white
tion at the banquet and was new Schick 3 Speed Electric Razor new Schick 3 Speed with "the
and materials.1
families to all parts of the city.
awarded a WO News Achieve- which offers up to a full 30-day razor-blade or other electric shav•• ••-•
Total of the request is approxi- Raising the level of education and
ers."
a
ment Award.
free home trial period with
The campaign also introduces mately 1150.000 on an annual basis, skills and further elimination of
As associate editor - in - chief, money-back guarantee.
• Rollins had overall responsibility The free trial offer will be con- Schick's new 3-Way Adjustable or less than $50,000 cash to carry barriers to equal job opportunity
for the gathering, writing, and centrated in February and March Replacement Shaving Head for out the requested modification of was recommended by E. Shelton
publishing of news of interest to with advertising schedules in Schick electric razors introduced COIR's budget for the remaining Hill, Urban League executive dimonths of the current fiscal year. rector.
newspapers, magazines and tele- prior to 1957.
the university's 6,000 students.
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Expect Peak Bid
For U.S.Passports

A & I Students Campaign
To End Dime Store Bias

•

Tax Evasion Study On
Before Grace's Death

S.

4.

Howard Engineers
To Get Awards

65

Fisk To Hold
U.
Science Session

rge Parents
To work with
youth Agencies

Group Asks For
Larger Staff

College Paper
Editor Honored

Schick Opens New Ad Drive
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THE ARttVE PHOTOS shows
. three In-lops of A&T college
4.1160dents conducting their "sitAwn" campaign at the midW. Woolworth blurs
term

in Greensboro, N. C. The militant students are fighting to
get the race restrictions lifted
in the store. While Negroes
are permitted to maks pox.

chases in the store and are
served at a standup snack bar,
they are not permitted to sit
at the lunch counter and be
served.
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Being Frank
Above P000lo. Meese
Avel Problem.*
By FRANK L STANLEY

L. P. PALAU*. IR, 111*.• 664 femoral Mambos

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The late the like, who loom before the world
Bill Corum, former president of as significant symbols of success
Churchill Downs, wrote in his au- over insurmountable odds. In
tobiography: "Two things keep truth, such success is now the rule
Subscription Fetal One year. $AI six swathe, $3.50. Cl-yeer special
SalbscriPthall soft MI
me from looking back as an angry rather than the exception when
Tri-Stete Defeeder Does Net Take Responsibility Per easelicited Melikuuriph es Photos.
young man — one, the number of Negroes are afforded full opportuyears I carry; the other, a total nity. And such distinguished high
Published Every Mundy, by the Tri-State Dittoed*, Perblishisip Os
lack of anger. I am happily opti- level achievement has become our
In tared
Seicsind
mistic, maybe too much so, and most persuasive and incontrovertiClass Matter et 916 Memphis Pest Office Match 20. 12.32. Under Aket et Merck
2. 111171.
I rather favor the fellow Words- ble cultural line of defense against
worth wrote about —the man of being "bottled up, labeled and
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
cheerful yesterdays and coaftdent set aside" as stereotype of everytomorrows."
thing bad.
Such challenging words are re- Those of us who aspire to give
served for the cheerful and un- leadership to our quest for human
afraid — those who look forward dignity are called upon -to conto a more enriched life. Carl Sand- stantly shed warmth and light by
burg pictures such Americans gen- adding to the sum total of human
erally as •'. . .so pectdiar in re- achievement and thus become connewal and comeback you can't tinuous sources of inspiration and
laugh off their capacity to take hope. All downtrodden people have
it." Sandburg also believes "the been faced with this same challearning and blundering people lenge.
The Senate agreement to ban poll tax as ment is yet in effect, the other Southern will live on." He not only has Their one great resource is that
a requirement to voting is no ground for states have devious means of keeping a qual- the capacity to know that people they never lost faith in the future;
are full of mistakes, but he has they never stopped fighting for
great jubilation. For the decision amounts ified Negro from registering, which is a abundant
faith in their power to complete freedom; and they never
to a little more than a belated acknowledge- primary requirement for exercising the use grow in spite of man-made forces surrender to despair and inertia at
a time when clear-thinking and dement of the existence of an injustice which of his franchise. Since the Negro is ineligi- to hold them back.
This has a particular applica- cisive and concerted action were
s been allowed to remain far too long in ble to cast his ballot if his name is not en- tion to underprivileged and heav- most important.
r body politic.
tered in the Registration Book, his voting ily burdened people who for the They determined to do more
most part, were intended to be learning and less blundering, and
rights
The constitutional amendment process
are thus pretty well nullified.
"bottled up, labeled and set aside" they anchored their policies and
by which the Senate proposes to do away
So, the abolition of poll tax may not clear solely because of race.
purposes in great principles which
with poll tax assessment requires a two- the path for unhampered use of the ballot Such an intent has given many gave them a sense of direction
an inherent inferiority which has and heightened spirits. Thus they
thirds majority of the upper House to pass, box so long as the states are allowed to pur- caused
them to doubt their own developed full confidence in their
it must then be ratified by three-fourths of sue the practice of discriminatory registra- capacities and has developed 'a future.
morbid preoccupation with their
Any man or race whose ideals
tion requirements.
the states to become effective.
imposed handicap of color.
are clear and steady is like i beaAnd
if
literacy
absurd
tests
are
not re- But today, learning, blundering, con light to those who are lost on
This is a long road full of twists which
may take years to reach and which may at sorted to, there are other effective means: and unafraid men are throwing off stormy seas. They are a symbol
their yoke of inferiority by dar- of hope for those who want to
the end prove disappointing. If the advo- intimidation, gunshots in the night in the ing
to live with the constraints of achieve full acceptance as desircates of the poll tax amendment should put vicinity of those who a r e known to have a world they never made and e b I e. contributing worthwhile
through the ban, the question remains how talked of registering; or economic reprisal, struggling to reshape it to meet members of society. And such a
humanity's needs.
man is bountiful in "cheerful yesmany states would fall in line to meet the withdrawal of commercial credit, etc, etc.
They can be found in the some terdays and confident tomorrows"
When Senator Jacob Javits's proposal to 23 new independent Asian and Af- as he travels life's road of trials,
constitutional requirement of two-thirds
curb
poll tax by legislative prohibition was rican nations which have emerged tribulations, defeats and successes
for ratification? It must be remembered that
tabled,
it was plain that the Senate w a s during the last 20 years. It is at- knowing that they will enrich his
the South is not altogether bereft of influtested also here at home in the life and soul for having chosen to
playing
politics with the issue.
Ralph Bunches. Jackie Robinsons, live gallantly between triumph and
ence and friends in the Northern states.
Curbing the poll tax by law would re- Authenne Lucys, Daisy Bates, and disaster in serving God and man.
Southern leaders in Congress are fightquire only a simple majority in Congress,
•
furiously, ILS usual, by twisting the facts
ARM A J. POLK. OrewIertly. IA•a•ves

Our Opinion

The Senate Poll Tax Agreement

o suit their own premise. They are saying
that the proposed poll tax amendment is an
invasion of the states' rights, that it is an
undue interference with the balloting procedure in which a state has the right to establish its own method of qualifications.
Though there are only five states—Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, Texas and Virginia—in which poll tax as a voting require-

Scouts Mark 50Yrs.
f 'Good Deeds'

whereas a two-thirds majority is required to
pass a constitutional amendment.
If passed, an anti-poll tax legislation,
with the proper safeguards a n d punitive
clauses, could become effective before the
November elections, and thus add greater
strength to the Negro vote which may be
By CLAIRE COX
Later, Boy Scouts promoted
decisive in this Presidential race. But poliNEW YORK — (UPI) — The good reading habits, helped the
ticians in both camps are fearful of this out- Boy Scouts of America will mark National Safety Council promote
come.
50 years of doing good deeds this "safety-first principles," and serv-

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple On Negro History Week

"Now that Negro History Week Harlem kids will say. Their teach- much for that song, since I has
Is he re," said Simple, "I
ers have never told them Henson no intentions of going back to
these Northern schools would do was the first man, white or color- old Virginia as long as I can stay
more about Negro history. When I ed, to set foot on the North Pole." away. I never wanted to go way
were a child in Virginia, come "I did not know you knew so down upon the Swannee River,
Negro History time and Abraham much abut Negro history My- ther. And as for Old Man River,
week.
ed as forest guides and fire wardLincoln's Birthday, every black- self," I said.
let it just keep rolling along.
The organization, which has ens.
board had pictures up of famous "There is a lot you do not know "But we did have some good colgrown to a record of more than GARDEN PROJECT
five million boys and adult lead- Boys too young to fight in World colored peoples, and every teach- about me," said Simple. "What ored teachers down South, and
ers, will dedicate annual Boy War I cultivated home gardens un- er would tell us about the great little time I did spend in school, they had race pride, and they car.
Scout Week to a celebration of the der the slogan "Every Scout to mens and womens of the colored I learned something. And I had ed about our history. Adam Pow.
and State, as he (Kennedy) does, then the
race.
some fine colored teachers — ell were not the first Negro in
Golden Jubilee.
Feed a Soldier." They took
"Of course, I were In a colored which makes me sad when I read Congress. My teachers told me
subject of religion is ended as far as an elec- A total of more than 31,500,000 in emergency coast patrols apart
nd
boys and leaders have been iden- home defense surveys. And they school, and most of them teach- about how in some of them inte- we had colored congressmen way
tion is concerned.
tified with the Boy Scouts of collected more than 100 carloads ers come from Hampton, or Fisk grated schools they do not have back yonder before 1900. How
By this move the Senator has made it America since it was incorporatuniversity, or Tuskegee, and they no colored teachers any more. many children in Harlem know
of fruit pits for use in gas marks. had race in their bones. But up "Colored teachers
would be good that?
almost impossible for the Democrats not to ed in the District of Columbia in
In World War II, the entire re- North here, lots of colored teach- for white kids as well as colored 'How many colored children up
1910.
put a Catholic on their national ticket. For
sources of the Boy Scouts of ers, not to speak of the white kids. They ought to be integrated North think Abraham Lineage
The organization began doing
America were placed at the serv- ones, seems like they don't know in integrated schools, otherwise freed the slaves just by signing hit'
this reason several suitable Catholic leaders things
for others from the very
who will have substantial number of votes start. In 1911, it launched a na- ice of the government. Boys till- much about our history them- white kids will never know we Ne- name to a sheet of paper? They
ed victory gardens, distributed selves.
groes had any history at all. And don't know that Negroes fought for
in their pockets at the Democratic conven- tional cleanup campaign, provid- air raid posters and worked in Civ- "Never heard of black kings in colored kids will not know,
neith- their freedom in the Civil War,
ed Thanksgiving and Christmas
tion—Mayor Wagner of New York, Gover- baskets for the needy and tried to il Defense units. They collected Africa, hardly heard of Booker er. Some of them do not even fought and died until we beat Ow
10,500,000 pounds of aluminum and T. Washington. So how can they know old man Handy wrote the South. And what were that great
nor Brown of California among them—are get the entire nation to observe a 50,000,000
pounds of wastepaper. teach the children anything?
'St. Louis Blues.'
Negro named with the beard
"safe
and
sane
July
Fourth."
said to be negotiating with Mr. Kennedy,
Harlem,
"Colored
kids
in
some
"They hear Dinah Shore sing back in that day and time whoThe
boy
power
turned
peaceto
GOOD DEEDS
offering support for the Presidential nom- Through the years, Boy Scouts ful pursuits after the war, engag- of them, don't even know there it and think it is a white song. made all them great speaches?"
ination if he will support them, should he have performed all kinds of good ing in wildlife protection, planting are any great Negroes — except And when they hear Tennessee "Frederick Douglass, I suave
deeds. They have helped protect trees, and rushing in to give emete baseball players and Harry Bela- Ernie sing a spiritual, they don't you mean," I said.
lose it, for the Vice Presidency.
forests from fires and blight. They gency aid in floods, tornadoes fonte, else Sammy Davis. And dream that song were made up "That's the one, Douglass!" said
don't go back to Booker T. Wash- by Negroes a hundred years ago." Simple. "Every boy and girl,
It is suspected that this may be the have participated in programs and fires.
or Colonel Young who rid "I don't expect that you know black and white, ought to know
ington,
Boy
Scout
celebrations
week
are
basis on which Governor DiSalle of Ohio for spreading information about
that horse all the way frm Ohio yourself that your official state about Frederick Douglass today,
being
observed
wherever
the
hookworm
disease
through
t
h
e
has already promised that state's 64 conSouth. They have battled flies and American flag flies. The biggest to Washington in the first World song, 'Carry Me Back To Old but they don't. That is why we:
vention votes to Mr. Kennedy. But the im- mosquitoes.
,
celebration was in Washington, War to prove he were still fit to Virginny' was written by a Ne- need colored teachers and Negri'
History Week. And if I ever have
portance of the Governor's declaration is In 1913, Boy Scouts served as with a Scout of explorer represent- be a fighting general when t h e gro, James Bland," I said.
white folks wanted to retire him. "Seems like I once hears such," a son, I am going to teach hi,*
that he is the first important Democratic guides and sides for aged veter- ing each state and territory.
" 'Matt Henson, who is he?' said Simple. "But I never did go we is a great people. too."
ans of North and South at the 50th
There also will
special state,
Catholic, the first party leader from the in- anniversary of the Battle of Get- regional and localbecelebrations
at
dustrial areas where both the Democratic tysburg. They waged cleanup cam- which every man and boy in Scoutand Catholic votes are heavy, to come into paigns in many cities that year ing will rededicate himself to the
and received the praise of Presi- Scout oath, the Scout law and the
the open for Senator Kennedy.
dent Woodrow Wilson for their promise to do a good deed every
So far the others have held back, notably service.
day.

Is Religion A Campaign Issue?

L

•

Whether or not religion is to be an issue in the Presidential election, it has cerAbinly become one on the eve of the national
!recision, and threatens to be bitter, in the
race for the Democratic nomination.
Already,it is complicating the choice of
the chairman for the party's nominating
convention in July. The favorite, Representative Boggs of Louisiana, is a Roman Catholic and it is feared that, if he presided, opponents might claim that the Democratic
organization was dominated by people of
that faith and, if a Catholic were nominated
for the Presidency, that this had been arranged by Mr. Boggs.
The one who may be nominated is Senator John F. Kennedy, the first Roman
Catholic to be a serious contender for the
Presidency since 1928 when New York Governor Al Smith made a bid for the White

douse.

Senator Kennedy brought the religious
issue boldly to the front of the Democratic stage — in effect daring his party to reject him—when he announced that, if he
were denied the nomination simply because
he is a Catholic, he would refuse to accept
the Vice Presidential nomination.
He would regard such an offer as a
transparent attempt to draw Catholic votes
without risking the loss of the non-Catholic
ones. A party adopting such a device would
not deserve to win, in Mr. Kennedy's view.
He believes that once a candidate has accepted the constitutional division of Church

LOUIS MARTIN

Gov. Lawrence of Pennsylvania, second only
to New York in the number of votes at the
convention.
These Democratic leaders do not want
to bring religion into the political debate.
There is, however, strong evidence that the
country has grown up and that a candidate's
victory or defeat will have little to do with
religion.

SO WHAT?

Job Outlook For College Men
The job outlook for college graduates
esents an engaging index to the direction
the present day economy and its incidental requirements. If the reports from the
University of Illinois placement office are to
be taken as characteristic trends of employment opportunities, the demand is considerably greater in the technical and scientific
fields than in the liberal arts or in the area
of the generally trained students.
This is of course understandable. With
the emphasis on nuclear research, the laboratories have a great need for trained chemists and physicists at unusually attractive
salaries.
The day of missiles, of outer space exploration, of related biological experimentation has outdistanced the demand for
workers in the other fields. For instance the
market is constantly increasing its call for
emists and chemical engineers at all
gree levels.
Though job opportunities are not lacking in agriculture, architecture, commerce
and education, nevertheless, the offers in

those fields are not nearly as inviting as are
those in engineering, bio-chemistry and nuclear physics.
The University of Illinois' coordinating
placement officer reports that largest number of employers on record is visiting the
campus to interview promising 'graduates.
Though salaries range from 6 to 8 percent
higher than last year, the demand in every
instant exceeds the available supply.
This will be increasingly so especially in
the technical and scientific domain as commercial laboratories as well as experimental
stations under government control expand
their facilities to meet the challenge of a
competitive technological age.
With the reorientation now taking place
In America's educational system, with the
reorganization and revamping of the academic curriculum to provide greater emphasis and concentration mathematics and
science, the time may not be far off before
our schools can keep pace with the exacting
"Which Broker Did You Want Mister Martin ... Stock Or
requirements of modern society.
Pawn?"

Dope And Data
your passage. we teens auseuti
LONDON—You remember those riding a rocket into apace.
pictures in the fairy stories of Per- In a few minutes after we were ed in space or stuck into the et,
sian princes squatting on magic airborne, the steward and hostess- like a picture on a wall. Yet, is.
credibly enough, we were dol4
carpets flying through air with the
es began to lay on the big dinner. better than six hundred Inallt
greatest of ease? Well, I felt like
one of those princes last night as It was shortly after eight in the hour.
I took my first Jet ride on TWA evening and I was ready for the Soon the stewards and hostage*i
across the Atlantic, five miles up works. Although I come from Coca began to move around is the
in the sky with mother earth spin- Cola country, I am sure the TWA lounge up front and I knew by
steward will agree that I have an my watch, which I had
ning beneath my feet.
already ad.
appetite for champagne. vanced five hours, that breakfast
excellent
Is
travel
Jet
The sensation of
That goes for the steaks too.
was coming up. The captain aneerie and almost supernatural. I
was on a plane once with Bishop During the meal the chap sit- nounced over the loudspeaker that
George Baber of the AME church ting next to me pulled out a cigar- the weather was dear in London
and he told me that the higher the ette and stood it up on one end and the temperature was near
plane climbed, the closer I would to show me how smooth and vi- freezing. As he spoke I could see
be to his territory. Well, I was bration free this Jet travel can be. down below that what I thought at
in his territory all the way from He was connected with aircraft in- first were clouds were fields 01
New York to London for six hours dustry and knew all about planes. snow and that we were already
and fifty minutes. And I loved ev- According to him the Jets', ours over England.
was a TWA Boeing 707, are one Because we were
ery minute of it too.
scheduled to
third
less likely to have mechan- arrive in London at 6:50 in the
York,
At the TWA office in New
ical failures than the propeller morning, I had been somewhat apI had tried to get a rear seat in
planes. The principal reason prehensive about fog. Once before
the plane, the most sought after
seems
to be that the Jet engines on flying into London the earl/
planes.
section in the propeller
The clerk told me Jets were dif- have only three or four moving morning fog had given us trouble
parts.
but this was our lucky day, Out
ferent and the Deluxe seats were
splurged
and got a win- The soft music and champagne plane was loaded, every seat tale.
up front. I
dow seat in the fourth row. It was put me to sleep and when I awoke en, and I did not realise until WI
a happy choice for this luxury- a few hours later, the sky was a were about to land that over half
loving peasant. The decor was light gray and on the horizon you the passengers were continuing 00
beautiful and there was plenty of could see the first bright rays of the TWA Jet to Germany and ode.
the sun creeping across the roof er parts of Europe.
room for my long legs.
The dense fog held us up for an of the world. Clouds were banked I was conscious of the note* 01
hour at Idlewild but there was up miles below and looking back- the Jets only on taking elf and
soft music from Muzak, also the ward out of my window I could landing and we came Into the
constant attention of the pretty set the two jet engines on the London airport with A noise like a
TWA hostesses and everything right wing which was at angle like siren on a Chicago fire engine. We
imaginable to eat and drink. When one side of the letter V.
hit the runway on a
and I
we started up off the Idlewild run- What amazed me most is that thanked heaven and glide for a
TWA
way, the powerful thrust of the I had no sense of motion and, of Safe journey, my fifth across the
four Jet engines gave me a thrill course, you can see nothing mov- Atlantic, and the smoothest
flakt
that I will never forget. I was like ing and no landmarks to nark i have over
knew*.

50 Hours
Rescue 3 From Mine After
had
Japanese miners who
Three
—
(UPI)
YUBARI, Japan —
were brought to
mine
coal
-in
caved

rini Mrs. Humphrey Into Campnicn

'win the
MILWAUKEE. Wi. — (UPI) — The forces who Ig,pe
Jitthrrt liniephrcy (Dnresidcalial Leutica.ian
as-) tiVitreid ftos latrd to wet mbh 11,c:tient:ay and brought Mrs.
• unit 2tuisp.'irer ii..11c cifepuign.
Mx& _tomaiparay, .if, aa attractive arey-naired mother of four, le
vast as :see warhead is -.eesi. Her soft spoken approach at a
iass arei luncheons more
• W (wee* "ewers, ealeessiee
dor.. Joao Kennedy 1 D-Maes.) than the cam• any snatched mat
. ign techniques of her husband.

NEW.?

a

floodwaters rolled across Dixie Wednesday ano the weather bu-an said another round of thunderstorms could make matters worse.
Rivers from Alabama to the Carolinas, swollen by a week of
vy rains, broke from their banks Tuesday and swept across thou.s of acres of bottomland.
No towns were affected, but f.)fficials at Columbia, S. C., said
•
,,garee river there rose to the top of its banks.
In the lowlands below Columbia, the Congaree flood was described as the worst in years. In addition, the Cape fear and Neuse rivers
went out in eastern North Carolina and the Wateree flooded near
• Camden, S. C.

TRIVANDRUM, India — (UPI) — A Democratic
in Monday's
ed Wednesday to have defeated the Communists 3 to 1
may have
legislative elections in Kerala province, although the Reds provincial
the
captured
they
when
5s. than they did
uroerein v1o9te7
polledatm
leg
67 seats to
The latest returns gave the anti-Communist coalition
2 for nonand
Socialists
revolutionary
21, for the Reds, 1 for the
reported.
Communist independents. Twenty-five districts had not yet
resounding
a
suffered
have
to
appeared
Reds
the
though
Even
firmly as
defeat, they polled enough votes to establish themselves
India's strongest opposition party.

ALONZO BLOUNT, Washington, D.C., and Robert Mitchell, Winston, N. C., captains,
respectively, of the A&T College and Hampton Institute
Army ROTC Rifle Teams, exchange notes during the match

Labels Cold Pill Dangerous To Drivers
be as dangerous as
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A cold pill "can
expert said
a double shot of whiskey" to an auto driver, a safety
Wednesday.
Goley D. Sontheimer, safety director of the American Trucking
Association, said in a statement that many medicines sold for relief
of cold symptoms tend to cause drowsiness.
must be
"In this season of the common cold," he said, "drivers
cause
may
medicines
cold
of
effects
alert to the possibility that the
them to lose control of their vehicles."

Backers
Hoffa Denotrnces Labor Low James
R. Hoffa has

which featured the two teams
last week in Greensboro. The
A&T outfit won the match by
a close 17 points and Blount
was high scorer with 268 out
of a possible 300.

WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Teamsters President
urged the 1,600,000 members of his union to vote against any mesa
her of Congress who voted for the 1959 Labor Reform Law.
issue
Hoffa made the declaration in an article in the current
of the Teamsters monthly magazine issued Monday.
The labor reform bill received the votes of 352 House members
the
and 95 Senators. Most of the House members and many of
Senators who backed the bill are running for re-election in November.

Benson Urges Freedom For Farmers
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Agriculture Secretary Ezra Taft Benson
called on the nation Monday night to give "Freedom back to the
farmers" or suffer the consequences.
Benson, addressing the 95th midwinter meeting of the Chicago
Dental Society, said if this action's not taken "It will only be a matter
of time until the hand of government reaches out to grasp other industries and other segments of the economy."
Benson listed expanded rural development and updated price supports as some of the critical agricultural needs."

Senate, House Subpena Communist Leader
security

Tunis Clash With French Called Off

It

Reds Lose Election In India Provincealliance appear-

much
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The self-styled
ads
of the nation's motion picture advertising said Wednesday the
morality."
., were kept "Withing reasonable bounds of decency and
The Hollywood official, Gordon S. White, said "We miss a few
calls," but year in and year out the ads Were acceptable to "reasonable persons."
White, who directs the motion picture association's advertising
day
code, made the statements in prepared testimony for the second
of "House Post Office subcommittee hearings.

IZMIR, Turkey — (UPI) — One of four American
'trial in a Turkish court for alleged black market currency deals was
told Wednesday he will have to begin serving time on an old manslaughter charge within 20 days.
Air Force S-Sgt. Joseph Proietti, 33, ,of Mt. Kisco, N. Y., received
word his appeal on the manslaughter conviction had been denied in
Ankara.
Proietti was sentenced to 20 months in jail for running over and
•
killing a child in June, 1958.

Execute- 5 For Plot Against Cambodia
Five persons sentenced

September 30.
They were sentenced by a military tribunal last
given a royal
were
time
same
the
Several other persons arrested at
terms.
pardon and had death sentences commuted to jail

•
• Says Movie Ads Kept Within Reason
"umpire" for

Cl To Serve Time For Manslaughter servicemen on

414)

to
PNOMPENH, Cambodia — (UPI) —
the state
of
security
the
against
death last September for attempts
were executed Monday, an official source said. Vietnamese immiThe five, including a former deputy and two
plot
teerotd.iscovery of a reported
afm
o5v9ern
iso gl9
e arrested
teadmihnodFeb.
weorw
h sc
overthr
grants,

— Dixie Hit By Floods, Expect More Rain

subWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate internal
Wednescommittee had a 30 minute jump on its House counterpart
identified as
day in summoning for questioning Benjamin J. Davis,
secretary.
national
Communst party
Davis was under two subpenaes — one demanding his appearance
ordering him to
before the Senate group at 9:30 a. m. and another
activities at 10
un-American
on
committee
testify before ttle House
a. m.
sub.
Acting chairman Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C.) of the Senate
purthe
that
hearings
of
series
current
the
committee said in opening
what the
pose is to show who heads the party in this country and
aims and policies are under the new leadership.

been buried for 50 hours in a
Five
in good condition.
the surface Wednesday, alive and apparently
others were still missing.
hospital for examination.
The survivors were taken to a nearby
killed by a gas excay -vfe
girt
e-uinr . miners are known to have been Monday and the renh
sultiT
early
plosion that ripped the big HTK mine here

Aid For Africa
CHECKING A SHIPMENT of 3,000 pounds of multipurpose food on its way to Kenya, East Africa, to aid in
relief of malnutrition among children, Los Angeles businessman Arthur R. Bell personally sees to loading at
docks in Wilmington, Calif. Food was given to Chania
Clinic in Kenya by Meals For Millions, a charity organization, and Bell agreed to underwrite freight costs.
Shipment will arrive in 45 days, but an additional 1,000
pounds is being sent by air.

Hail U. S. Dealer Buying Soviet Cars

O

Missile Complete 11th Successful Flight
ramjet test

misVAN NUYS, Calif. — (UPI) — A Lockheed X.7
sile, dubbed "Old Boomerang" because of a long series of recoveries,
for
completed its 11th successful flight Sunday to set a U. S. record
any such supersonic device.
"Old Boomerang" made its first flight in September, 1958, acits
cording to Lockheed missiles and space division, and completed
11th test at the Air Force Missile Development center range near
Alamogordo, N. M.

India To Increase Defense Budget

NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Premier Jawaharlal Nehru indicated
Monday India will increase its defense budget to meet red.China's
CHICAGO — Adlai E. Stevenson, twice defeated Democratic threat to its northern borders.
presidential candidate, Tuesday began a two-month business-pleasure
Nehru told a caucus of legislators belonging to his Congress
trip to Latin America.
Party that defense expenditures could not be held to current levels
Before returning April 5, he will visit Guatemala, Colombia, during India's border dispute with red China.
Costa Rica, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil and Venezuela.
Stevenson said he hopes the trip will give him a better insight into
killed
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Four members of a family were
the problems of Latin America.
homes in
early Sunday in a fire which swept through four frame
Brooklyn.
wife,
Police identified the victims as William Terry, 50, Terry's
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — Attorneys for Caryl Chessman
MaAnna
grandmother,
son's
the
and
37,
Tuesday prepared a 14th appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court in an Etta, 50, his son Moses,
74.
loney,
to
stay the convict-author's execution, scheduled for Feb. 19.
effort
- The high court has rejected 13 previous appeals on behalf of the
Firemen said a gas heater too close to curtains in their apart38-year-old Chessman, who was convicted in Los Angeles in 1948 on ment apparently started the blaze. It quickly spread to three adjoin17 charges of robbery, kidnaping and rape.
ing buildings, but the other tenants were routed in time.
Attorney George T. Davis said he planned to file a motion with
The Supreme Court by Thursday for an original writ of Habeas
Corpus and stay of execution.
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — Argentine newspapers reported
without official confirmation Sunday that a foreign submarine had
been trapped in the Gulf Nuevo after being bombed and damaged
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — GOP national shairman Thurston B. by government aircraft.
Morton says he is confident Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller will camAccording to the reports the underwater craft was lying on the
paign for Vice President Richard M. Nixon if Nixon wins the pres- gulf floor at a depth of fifteens fathoms and was clearly visible on
idential nomination.
the radar screens of surface vessels which have cut it off from access
Nixon has been unopposed for tise,RepublicalLalttination since to the open Atlantic.
Rockefeller withdrew as a possible candidate.
One newspaper said a foreign government had made overtures
Argentine officials for the release of the craft. This .as firmdenied by Foreign Minister Diogenes Taboada. libe Navy also
SOGNE, Norway — (UPI)'— Stephen Rockefeller's possibti•PreEnant bride Annie Marie left for her New York home Monday.-friesub, issued repeated denials that it had been involved in any recent antiin this Norwegian village reported. _
sub action.
Mrs. Rockefeller has spent the past week with her family inSogne. A newspaper in nearby Kristiansand said she told relatives
University
she is expecting a child, but the report could not be confirmed.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (UPI) — A Florida State
three albino
scientist is pampering what he believes to be the only
frogs in the U. S.
office of Dr.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House committee on unAmerican
The frogs live the Life of Riley in a bathtub at the
swimming pool
activities reports that hundreds of thousands of men, women and
private
a
patio,
rock
a
have
They
Davison.
John A.
children are being forcibly resettled in Siberia and Turkestan by the
and are fed choice mealworms.
Corn munists.
Albino
Davison, a zoologist, hopes to sire the first pure strain of
The committee released the sixth in a series of reports on the
world. If successful he plans to give the offspring to
the
in
frogs
'Crimes of Khrushchev." The report said the relocation was from
embryology.
other scientists studying genetics, pigmentation and
the Baltic states, the Ukraine and Byelorussia.

Adlai Begins Latin American Trip

Brooklyn Fire Kills 4 Relatives

Plan 14th Appeal For Chessman's Life

TUNIS — (UPI) — The threatened second -Battle of Bizerte"
MOSCOW—(UPI)—The introduction of Russian-made automobiles
did not materalize Monday despite President Habib Bourguiba's
'warning to France to pull out of the Bizerte navy base by this morn- on the American market by a Syracuse, N. Y. dealer was hailed
by the Russian press and public as acknowledgement of Soviet
ing.
Informed sources said a diplomatic exchange over the weekend technical achievements.
'between Paris and Tunis was responsible for calling off of a threatMost of Moscow's 16 newspapers gave prominent play to the
ened nation-wide campaign of strikes and demonstrations aimed at Tass report that Russia has sold 10,000 Moskvich sedans to a firm
evicting France from the famous World War II battle site.
called Andrea Motors, Inc. headed by Robert Castle. The press saw
But Monday there was every indication the battle was adjourned it as evidence- of ,improving trade relations between Russia and the
U. S
or being fought at the conference table level.
The Moskvich is a four-door, four-seater sedan with a standard
441, a, 454.p.•ettatis*04 top speed of 11 iii ph.
MonLONDON — ( UPI) — Communist diplomats bin
day that premier Nikita Khrushchev would visit red China late this
'month or early in March for pre-summit consultations.
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The first tax-cutting bill of the electionRed sources predicted there would be top level consultations be•tween Russia and red China — probably in Peiping, but perhaps year session was ready Tuesday to roll through the House.
The measure, sponsored by Rep. Eugene J. Keogh (D-N.Y ),
"elsewhere."
They said Khrushchev is expected to visit Peiping soon after he would repeal the tax on tires and tubes supplied with new U. S.made bicycles.
returns from the Asian tour he starts this week.
Backers said the bill would cut about 25 cents from the cost of
manufacturing an American bike.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet scientists said Monday U. S. scientists "made mistakes" in data submitted on detection of underground
nuclear explosions.
PIERRE, S. D.—(UPI)—A bi-partisan proposal to add the busts
U. S.—Soviet disagreement on underground nuclear test detection has been a chief stumbling block at the 15-month-long atomic of Franklin D. Roosevelt and President .Eisenhower alongside those
of Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson and Teddy Roosevelt on Mount
ban test conference in Geneva. American and British scientists met
- last year with Soviet scientists to discuss the problem but failed to Rushmore, got the bum's rush Tuesday.
"I think the idea stinks," state historian Will G. Robinson said.
reach agreement.
HAVANA — (UPI) — Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas Mikoyan
"There are too many faces there now!".
is scheduled to arrive here Thursday, starting what is expected to
The proposal's co-sponsors, Sen. Kenneth B. Keating (RN.- Y.) be a
parade of important foreign visitors to Cuba this year.
and Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.), had no immediate comment.
Premier Fidel Castro's revolutionary government is believed to
BELGRADE — (UPI) — Six Roman Catholic professors and two
he planning an enthusiastic welcome for Mikoyan, but few details of
students were found guilty of -conspiracy against the political setthe program planned for him have been made public.
up in Yugoslavia" Monday.
PORTLAND, Ore.---t UPI)—State, county and city police have
Ciril Kos, dean of the Djakovo (Catholic) high school and alleged
ring-leader of the conspiracy, was sentenced to 7 years at hard labor. joined in an investigation into the dynamiting of 10 trucks serving
DJAKARTA — (UPI) — The prosecution demanded the death
The other five professors and two theological students received the combined Oregon Journal-Oregonian newspaper here.
The trucks were dynamited late Sunday night causing an esti- sentence Monday for American soldier-of-fortune Allen Alwarence
,terms ranging from 21 2 to 6 years at hard labor.
Pope who is being tried on charges of flying bombing missions for
mated $70,000 damage.
The combined newspaper has been published since last November the Indonesian rebels.
The demand came at the 12th session of a military court which
when stereotypers went on strike and other unions observed picket
is trying the case against the 34-year-old American flyer from Home•
TEL AVIV. Israel — (UPI) — Archeologists hoped Monday they lines. No settlement has been reached.
stead, Fla.
may have uncovered another cache of "Dead Sea Scrolls" in an obPope was captured May 18, 1958, when his twin-engined B-26
• scure cave once used as a hideout by rebels against the Romans.
bomber was shot down by Indonesian anti-aircraft guns. He has been
,
They reported finding fragments of parchment scrolls, believed
TRIVANDRUNI, India—( UPI )—Communist former chief minister held prisoner since. The trial opened Dec. 28.
Ito have been written about the same time as the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The new scrolls are the first found on the Israel side of the E, M. S. Namboodiripad apparently has been re-elected to the
:dead sea. Experts said they give promise of more such finds in the Kerala state legislative assembly, government officials said.
But early returns from the election held Monday showed- candi;area.
SAPPORO, Japan — (UPI)— A gas explosion entombed 63 coal
dates from a tri-partite anti-Communist alliance had won seven of
miners more than one-half mile below the surface Monday. Eight
the assembly's 127 seats and the Communists had won two.
were saved, but no word has been received from the others.
Namboodiripad, who headed the communist government voted
Full-scale rescue efforts were delayed pending a report from a
LONDON — (UPI).— Scotland yard maintained an around-the. into power in 1957 and
kicked out- last year. was considered a win- small reconnaissance party which went down to the 3,600-foot level
clock patrol of men and dogs at Buckingham Palace Monday in ner
on the basis of early returns from the pivotal Pattambi district.
where the explosion crumbled the shaft walls, entrapping the men.
tightened security precautions designed to protect Queen Elizabeth
The reconnaissance party had not contacted the miners. The acagainst any disturbance as she awaits the imminent birth of her
cident occurred at the Yubari coal mine, 35 miles west of this Norththird child.
The birth will be the first to a reignirfg British sovereign in 103
WASHINGTON—(UP1)—The average Frenchman and Britisher ern Japan city.
years. It is now expected shortly.
thinks Russia is ahead of the U. S. in overall military strength.
It is known Elizabeth herself had hoped the baby might be barn
West Germans are pretty well divided on the issue. The Italian
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Russia may have blasted the second of
'i- watarday, which was the
•.
eighth anniversary of the death of her man in the street feels the U. S. is ahead
its new king-sized rockets into the Pacific on the eve of a Comfather, King George VI, and of her accession to the throne.
private
This was revealed by a series of polls conducted by
munist presumnfit meeting in Moscow, informed western sources
agencies during the last four years. The results were compiled and said Monday.
by the U. S. Information Agency.
There was no official announcement from the Kremlin to back
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, Ohio — (UPI) — When fire dc• released Monday
up western reports that an object believed to be a missile may have
Stroyed the home of George Ferris, 60, two days before Christmas,
fallen into the Pacific testing area.
.
the. whole neighborhood pitched in to buy furniture and help his
JERUSALEM, Israel—(UPI)—Egyptian armed forces in great
But Moscow observers noted that the Russians did not reveal
family move to another house.
Sinai
the
have streamed across
their first Pacific shot, Jan. 20, until the next day, following western
Ferris is moving again — this time to the Ohio penitentiary for strength were reported Tuesday to along
the entire length of the reports of an explosion in the area.
up positions
.
setting his house afire in an attempt to defraud an insurance com- peninsula and taken
Israel-Egypt truce demarcation line.
pany a $3,100.
cracfire
The report from Cairo came hours after machinegun
He was sentenced to one-to-five years in the penitentiary in Co
CORNING, N. Y. — (UPI) — A man registered at the hotel Wilkled across the demilitarized zone on Israel's northeastern border
!
mous after pleading guilty Saturday.
with Syria. The Syrian gunfire early Tuesday, the latest incident of bridge here Saturday night and disappeared later, leaving a hole
in his hotel room floor. an empty safe and a rifled cash 'register.
its kind in the past six days, was not returned by the Israelis.
The man drilled and cut his way through the floor of his room
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — An electric plant and a farm were
and a steel ceiling of the hotel grille . from below, police said. He
the .toichinsints pf a tour agenda Monday for twelve visiting Russians
dropped 16 feet through the 21-inch square hole and ,forced a 'small
whose 'leader has been plugging away for a look at "More of the
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—(UP1)—A juvenile court hearing to "deler• safe in the grille office and rifled the cash register. , •
' •
economy '
activities of Neo-Nazi youth groups
P—. estimated about S'!,(10(1 was taken.
Leafier .Dmitry S. Polyansky, miffed in Chicago with the usual mine the facts" • surrounding the
has been ordered in the cases
here
schools
high
two
in
uncovered
tourists,allfirsitions, did not show similar signs here Sunday despite
of the two leaders, officials said. •
• the fart the,4ey was spent making the usual tourist visit to Abraham
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Cuban newspaper editor said there
Meanwhile, a reward fund raised by civic, labor, religious and
shrine,
Lineoln's
a Jewish are enough people in Cuba opposed to the Fidel Castro regime to
of
bombine
week's
last
of
solution
business
for
groups
Monday. besides the electrie plant and farm, the Soviet visitors
synagogue passed t7,000 as of Monday night and Mayor H. 'Roe start a counterrevolution.
• went to a supriarket and a high school.
Jorge Zayas, former editor of Advance, who fled Castro censorBartle said it was expected to reach a 110,000 goal.
ship, said anti-Castro forces need a leader, however.
!Castro is
Interviewed on a network radio program Zayas said '
,m9scow — -awn — Italian President Giovanni Gronchi met
an instrument, and a willing instrunrnt, of the Communist party."
,a Khrushchev and other top Soviet leaders Monday to
QUARRYVILLE, Pa —(UPD—A furry weather observer with
Anament, European security and aid to underdeveloped
_
years
of experience took only a few seconds Tuesday to predict six
oinitrit5.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gen. Douglas MacArthur was reported
more
of winter.
weeks
Gronchi was accompanied to the Kremlin by foreign minister
County, took improving and further medical tests were given Wednesday to see
Lancaster
in
hole
a
of
The
out
scampered
expert
correct a prostate condition which has
:iuseppe Peas and ambassador to Moscow Lora Pietromarchi.
one look at his shadow and promptly ducked back. It was that old if surgery is necessary to
him.
hospitalized
weather prophet, the groundhog.
4
The five-star general entered Lenox Hill hospital Friday with an
Le•,end has it that if the groundhog sees his shadow on this day,
NEW YORK — ft.'Ph — The lowest temperature officially reuncomfortable
urinary ailment caused by a non-malignant swelling
official
1
was
degree
below
the
morning
until
Monday
zero
ice
and
at
the
*ion
there is ening to be certain snow, sleet
divided in
of the prostate gland.
arrival of spring next month.
mimosa, Coils:, tie U. S. weather bureau reported .
,

Reports Of Trapped Sub Not Confirmed

Morton Says Rocky Will Back Nixon

Khrushchev Plans Pre-Summit Ch
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Mrs. Stephen Ilackalilleri Returns- U N Y
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3 Albino Frogs Live 'Life Of Riley'

Reds Force Move To Siberia, Turkestan

Reds Say U. S. Wrong About Datat

Frown On Addition To Mount Rushmore

Mikoyan 1st Of Cuba's Important Guests

Convict 8 Catholics Of Conspiracy

Probe Blasting Of Newspaper Trucks

Ask Death For Soldier-Of-Fortune

Hope 'Find' Is More Dead Sea Scrolls

Re-Elect Reds To Indian Legislature

55 Trapped In Northern Japan Coal Mine

Guard Queen Elizabeth Awaiting 3rd Child

Poll Nations On U.S.-Russian Strength

Think Russia Blasts 2nd 'Big' Rocket

Fire 'Victim' Moves Into 'New' Home

Egyptians Take Positions Against Syria

'

i

Goes Through Floor To Rob Grille

Visiting Soviets See Electric Plant

Offer !;7,000 In Synagogue Bombing .

Editor Says Many Cubans Oppose Castro

Italian President, Khrushchev Meet

Weather 'Exoerti Predicts More Winter

MacArthur Improving, Undergoes Tests

Nation's Low One Degree Below Zero

Ex-Senator Says Jews Suffer Degradation
Herbert H. Lehman

MIAMI BEACH — (UPI) — Former Senator
York, in a message read to a United Jewish Appeal mecting
New
of
suffering
Saturday night, said "Thousands of our people are still
degradation, misery and discrimination."
in aiding
He said American Jews should not let their success
in the past
and rescuing 2,700,000 oppressed and threatened Jews
generation obscure this fact.
Lehman's statement was read by Joseph Nieyrhoff of Baltimore
conto Jewish Communal leaders at a three-day national inaugural
Meyerference to launch the 1960 United Jewish Appeal campaign.
hoff is national chairman of the UJA.

Warns Against Federal Voting Referees
Albertis S. Har-

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Virginia Atty, Gen.
rison jr., said Saturday a proposal to appoint federal voting referees
would produce "incalculable mischief."
Harrison sent an opposition statement to the Senate Rules Committee which is considering the proposal as an amendment to guarantee voting rights under the Civil Rights Act of 1957.
The Virginia attorney general said the measure was aimed at
the southern states and its passage would stir up "Long dormant
regional animosities."

Goldwater Suggests Johnson - Kennedy Team

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Barry Goldwater (R -Ariz.) advised
the Democrats Sunday that the strongest ticket they could field this
year would have Senate Democratic leader Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.)
running for president and Sen. John F. Kennedy (Mass.) as his running mate.
He offered that advice in a radio interview when asked who would
be the toughest candidate the Democrats could run against Vice
President Richard M. Nixon, the prospective Republican presidential
nominee.
Goldwater, chairman of the GOP senatorial campaign committee, said he believed his party would have "A real, real hard time"0
beating a Johnson-Kennedy ticket but that he doubted that Johnson
could win his party's nomination.

Graham Denies Socialite Joining Staff
KADUNA, Nigeria — (UPI) — Evangelist Billy Graham said he
knows "Absolutely nothing about" American socialite Eleanor Searle
Whitney joining his all-male African crusade staff.
Graham was referring to reports that Mrs. Whitney would join
his musical staff.
Graham's statement came as he prepared to conduct his first
revival meeting in this northern region capital of Nigeria.

Adlai, Rocky In Nation's 1st Election
CONCORD. N. H. — (UPI! — The names of Adlai E. Stevenson
and Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller officially appeared Saturday in
New Hampshire's first-in-thenation presidential primary.
A candidate favorable to the twice unsuccessful presidential
nominee was among 11 last-minute candidates to file as delegates
to the Democratic and Republican national conventions from New
Hampshire.
Of -se last 11 candidates meeting the 6 p. m. deadline, five filed
as Democratic delegates favorable to Sen. John F. Kennedy (DMass.) and 'three as GOP delegates facorable to Vice President
Richard M. Nixon

Flash Fire, Blast Kill 6 In Wichita

0)

WICHITA, Kan. — (UPI) — A flash fire followed by an explosion
killed six and injured five Saturday night, in what is believed to
be the most disastrous fire in the city's history.
Four of the dead were children belonging to two families.

MEMBERS of TROOP 142 give
first aid demonstration. Staff

FIRST AID techniques are
demonstrated by Troop Li,

BOY SCOUT WEEK—This is
Boy Scout Week and the 50th
anniversary of Scouting. TriState Defender salutes boy
scouts tn the Tri-State area
and throughout the country.
Few orianizations are doing
as much toward the building

ow

Church's
GREENWOOD
Troop No. 141, Robert Davis

Scoutmaster, manned Worse
code booth at exposition in

Church Park last year. photo
by Billy Duncan.

MRS. MILDRET/ DOUGLASS,
Denmother of Cub Pack 107,
DR. HOLLIS PRICE (left)
president of LeMoyne college
receives the Silver Beaver
award from Edwin Dalstroin,
chairman of the Interracial
Committee of the Chickasaw
Council, Boy Scouts of Amen.

I

I /MIK FROM Troop 107 show
1 off malazine rack they are

of men than the Boy Scouts.
Invariably. Scouts are dedicated little men who listen and
learn how to become useful
citizens of these United States.
We SITP proud of our Scouts
and wish them well.

building. Scoutmaster of 1n7
is Charles Curtis. George

Curtis is assistant scoutmaster.
Staff photo by Hardin

St. Stephens Baptist church,
and soma of her boys at work

ca. The Silver Beaver, the
highest adult award on the
council level, is annually pre-;
sented for outstanding service
to scouting in the community.
(Staff photo by George Hardin.

"ROI 11 TO WEAR the
TM, these Scouts pose for

In State llefr.nder 14.114M1111.
(Staff photo by Billy Duncau)

on a Scouting project eta
photo by Hardin
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sides running a home efficiently,
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• reseded for her to continue her sisted by Mrs. Ethel J. Perkins.
1
fee fester, eve complete relief el
tbe She is a member of the Misday eludies. Miss Shaw is assured that who presided at the rededication lege Debutante Society and
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the College Debutante Society.
'eh by the organisation.
with its floral oenterpiece of deep
Fellowship, and a former member . Eldridge, was the scene of a birthcolorful affairs of the season was Maxwell, Leroy. Walker, Johnnie
It Is the further Plan or the pink carnations and greenery, the This organisation was formed 3
junior choir.
and tension, starts bringing rebel
day party last Sunday evening a surprise Birthday Party for John Mercer.
rett group to expand their assistance
has as its aims to of the
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Miss Fields' ambition is to be honoring
m
wee
Mrs. McCain.
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recently.
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home. 1513 N.
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same school of nursing
as. An elaborate occasion. Mrs. MeIt-led out by the myriad candles
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IN AKA CIRCLE — Hand-linked AKAs are seen during the

rededication ceremony honoring the Founders of the first

shy in 1908. . .some of the
members of the local chapters

tent, brought out hidden beauty(
in the girls as she gave them;
points on make-up, hair styling,I
walking, and
displaying
the By Joke Hervey Farl•ey,
"smile" which is the key to personality.
Feted by Delta sorors were
Misses Debris Woods and Mildred
Corner of West High School in
Denmark, Tenn.; Misses Annie
La Verne Springfield, Leatha Jones,
Eula Perry, Beverly Kennedy.
We are now in the month of t for the Study of Negro Life and Mary Helen Phelps, Frances Ear
February and it is certainly one.History. The theme this year is line Thomas, Claudette Hunt, Paulof the most important months of I"Strengthening America Through ette Rollins, and Willie Lou Sharp
the year as far as celebrations'Education in Negro History and of Merry High School in Jackson:
Misses Frances Sullis an and Barare concerned. First of all, it is African Culture."
bara Bonds of Stigall high school
Heart Month. You may think of Recent articles on
the African,
this from two standpoints; one,INegro may be found in The Read- in Humboldt; Miss Lillian Taylori
St. Valentine's Day when you re- er's Digest, Ebony Magazine, Sat- of Bells, Tenn.; Miss Georgia!
The names of Iceland and GreenA. Heggie of Miles lEighSchool
member the ones you love by ex- urday Evening Post, National
Ge-i in
Union City, and Miss Dorsey land are very misleading. They do
tending them your heart through ographic and Life Magazines.
not
To B.
the character of
Ross from Chester County' eitherrepreseat
means of candy or tokens and appreciate the things of
country. Greenland is a laud
everyday i Training School in
another, it has been set aside as life, it is most important that
Henderson, Of ice, and was named by LN-Ic the
wel Tenn.
Sorors serving as hostesses Red, in 985. who called it "GreenHeart Month by the National know
were Mesdames Anna L. Cooke, land" so people would be more
Heart Association to promote conlikely to go there to live. Iceland.
In addition there are other im-/ Alfreda Martin, Sarah
Barnes,
tinued research in the medical
portant observances during this Johnnie Reid, Cottrell Thomas, on the othet hand, is a country or
field on persons suffering from
green pastures and pleasant climabe.
month. This is also Boy Scout Bertha Collins and Maye S. Payne. The names of these
two couriLties
heart conditions.
Week and the birthdate of Abrawould be far more appropriate C
In Jackson, the division has been ham Lincoln on Feb. 12. Brother-, Baked ham with potato salad, they were exchanged.
designated as The J. T. Beck Di- hood Week comes Feb. 21 and crab apples and hot tea made up
vision in memory of one who Race Relations Sunday is Feb. 15:the menu.
COOKING MINUTE RICE
gave service to this community George Washington's birthday as HERE AND THERE
When cooking minute rice, put
We
are
very
happy
to
report
for 30 years and was a heart vic- we all know is Feb. 22. If you
a paper towel under the lid afthat
Mrs.
Cora
A.
DeBerry
is
back
tim, Mr. Beck headed the Divi- can't attend an observance, let's
at work following a recent illness. ter removing the pan from the
sion of Natural Science on the do a little reading.
stove and let the rice stand. The
campus of Lane college until his Sixteen beautiful, talented and Mrs. DeBerry who was honored grains will become dry and separby
being
named
Teacher
of
the ate.
death in June, 1958. You are ask- excited young ladies gathered
at
ed to be generous In your contri- the home of Mrs. Sarah Barnes Year in Madison County is very
grateful to her many friends for Don't forget the Cupid Ball on
bution on Heart Sunday, February on Middleton Street Saturday
af- their remembrances.
Feb. 2 in the Lane College Health
28.
ternoon for a luncheon and clinic
Mrs. Hazelle Trotter Simons Building. This affair is sponsored
NEGRO HISTORY
in preparation for the Miss Bronze has recently returned from a trip
by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
This week is the 35th observ-'West Tennessee Pageant which is to Dayton, Ohio. She is presently
Miss Cupid of 1959 was Miss
ance of Negro History Week which to take place on Feb. 26. Mrs. employed as a teacher at
Frazier'Joanne Merry who is presently a
is sponsored by the Association!Maggie Massey, Charm Consul- High School in Covington,
Tenn. senior at Merry high school

Tho _47y
JACKSON
S4S4BinEri Anna C.byCooke

'

Negro sorority, which was establisbed at Howard univer-

who thrilled to the dynamic
message brought by their di-

rector of the Southeastern re.
gion, Mrs. Julia Purnell of

Miss Beatrice Holmes
Wed To Charles Keel

The DEBUNKER

'

•

Baton Rouge, La. (Staff Photoe by Billy Duncan)

In a setting of floral beauty, Q. Holmes at 3700 Ross Roditt;
Miss Beatrice Holmes was mar- ?Germantown, Tenn.
ried to Charles Keel recently, the, Mr. Keel is the son of Mr. ant
ceremony performed by Rev. E. Mrs. Otlie Keel of 800 David
Lane, at the home of the bride's Given in marriage by her h-.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm ther, Miss Holmes' wedding goiria
was fashioned of antique wh,ltiK
satin, the skirt extending to
chapel train. lier illusion veil fed
from a pearl coronet; and hef
bouquet was of white carnations.':.;
Attending Miss Holmes as
tron of honor was Mrs. Gerald:IMP.
Johnson of Memphis, who wore*
,
dress of peau de soie and chill*
and carried a bouquet of whirs
,
Miss Lucille Paulette Rollins, chrysanthemums.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Johnnie London attended ,eltn.
Rollins of Madison County, will Keel as best man.
be a pageant contestant when the Following the ceremony, Mr..
Miss Bronze West Tennessee Pa- and Mrs. Holmes, the bride's pag.,4
geant will be staged on Friday, ents, were hosts at a reception ,04,
Feb. 26 in Jackson, Tenn. The their home.
young Miss is 17 years of age and
The couple will reside at
a senior at Merry high school. Winchester Road.
Her activities are very wide and
versatile. A member of Salem
Baptist church, she serves as sec- appear in the Senior Play during,*
retary of the Sunday School, a the Night of Plays. In addition she:
member of the Junior Choir and has won numerous awards for het;
president of the Mettle E. Cole- Dramatic Readings.
Miss Rollins, being a very
man Circle,
tractive as well as talented yount4
is
actschool
she
At Merry high
lady, has the highest hopes of bees.
ive in the Speech club. the Dra- coming MISS BRONZE WES14
matic club and corresponding sec- TENNESSEE for 1960.
• , •.
retary of the Speech club. In refThis exciting night of most moo
:entice to her dramatic ability, usual talent is being sponsored bat.,
Miss Rollins has been chosen to Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.

Miss Rollins
Enters Bronze
Tenn. Pageant

MISS HOLMES WEDS—Seen
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Keel, who were married in a
beautiful setting of shoe blos•
souls at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Q. Holmes, the
bride's parents, at 3700 Ross

Road, Germantown, Tenn. The
bride is the former Miss Beatrice Holmes. The couple was
honored with a reception given by the bride's parents immediately following the ceremony.
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See You There!
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WDIA FAMILY FAIR
Everybody's Welcome! Bring The Whole Family!

ENTERTAINMENT!
TOP GOSPEL GROUPS
EVERY HOUR!
• Spirit Of1 Memphis
• Sons Of Jehovah
• Harmony Echoes
• Howard Bros.
• Dixie Nightingales

**
tl

WDIA FAMILY FAIR
FOOD • BEAUTY • HOME
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

AUTO EXHIBITS

FABULOUS PRIZES!

•

DIP INTO THE $1,000 BARRELL OF MONEY.

41.
11

0.6

Register For

414
U

1960 DODGE - GRAND PRIZE!

TICKETS

WDIA RADIO LOUNGE

ONLY 40'

DOZENS Of EXCITING DISPLAYS!

CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
Get Tickets At
AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE ONLY

All Your WDIA Radio Favorites Will Be There
Martha Jean: Official Hostess

•
Box Office Open 10 A. M. Each Day Of Show

3 BAGS OF GROCERIES EVERY HOUR!
BOOTH PRIZES
TV Set — Radio — Sewing Machine — Piano Courses
Food — Many More!

LOTS OF FREE SAMPLES!

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN., FEB. 18-19-20-21
4 Big
Days!
•

411111
gr.• •

A TV SET A DAY GIVEN AWAY!

FREE KARTOON FOR THE KIDS!

0

SHOW HOURS 2-10 P.M. DAILY
ELLIS AUDITORIUM

4 Big
Days!

SEE YOU THERE! WDIA FAMILY FAIR
'
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MAL ROUTE
112..agton — First rural free
mail routes in the U S.
Wei pat into operation in Wed
Vera,October 1, MR
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Manassas High News

NAACP Youth Speaks

again coming on to
NEGRO HISTORY WEEK 'Major Wilson
point honors, with 22.
high
!take
During this week the students
The B team lost to the Lester
of Manassas high school have been'Lions B team by a score of 33-25.
observing Negro History Week. To Friday night the Tigers defeatstart it off, we have done quite a
ed Barretts Chapel by a score of
bit of observing this glorious 17-61. The B team won also, 53week, by giving some type of as- 37, with Henry Bates, high point
sembly program. Over the inter. man. All of these games were well
come system, each morning, a played.
biography of some Negro is given
In other sports news the Maein some particular field, such as asses Hi-Y Team defated HamilMi.
and
music, sports, science
ton's Leila Thursday night at the
gion. 0. T. Peeples, the chairman YMCA by a score of 60-37. Theodepartment.
science
social
of the
dore McKnight was the high point
Is gemtral chairman over this man hitting 22 points in this game.
committee and Milton Barber is
Joe Griffin. McArthur Smith and
chair man
Charles Poole tied with 14 points,
On Friday we will have a gen- ;and Bob Mylers hit four points.
eral assembly beginning at 11 a.m. The next game will be tonight at
The pnn.:ipal speaker will be Nat the YMCA, with our team playing
D. Williams, a well known Mem- the Y team. Come out and see the
phian. Mr. Williams has spoken Junior Tigers in action.
to our student body once before
and everyone enjoyed him very t grThi
GllT spotlight turns to a
CITU
s week's
much. We have had a very grand 117-year-dd senior, Steve Sanders.
week up until now, and all are Steve resides with his parents,
looking forward to Friday's as- , Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Moss of 1099
sembly.
St. Charles. He is a member of
SPORTS NEWS
the St. Mark Baptist church
The "Mighty Manassas Tigers" Steve plans to further his educahad another very good week; they tion at Southern Louisiana where
won every game they played. The be "s-ill major in science. Ile plans
first game was last Monday night to become a doctor.
in our gym against the Melrose Steve is a well known fellow
Golden Wildcats. The Tigers de- throughout the city and on the
feated the Wildcats, 6043, with campus .s well, for he is Captain
Major Wilson a n d Jessie Laird of the Football team. He was
hitting for 14 points apiece. The chosen as a generation great.
B team won its game also by a along with the Tri-State Defendscore of 25-19, with William er's All-City Football team. He
Brown as high point man with 9 is a member of the Ole Tigers
points,
Club and an officer in his homeWednesday night the Tigers room. We salute you. Steve, for
Thomas, Belinda, Hughes, Lin- journeyed out to Lester where the being chosen as the student of
da Thomas, Tequila Body, Tigers were winners, 57-51, wills the week.
Charles Moragne, Selmer McCollins, III, Anthony Falls,
Alonzo Hughes, Cicero Falls,
III. Jerome Campbell a
Robert Jones.

d11111111111111111111111111We
This is the first in a series of It would be wonderful if we
articles written by various mem- could banish forever the phrase
bers of the Press and Publicity "race relations," and instead
Committee. George E. Pipkin, think solely of human relations;
chairman, of the Youth Council of for failure to respect the rights
the National Association for the o1 man is the evil influence which
Advancement of Colored People. poisons our American society.
It is the primary purpose of If we are to ease the racial
these articles to denounce racial conflict which so dangerously didiscrimination and racial prejn- Odes America, we must come to
dice in all forms; however, it is see it as a moral issue involving
not the purpose of these articles no more and no less than the retie show a need for lamentations spect and dignity of the AmenIf regrets, but, in reality, to pro- can Negro.
pose a solution to the problems Fortunately, yet unfortunately,
of living together in an American racial prejudice is taught and not
inherited. Fortunately, because the
society.
and figures stated within taught prejudice can be corrected
are
re taken from the book, ANAT- by formal education. UnfortunateOXY -OF RACIAL LNTOLER-ly because people actually stoop
ANCE and the National Urban so low as to poison their offsprings
League supplement to the New with false beliefs about the Negro people.
York Tubes, January 17, 19GO.
Racial prejudices are often very! Evidence of the fact that racial
active, but are merely opinions. prejudice is taught can lie in this
jo times of political and econom- illustration. A white child paintteat crisis they manifest inem..ing a picture of her mother's Neselves in over action, such as gin cook or maid, may stop her
active persecution and race riots., painting to go into the kitchen to
The one fact of which the free find out the color of her Negro
democratic American world can!friend's eyes.
least be proud is—its coescion-,` The most important, immediate,
able treatment of the Negro mi-,,and sure way to rid our great
!America of racial discrimination
nority.
When the Negro seeks employ. is to make it illegal, and in some
went commensurate to his abili- instances our courts have done
ties, listen to the sickening ex. just that.
euses that actually tell him that There should be no place for
proficiency is unimportant wheeigacial discrimination in a free
it is not clothed in a white skin.lworld. And we, as the youth of our
Notice bow in some places the city, the ones who feel the effects
Negro is persecuted and some-`of racial discrimination more, can
times killed if he even wants to not, and will not rest, until every I SMITH BIRTHDAY—The New
Allen AME Church was the
fulfill the personal and seared!segm-ent of racial discrimination
for the sixth birthday
scene
voting.lhas
been
banished.
of
responsibility
and
duty
party
of Master Henry P.
The
NAACP
knows
that
Youth
relational
The problem of race
Is part of the problem of theltbe real equality of opportunity Smith, it., Jan. 10 That's
"rights of man" The society among all races and creeds cani Henry bolding the knife over
whose members respect arid guard no longer be denied. Thus we
the dignity of the individual man shall. as God is our helper, move
"to higher ground of action."
Is the good society.

YOUTH WANTS
TO
KNOW

the birthday cake in the center. The party lasted from 4-6
p.m. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry P. Smith, sr. of
270 Munford ave. Joining the
fun with Hank were Jerry

g
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SchoolBy Notes

Daniels, Michael Moragne.
Delores Neloms, Sharon Dogan, Melvin Moore, Otha Gunn,
Joyce Jennings, Anita Lester,
Ronald Thomas, Gregory McCollins, Michelle McCollins and
Eunice Moragne. Also Ann

Teenage Whirl
By DEVOIE WEBSTER
And CLARENCE SMITH

MARKHUM STANSBURY

By BERTHA PATTERSON

Amendment
OfSen.Morse

irty Make
ea c oo
onor Roll

Fraternity Board Meets
LOUISVILLE, KY — The General Board of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., met at the Fraternity's national office, 1105 Propect place, Brooklyn, Saturday,
Feb. 13th, to plan program strategy for 1930, Since the Eastern Regional Conference will be
held in Brooklyn in April and the
415th Anniversary Conclave of the
Fraternity will be held in New
York City this year.

Feb. 12:

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Annual Scholarship Benefit
Dance, Curries Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.

Feb. 12:

Student Affairs Committee, Owen Junior College's First Lyceum event, presenting Georgia Davis, Contralto, Owen
College Auditorium, 8:15 P. M.

Feb. 14:

Clara Barton Health Club, Annual Scholarship Teo, Lelia
Walker Clubhouse.

Feb. 18:

Lena Horne Cosmetics, Afternoon Coffee Hour, Universal
Life Insurance Dining Room, invitational.

Feb. 18-20:

National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, Southern Ittgienal Conference.

Feb. 24:

Annie L. Brown Health Club, Fellowship Dinner, Mrs. Flora
Cochrane, hostess, 729 Vance Avows.

Feb. 24:

Lena Horne Cosmetics, Cocktail Party, Universal Life Insurance Company Dining Room, invitational.

Feb. 26:

J-U-G-S Inc., Sixth Annual Charity Bell and Living Ads,
Curries Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.

March 13:

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Presents "Holiday On Ice", Amphitheatre — Ellis Auditorium, 8 P.M.

April 5:

April 8:

ebools,

Zoos Great for
Misr Burns,Cuts

doing research at several euus..donel centers on a National Soence Foundation Faculty Fellowship.
Dr. Ulysses S. Stubbs, jr., Associate Professor of Chemistry, is
serving as Associate Director of
the program.

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS

MCOpposes

Manassas High School's "Annual Show", Ellis Auditorium's
Music Hall, 8:00 P. M.
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapters, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Presents: The Louis Johnson Dancers, Music Hell—Ellis
Auditorium, 8 P. M.

April 17-18: Zeta Phi Bete Sorority, Rgional Conference, Memphis, Tenn.
April 17-18:

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional Conference, Jackson, Tenn.

April 22:

We Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo loom 10 P. M.

May 6:

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presentation, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.

May 6:

.,3

Grant To Aid
SummerStudere

BALTIMORE. Md. — Thanks to
a $20.300 grant from the National
Science Foundation, approximately 50 high ability secondary school
students will be able to study science and mathematics at Morgan State college this summer.
Morgan was awarded the grant
to support a six-week -Summer
Science Training Program for Secdens and Robert Carpenter.
ond ary Students.
Girls: Alice Morgan,
The program is designed to ennett' Parker and Hazel Brown.
courage the scientific interest of
SPORTS
talented secondary school students
The Melrose Golden Wildcat! by making it possible for them to
Basket whipped the Hamilton Wild spend a portion of the summer
Cats 61-58 in a thrilling Basketball ntudying and working with expertgame.
enced scientists and mathematiciThe BTW Warriors overthrew ansthe Father Bertrand Thunderbolts Directing the program will be
Dr. John W. King. professor of
75-58.
Biology Dr. King is on leave from
Until proxime semana, adios. the college this year studying and

THIS WEEKS PLATTERS
"I'll take care of you," Lazarus
Stinson and Patricia Roman; -I
Could Love You," Elizabeth PruBETTER HEALTH
I fell to work with energy, rallied
Better Health week was official- ' students around him, cut down dent and David Porter; "Please
Thompson
ly proclaimed Thursday by prin- timber, built cabins, opened up Me," Willi
cipal Springer and Student Coun- fields, and by virtue of his own Fannie Bush; "Believe To My
cil president Harold Middlebrook. industry and genius, practically Soul," Cleveland and Beulah AnI suppose this is one of the patronage. This brings up thel
The theme was "How to Interest created a Negro college in the derson; "Talk That Talk,'' Roy
Youth
Negro
question
of
"Will
a
Negro
evert
the
questions
many
Students
of Washngton in Eating midst of pine woods. When it is Hopkins and Rosanna Quinn; 'Gold
Students
be allowed to run for president of
are asking themselves.
considered that not an ancestor Will Never Do," Isaac Young and
Meals."
who are familiar with political the United States?" If new laws,More Well-Balanced
connection with better of the students who came to his Glendora Gilbert; "You better
skit
in
A
identhe
Negroes
assure
that
made,
can
they
are
know
history
health was presented by the Paul school had ever learned to read Know" Lynn Bumpus and Yeah!
tified themselves with the Re- elevation of Negroes from their
Dunbar Dramatics club or write, and that he had prac- By a recent Survey we gathered
publican party after the Civil War status of -second-class citizens?" Lawrence
gymnasium. The tically no models on which to the Top Three around the various
school's
the
in
instrument
of
The
job
done
cannot
be
without,
an
was
it
because
on
a scene in the work. The Tuskegee School may high schools.
based
was
skit
a
legal recognition.
their freedom. It also provided
be considered one of the most re- DOUGLAS
cafeteria.
certain amount of leadership and CHANGES MUST BE MADE
achievewas stressed in the skit that markable educational
It
Boys; John Bishop. Robert ManHow can there ever be a Negro
cads student shall plan his lunch- ments on record. It is pleasant Ding and Charlie Parrish.
es and pay attention to the type to add that sufficient funds were Girls; Barbara Robinson, Erneslater provided to carry out the -tine Henderson and Maxine Edfood he eats.
Participating in the skit, written founder's plans. His ideas have, wards.
by the advisor of the club, Mrs. been widely adopted in education. MANASSAS
'Vivian Robinson, were: Booker T. Washington proved to possess Boys: Norman Malone, Rogers
Wade ani Lowell Winston who por- unusual power as an orator. He Lewis and Bonnie Vaughn.
trayed ., he administrators of the was also the author of several Lassies: Rosa Wilkes. Patricia
school, Prof. J. D. Springer and books, the most noted of which Bowles and Maggie Hankm,
is Up From Slavery, Booker T. MELROSE
J. W. Westbrook.
Others were: Bertha Morrison, Washington was thoroughly AmerBoys: Charles Glass, Robert
William Higgins, Elsie Lewis, Viv- ican in all his ideas and ambitions. Jackson and Horace Edmonson.
i NEW YORK — The American
It
is
not
exaggeration
to
say
that
ian Barnes, Joan Hampton, BarGirls: Jean Burnett. Barbara
Jewish Congress said last week it
bara McMoore. Myrtle Evans, he was one of the most eminent Perry and Beulah Anderson.
amend"strongly opposed" an
Clarice Dortch, Cathclia Barr, Negroes in the world.
I BOOKER WASHINGTON
ment by Sen. Wayne Morse (Dem.,
Dorothy Paine, and Lois IsIcGoan, CUPIDS LEAP
Boys: Bobby Collins; Roy CheatOre.) to the Federal Aid-to-EducaLucille Kennedy and Joe Eve- 'Cupids Leap for Leaping Lad- ham and Percy Wiggins.
Fedtion Bill which would permit
\lyn Grayson spoke on 'Better ies.' was the theme of the senior Kittens: Eleanor Addison, Elizaeral loans to private eiementary
Lunch Week.' Jo LaNlondue was class dance held in the gymnas- beth Prudent and Rita Kilgore,
and secondary schools.
ium Wednesday night
M.C.
FATHER BERTRAND
Majority
In telegrams to Senate
NEGRO HISTORY FEB. '-14
The gym was beautifully decor- Boys. Robert Marshall. Frank
Leader Lydon Johnson (DemoSunNegro History week, began
ated with hearts and cupids. The Reynolds and Warnsby Stegall.
&ate Texis.) and Minority Leader
day and will ceintinue thru Sat- decoration was supervised by Miss ; Girls: Ann Hines, Betty Gdlis
Everett Dixksen (Rep.. III.). the
urday, is a week set aside to pay Hattie Williams.
',And Lynn Howell.
AJCongress warned that enactBERTHA PATTEltSON
tribute to the many, many Negroes Some couples seen dancing to HAMILTON
ment of the amendment "would
, who have contributed to the for- the music of Tuff Green's band
Boys: Malfred Bolden, John San
lead to the financing with Federal president when there are still wardness of our country, Amer- were: Lucille Kennedy and Lowfunds of private schools set up to places in the south where Negroes ica.
and
ell Winston, Freeman Willis
frustrate the Supreme Court's are not allowed to vote. Cnanges
The :ollowing paragraphs are a Lois Walker, Solomon Holley and
c.,
greracial
decision outlawing
must be made,
brief summary of the life of one Carolyn Dukes, Herbert Marshall
ption in the public schools.who made valuable contributions and Bessie Clark. Eddie Sims and
First
segregation
must
be
abolishShad Polier, chairman of the
Vivian Barnes, Phyllis Smith and
ed. The Negro must gain the right to the field of education.
AJCongress Commission on Law
Booker Tahaferro Washington Frederick Hooks, Louis Johnson
to
recreational
patronize
public
and Social Action, said in the telefacilities and be given other rights - was born in 1859 at Hale Ford, and Carroll Holman, Marian Esgrams that "defeat of the Morse !
Va., to a Negro slave. When he ans and Willie Chapman, and His:Amendment is essential in view of now denied him. Whites must was still a child his mother moved ers Mangrum and Addie Crawford
stop
using
segregation
as
a
detbe threat on the part of Southern ' vice to limit competition.
There were a lot of stags. Some
to Malden, W. Va., where he found
'states to abolish their public
whom were: William Higgins.
of
furnace
and
in
a
in
a
salt
work
lebool systems rather than des- Secondly, the etiquette of race coal mine, during which time he Eva Brown. Kenneth Duncan,
' relations in the South must change.
disable their schools."
Middlebrook. Claudette The following
7.76, morse A mend ment also pre.! A white man who enters the home was educated at a night school. Harold
"eggheads" were
of a school at Jones. Bobby Sanders, Melissa listed on the latest release of stiiheard
Having
arm a "grave threat to religious of a Negro keeps his hat on and Hampton for Negroes he set out Cooper, Beverly Taylor. Norma
dente at Leath school, 427 Linden.
teed= and the separation of calls an elderly Negro "Anne" or in search of it, living on charity Dugan, Gloria Duncan. Floyd for the
honor roll.
church and state by opening the "John" and calls the younger and sleeping on sidewalks as he Bass. Myrtle Greer, Artie Davis.
Grade
2-3A,
Negro
"boy"
or
"girl".
There
John
Smith:
Federal
aid
to
church
&or to
went . The instructors of that in- Alice Adams, Charles McCoy,
in violation of the Con. must he unity among the Negroes. stitution soon recognized in him Louise Askew. William Wilks, Peg- Grade 2-4A. Ernestine Jones and
illitution," the AJCongress tele- Instead of working together, most unusual promise and ability. When gy Thompson. Isabelle Hill and Willie McGhee. Grade 2-5A: Ronald Bass, Xzahlia Couch, Ronald
;Negroes are working against each
*ems stated.
he reached Hampton the authori- Herbert Woody.
Stafford, Denease Wane and Fan:other.
him.
COUPLES
for
room
CURRENT
Yet
ties had no
nie Williams: Grade 4-3A. Glenda
1 There must arise within the Ne- hadn't the heart to turn the hon• Joyce Confer and Joseph Wat- Faye Johnson: Grade 4-4A;
Glenout
that
is
not
igro a leadership
eat, pleading, young man away, kins. Doris Richardson and Jack me Glover and Beverly Stewart:
!unting
h
bargains for itself:
and
Ester
him
crowd
Henry
to
Piers,
managed
Benny
so they
Grade 5-A; Harriette Daughterty
And last, the white as well as in some way.
Annie Tillman, Charles Wilkins
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Eight the
Negro must understand that lie was given a school room to and Merilee Hughey„, Anaie Smith and Walter Campbell: Grade 5-2A
Rellesett College seniors — five of 'color is not character," it is
- .;•
William Woods, Willie Stone. Danclean. He swept and dusted so and G. C Vernor, Joe Johnson ny Shields, Eddie Perkins and
them elementary education ma- only a badge of distinction,
saw
Milteacher
Seth
his
and Georgia Thomason,
Yvonne McCoy- Grade 5-4A. Etta
ibts will join their classmates in t can not say whether or not thoroughly that
at once that there was something let and Ann Robinson, Booker T. Allen, Alma Nichols, James ThoMay for commencement excer- there vii
i ever be a Negro prese unusual in him. After remaining Jones and Mary A. Corps!. Robteam
dent, but it is absolute certain at Hampton two or three years. ert Edwards and Annye Stephens. mas, Pauline Ward and Mary
In the group are: Misses Mar- that the
-Glover.
prevaling conditions which earning his way in the fields and NorricE
Beatrice
garet Dula. Lenoir;
are preventing him from achieving otherwise, he returned to Malden Coming off the press next week, Grade 6-A, James Allen, Jesse
orpipsz.y, Princeton N J Lena
Pluitt and Fannie Coleman . Grade
the highest office must be credi- to his mother's family and open- THE WASHINGTONIAN .
7-3A: Shirley Confer and Matthew
catde
ed a school for Negro children. Have you purchased your Jubi McNeal: Grade 8-A, Edware
In 1879, he was recalled to Hemp- lect? What' Get it now and sup Johnson: Grade 8-2A. Charles
port the coed of your choice for Dorse
McMillan. Fairmont, N. C., Ruby,ton as instructor.
I
Wilson, Greenville, N. C.. and Ma-! In 1881, on the receipt of an "Miss Jubilect."
deria Young, Snow Hill, -Ala., all., application for a school from the LAFF OF THE WEEK
sae, dolor's foreoila, iiauid
all e.:!mentare education majors: Negro citizens of Tuskegee, Ala.. Teacher: Listen here. young BUSINESS CARS
or sio.e?eeet,„ soothe& hells '.al
what man. are you the teacher of this Detroit — Of all the private cars
ifisb. hone. c.,:te, bruises. i'aeely
Daisy Flowers Raeford, English: Waington was sent to do
p.m* eels 4
a class."
made
had
state
The
owned in the U. S, 73 percent are
could
Elizabeth Pope, South Pittsburg. he
coserea. Seeri-iees pinrj-n,
grant Studeet: No eh-. I'm not.
used for traveling to jobs, conductetere seeiscoir.e.
Tenb, Social Science, and Blanche grant of $2.000 a year. A
resort erello4. For steb,..e.en
Leone, W. of wild land was the only visible Teacher: Then stop talking like it; business, or doing the daily
Tubisku-Mr/ser.
Sierra
.1-ars Streopsit Zona.
Africa, History.
lags of an institution. Washington an idiot,
i chores on the faroi.

Bennett Seniors
Graduate

Page Devoted
To Teenagers
Written By, Fof
And About Teeg

The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Room, 10 P. M.

May 7:

Delta Sigma Theta Sererity, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.

Moy 13:

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity ,Annual Donee, Currles CEviI
Tropicana, 10 P. M.

to

'Stork Stops South Memphis Cagers Organized
r How To Stop Teen Gangs

az.iy

TAI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Set., Feb 13, 1960

After Boys Caught Stealing Nuts

i Last November, Memphis police ,night at the Y. To date, they have league and
the City Park Com1I were summoned by a local school lost more games than they have mission league.
,leacher who was blazing mad be won.
Bens at E. IL Crump Hospital. Mrs. Jessie
Big plans are afoot for the club.
White of 1646 Kansas. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
JANUARY 21
cause several young boys were ''But, that's not important," Mr.
A son, Carl, to 'Ir. and Mrs. Cor- Lewis of 1543 Oriole.
Taylor hopes that many of
again stealing pecans from her Taylor said. ''The really import- them
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. nelius
will become Explorer Scouts.
Burkina of 5107 Truce.
A son, Billy, to Mr. and Mrs. tree. She had
E. Shoemaker of 386 Elder •
learned that the ant thing is that these ooys Jaye He is planning for
A daughter, Arlene. to Mr. and'Billy Anderson, jr., of 748 Hestmein th.irs
boys were filching the nuts to sell not been in a minutes trouble law
rd.
enforcement institutions both
Sirs. Robert Colbert of 1572 Vic- Sm.
'them.
JANUARY 22
since
they
formed
the club And; here and in Nashville "so they
tor.
A daughter, Shelia. to Mr. and , Jefferson Taylor of 1310 Barbour l'm
A daughter, Carolyn. to Mr. A son,
not looking for any of them !can know something about the
Dewayne, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Roahell Oliver of 1829 Kan-:heard
about the incident and de- to get out of line."
and Mrs. Louis Bowman of 2090 Mrs
way the law operates."
Willie Cooper of I123 N. Sec- sas.
cided that something ought to be To join the South Memphis Cag- Borrowing
Benford.
a well known slogan,
ond
A
daughter.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Osdone
to
channel the energies of ers, the members must take a Mr. Taylor and the
A daughter, Crystal, to Mr. and
South Memcar
Parker
FEBRUAR
Y
of
1
1841
Keltner
cir.
!these boys into proper avenues be- pledged to go to some church at, phis
Mrs. Jimmie Fields of 1786 Kelt—
Cagers have built their acA daughter, Billie, to Mr. and FEBRUARY 3
fore they found themselves charg- least once each Sunday. Theyl tivities
ner Circle.
around the theme, "It's
IMrs. Booker T. Morgan of 963 A son, Henry. to Mr. and
JANUARY VS
Mrs. ed with serious crimes. So he got must agree never to congregate int better to build boys than mend
Red
Row.
Henry McDougle of 1795 Kansas. i the boys together and sold them gangs on street corners. They also . men."
A daughter, Vebeim, to Mr. and
A daughter, Groelia, to Mr. Twins, Lorette and Colette,
must pledge to conduct themselves We think this is a wonderful
Mrs. James M. Clark of 1787 Bisto 1 on the idea of starting a club.
and Mrs. Joe Travis of 949 Le- Mr. and Mrs. James Norford
mark.
of The boys — 16 of them — rang- as gentlemen at all times.
way to stop a teen gang before
ed in age from 15 to 20. They Taylor, who is a sign painter and I it starts.
949 Tunstall.
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Moyne.
And the teacher with the
A
daughter. Gloria, to Mr. and
A daughter. Jacqueline, to Mr met at Taylor's home and listen- decorator at Memphis General De- 1
Eddie Lee Collins of 1174 Merpecan tree must agree, too, beMrs.
James
Thornton
of
790
Saxon.
and
Mrs.
ed
to
the
sign painter put the facts'pot, obtained the services of Rob- cause recently she
Willie Guy of X.58
chant.
stopped by one
A daughter, Marv. to Mr. and Spottswood
of life to them straight.
ert Powell and Paul Holly to of the Cagers' meetings and servJANUARY 24
Mrs.
Joe
Louise Nory of 1631 Wof- 1 A son, Albert, to Mr. and Mrs. "You fellows have plenty of time coach the South Memphis
A daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
Cagers. ed them hot chocolate and sandford.
Roosevelt Hale of 1311 Tunica. on your hands and enopgh energy They
Mrs. Floyd L. Bass of 841 Walker.
are
members of the Y wiches.
A son, Jackie, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Jerry, to Mr. and
A daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. to match," he lectured -them. "I'm
Andrew McCraven of 1324 S. Wel- Huey Brown of 1455 Minnie.
going to lease it up to you to de-,
Mrs. Otis Branch- of 129.3 Gill.
lington.
A son, Otha, to Mr. and Mrs. cide what major activity you want I
ANUARY
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and Otha Battle of 36 Lucca, Apt, 4. to adopt for your new club."
A daughter, Tanzy, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Harrison of 1121 Vol- A daughter, Brenda, to
They decided that they would
Mr. and
rs. Sam Caston, jr., of 1424 Hyde ]
lentine.
Mrs. Earl Nichols of 1074 Tulley. become a basketball team. And
Park.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur FEBRUARY 4
thus the South Memphis Cagers
A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Young
of 2736 Interprise.
A son, Wamon, to Mr and Mrs. were born. They meet once a
Joe Willie Hamon of 2162 Hubert!
A son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. Wamon Buggs of 1501
Whitmore. month and practice every other
Circle.
Willie Shivers of 1048 N. Seventh. A daughter, Tina, to Mr.
and
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
A daughter, Nancy, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Means of 1548
Carnegie. A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Freeman Harvey of Rt. 1,
Mrs. William Reed of 100 Elling- A son, Palmer, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Sanders of 605 Tillman.
Box 387, Arlington.
ton.
Gillie Cowley of 1075 Arnold pl.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Velecia, to Mr. and
A daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and Charlie
Mrs. James L. Hayes of 1593 Orr.' FEBRUARY 2
Crary of 399 Gaston.
A concerted note of sadness pre- Church Sunday they presented
Mrs.
Alvin
A daughter, Aritha, to Mr. and
White of 1546 Orr.
A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. vails in this area this week for iquite a challenging program
and
Mrs. Robert Jemison of 184 Cas- Mrs. Frank McGhee of 2651 Rust. A daughter, Marsha. to Mr. and Benjamin Cartwright of 3754 Ber- most of our news concerns sick-; their charters
presented
were
to
Mrs.
Fred
A
daughter,
Lewis
of
Gwendolyn,
297 A. Dixie ry.
to Mr.
talia.
nesses and deaths.
them along with the pins and
A daughter, Sadie, to Mr. and and Mrs. Willie Bolton of 1129 N. Mall.
A daughter, Betty, to Mr. and
Mrs. Annie Liza Moore of Akron, cards for each committeman, and
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Mrs. Damon
Mrs. Robert Kelly of 2309 Carnes. Manassas.
Young of 1499 Pat- Ohio, a former Trentonian died Den mothers.
Mrs.
Melvin
A
Wallace
daughter, Celeste. to Mr. and
of 2987 Cal- ton.
A daughter, LeTanya, to Mr.
last week in the home of her James Williams is Scoutmaster
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and daughters, with whom she lived. and T. L. Buchanan is Cub scoutand Mrs. Clarence R. Turner of Mrs. Roscoe Thompson of 1968 vert.
A
son,
Raymond,
Cloverdale.
to
Mr.
and Mrs. Junius Ford of 1916 Free- Her illness had lasted about two master.
Rt. 2, Box 445, Arlington.
Den mothers are Mmes
Mrs. Kirk Gause of 1498 N. Sec- mont.
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
and one-half months. Services H. DeLois Jordan and Alberta
A son, Jeffery, to Mr. and 'Mrs. were held at the First Baptist Jamison,
Willie Williams of 2170 Clarksdale. James Davis of 1336 Arkansas. ond St.
A son, Levon, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs. John Jones of 1147 N. Belvedere.
church on Wednesday last, with The week of this writing is NaJANUARY 21
Sidney Lyles of 203 W. Colorado. James Williams of 1095 Pearce.
A daughter, Vernice, to Mr. and the Rev. A. H. Rice officiating. tional Youth Week with the
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Theme
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and Mrs. D.
L. Smith of 1634 Orr. Interment was in the Mt. Orange "Thy Kingdom — On Earth", beOrble Washington of 1250 Grand.
Mrs. Levi Sanders, of 1416 Ledg- A daughter,
Valderie, to Mr.I cemetery, where she was once a ing observed in many places. The
t son, Kerry. to Mr. and Mrs.
er.
and Mrs. Samuel Jones of 3002. member. Board Funeral Home was 1 youth department
gene Anderson of 1564 Victor.
of Hullum's
A daughter, Yakle, to Mr. and Shannon.
in charge. Mrs. Moore was born l Temple in Rutherford presented
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
Mrs. Arthur Williams of 855 Le- A daughter,
Patricia. to Mr.1 in Gibson County where she spent their Youth Day program on Sunand Mrs. William Bedford of 1610
Moyne Mall.
and Mrs. M. C. McClinton of 13541 most of her life.
Pennsylvania.
'day last. Martin Tabernacle obFEBRUARY 5
Horace.
She moved with her daughters served the whole week. John Reed
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son. James, to Mr. and Mrs. A
daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and a few years ago. She leaves two is the president of the group
Ocie Duckett of 872 N. Bellevue.
and
James Hilton of 1146 Florida •
Mrs Prentiss Martin of 749 Tate daughters, Misses Dorothy a n d Miss Evelyn
JANUARY 27
Harsh is secretary.
•,
Nannie Moore of Akron, who ac• Mrs. Louise Carnes is director
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
companied the body home, one , and Mrs. Mary L. Moore is as
Mrs. Homer Freeman of 196 W.
son of Trenton, Mr. J. T. Moore sistant directory.
Utah.
Sr. and a host of relatives and
A daughter, Tracey, to Mr. and
Rev. A. J. Buckley is the pasTITLE ASPIRANTS — In the
Is desirous of copping the
friends. Others home for the fun- tor. Among the speakers for the
Mrs. Andrew L. Pickens of 3589
process of making plans for
Pageant crown that will be
eral were Mr. J. T. Moore Jr. week they used the Rev. Charles
Millard rd.
their appearance in the Miss
given away Feb. 26 at Merry
Akron,
'of
Misses
and
Nelise
W.
and
Ward, Mrs. Alberta Jamison, Bronze Nest Tennessee PageA daughter, Asandra, to Mr.
high school. She is a senior at
Zeta Moore, both students of A.the Rev. V. C. Smith and Rev. and are these 2 lovely
and Mrs. C. L. Timms, jr., of
Chester County high school in
young
and I State university in Nash- W. C. Cooper, Dr. 0. W. Boush, ladies. They are Miss Annie
3531 Rochester rd.
L.
Henderson, Tenn. She is the
ville.
Mrs.
Luria
NIcTizie, Elder J. AndJANUARY 28
Springfield, left, a senior at
secretary of her class and of
Mrs. Ludie Skinner died Sunday rews and others from the local
Merry high school In Jackson,
A son, Christopher, to Mr. and At a run-off last week in the Lauher local NBA Chapter. She
in the Martin hospital where she church. The program was quite a
Mrs. Johnnie Coleman of 1545 derdale High School ' Auditorium,
Miss Springfield has been exwas runner-up for "Miss
had
been
a
patient
for
just
few
a
success
because of the inspiration
Merlin.
ceptional in dramatics and muHomecoming" and a candidate
Lawrence Taylor and Miss Jerdine
hours.
With her was her grand-lit gave to the young people.
sic and is the daughter of Mr.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and Montgomery were selected basketfor "Miss Valentine Sweetdaughter Mrs. H. De Lois Skin-I This is the beginning of Boy
and Mrs. A. D. Springfield,
rs. Calvin Ezell of 1383 Kiley. ball king and quen for the 1960
heart." She is the daughter of
ner-Jordan.
She
was
her'Scout
making
Week and many of the
now of Cleveland. Miss Dordaughter, Teresa, to Mr. and school year.
Mr. and Mrs. Culley W. Ross.
home
with her brother and sister- Troops will be holding special ob- sey B. Ross, on our right; also
rs. Ernest D. Flenorl of 351 W. These young people will reign
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Arthur El- servances. Please cooperate with
Fields.
at the homecoming festivities that
lington. She leaves, besides those the boys. Another birthdate for
A daughter, LaSharon, to Mr. you will hear more about next
mentioned, a husband, Mr. Robert this month is PTA. The Ruttierand Mrs. William Miller of 1824'week.
Skinner, who is ill in the home ford PTA is observing this on
Benford.
IN TYPING
of his brother and sister-in-law, Monday night, Feb. 15, with a
Born at John Gaston Hospital:
Finishing with the highest averMr. and Mrs. Erner Skinner, two Founders' Day program. Special
JANUARY 39
age in her typing class, was Miss
sons, Messes Grover and Woodie guest will be Mrs. Addie B. Roe,
A daughter, Kimberly, to Mr.
Olivia Ann Clay who won top
Skinner both of Chicago, who were District president of the organizeand Mrs. Johnnie Killebrew of
honor with an average of 91.
accompanied to the funeral by tion. Local president is Dewey
1970 Kansas.
their wives and an aunt, Mrs. Corley. Mrs. Frances Finch is
Misses
were:
Runners
011ie
up
A daughter, Lurs, to Mr. andl
Willie Hunt of Gary, Indiana a chairman of the social activities ii
Mrs. Oscar Beavers of 249 Cald- Mary Jones-85, Yvonne Harris-82,
sister
of the deceased, and a friend, and Mrs. Mozella Harris and Mrs.
Armilla Cogshell-83, and Anna
well.
from Chicago,
A. Jamison are co-chairman of the
Newborn-90.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.'
Mrs. Hazel Watson of Chicago, program committee.
Robert Slater, at., of 2957 Thrush.' These averagers are for typing
sister of the deceased was unable TRAVERL
ERS
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. only and are based on their work
to attend because of her prolong- Miss
first
seduring
the
done
was
that
Bertha Mae Wilks has reWoodward Toler of 832 Walker.
ed illness. Mrs. Nan Wilkins, aunt turned
from a visit with her
A daughter, Brendlyn, to Mr.! mester for the 1959-60 school year.
of the deceased of St. Louis at daughter
and step - mother in
and Mrs. Robert Shaffer of 2720 DEATHS
tended. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Seets Cleveland,
Ohio. Mrs. Lydia EweU
Funeral services for Mr. Charlie
Spottswood.
of Cedar Grove attended, along has returned
from an extended
A son, Timothy, to Mr. a n d Powell were held last week at
with many many people from the
Rev.
church,
SURPRISE PARTY — Mr.
Mrs. Charles Liggins of 1929 Rile.. Holly Grove Baptist
en for Mrs. Woodruff at her Mt. Zion area and all the sur- visit with her daughter and son
lin-law and family Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Deborah. to Mr. and' A. Terrill officiated. Mrs. Georgia and Mrs. W. 0. Woodruff are
home by her family and a
rounding towns. Hudson funeral Charles
Thomas Hardin in Cleveshown at a surprise party giv. Willie Williams of 1344 Ken- E. Spears of St. Louis, Mo., was
friend, Mrs. Marie Atkins.
director in charge.
land. Also home from Cleveland
home for the funeral.
ky.
The death of the five-year-old is Mrs.
Lindora Stewart. Mrs.
Twins, Dinette and Arnette. to VISITING
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jen - ;Joise Mae Stokes
and family of
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Morris of Private Marvin Montgomery and
nings was quite shocking to the 'Helena, Ark., paid
a brief visit
2005 Sparks.
his family left last week for their
community, lie had been in ill] with her
parents and children,
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. home at Panama City Air Force
health for some time and suddenly IMr. and
Mrs. Keed Barton, and
Bennie Bridgeman of 1627 Har- base in Florida. Pvt. Montgomdeveloped pneumonia and passed MaryAnn,
Mamie Lee and Ezell
mon.
ery is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
away. His name was Wallace, but I Wilder, Mrs,
Lucy Overall attendHenning,
Montgomer
JANUARY 31
y of
Fred
family and close friends fondly' ed the Missionary
Council in JackA daughter, Pamela. to Mr. and Tennessee. His wife is the daughcalled him "Chicken " The burial ,on on
Saturday last.
Mrs. Dan Webster of 1992 Sparks. ter of Rev. and Mrs. William F
was last Wednesday.
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr. Morgan of Ripley, Tennessee.
Mrs. Mattie Bradford, who died.SICK AND SHUT-IN
and Mrs. Larry Lawrence of 481 Mrs. Bettie Jetta Mosby was
in Sharon was eulogized Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Holder are
dismissed last week from the
Walker.
at Beech Grove church and was both ill at home in Trenton. Mrs.
By TC)NIMY PARKER
A son, Terrel, to Mr. and Mrs. Lauderdale County hospital.
'buried there. She was related tol Leverne Radford is recuperating at
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexander
Sylvester Mays of 1158 Wilson,
several persons in this are a, many i home after spending some time in
.
the hospital in Jackson. Clarence
Tennessee
were
The
in
senior
Memphis,
class
of
sad
George
Shirley,
Mr.
to
daughter.
carries
the
of
the
girl
boy to
dance. o whom attended the rites.
A
AlexMr.
Washington
visiting
recently
Carver high school, This affair will be presented in The passing of Mrs. Maria Ball,.;Jenkins, Sr.. is on the sick list as
Mrs. Johnnie Valentine of 737 Ripley
ander's mother, Mrs. Anna Sand- Marked Tree, Ark., will present the school auditorium Thursday an old citizen of the Beech Grove is the following Mr. and Mrs. SidWells.
a Sadie Hawkins dance where the night, Feb. 11, featuring yours community, who was a mother, ney Cooke, Mrs. Phillips, Will Terand
ford.
Mr
daughter,
Helen, to
A
truly, Tommy Parker and the grandmother and just about every- rell. The Shut-in include Messes
Star-Tone Combo. The Big W will thing else a beloved citizen of a Will Mullins, Tom Moore, Cottrell
also be there swinging with their community can be, is quite sad. Edmonds, Mmes. Lue Featherston,I
home town group.
The funeral arrangements are in- Lue Ella Ivie, Bessie O'Daniel,r
Irene Moore, Kizzie Smith and
Miss Florida Sloan, chairman of complete at this writing.
Kizzse Johnson.
the committee and class advisor,1 In spite of the sadness, the Cub With
THOSE JOKERS WM! WS A AND Peidt EDDIE COULON
hopes for a brighter week
Scouts
and
the
Boy
L.
Scouts
Swingler.
O.
of
AT EDCHE'S TABLE TEST lb SU HAD Six DIFFERENT
next week, we'll see you then.
Dyer
march
merrily
along. In a
What Swings with Big W?
71(440410 EATING
WHO HOLDS PPiRTiES AT THAT TABLE
(Continued On Page 16)
The senior class, naturally, with formal program at the C M E
AN HOUR AGO,AND OUT ist
SteiCE THEY ATE —
the top couples of the week as!
ToEvVE.
LONGEST-CI1EVAN' TAM! NEITHER Or ,
follows: Joe Turmon and Miss
IM WILL Plc-x
Wells, David Brown and Miss
UP THE CHECK!
Jackie Turner. And it's a certain
junior by the name of Faye Brown
and J. D. Clark. Man, that's a
Memphis' First Complete Music Studio Of Its Kind.
way out couple if you ever saw
Memphis' First Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
one before.
ONE GROUP
ON! GROUP
SPORTS AT THE BIG W!
The Wonder High School basketPiano—Accordion—Organ—Voice--Group Singing
ball teams are doing quite well
this year. The Junior boys won
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers
Forroorly to
over Marianna last Tuesday night,
Formerly hi
529 93
51-36. The senior boys also won
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
533.50
their game 68-57.
full
time
to
teaching music. Come in for a FREE trial
The senior girls, like crazy, lost
man. But played a good game
lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
Coaches are Jesse Cooper, Hank
For more information Call: GL.2 -0117.
Delaney and N. Morris. Principal,
L. R. Jackson.
JACK MARSHALL
The weighing of strength is the
PIANOS & ORGANS
motto of the new club in West
1098 Thomas
GL. 2-0117
Memphis, Ark. The President of
Everyone would like to know if his child is talented. If you are
the Weight Lifting club is Davie
main at monroe
interested in a free talent appraisal cell JAcksen 3-1757, if no
Autry and Vice Presidept, J. D.
-o
Fiortt
of Freitr000l end Edwin Clepp She*, in
Clarks. Interested in joining, call
answer call Glendale 2-0117. TALENT APPRAISAL SY APPOINTNs* E•uth
RE 5-3428. Some of the members
MENT ONLY....
Your c herr.. scearret invited
are R. L Howard and Alexander
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FINAL
REDUCTIONS
aa/tmextfiva

il'IT NEVER FADS'

••

Select group of year 'round style,

DRASTICALLY REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE%

Jack Marshall Music Studio

$1990

$2490

Freeman Shoe Shop

Ivy, both lifting 122 pounds.

student council monitors and students in the fine job they are doMile.
ing. Although this technique is new
ADULTS, nerinisrINO MAIL. EARNto the student council duties, most
book lets. estate's $1 00
Mgs. phislog
13, 1960 refunded
'Sc Gift wroth order.
fstudents
respect the monitors and
Y.
N.
L
1
Alvin Box 344-TSD Hicksville,
'no serious problems have arisen.
WE NEED names Will pay YOU 15c per By Y. L. MARIONE L YOUNG land trainer of the Cavaliers (our Under the direct supervision of
na•ne for obtaining them for our mailMr. Colvin Wills and President
ing list. Complete Instructions sent for
Well! I'm back again bringing basketball team) and member of William Faulkner, we are hoping
11.00. Harry M. Young, 917 Broad Street,
happenings
with
the
the
latest
PTA.
He
also
sells
the
the
you
Tr
Bristol, Tennessee.
to make the operation even more
State Defender on our campus.
"cool" Capers of Capleville.
successful.
$14.00
HYPNOTTZER
ELECTRONIC Speaking academically, he is a The Capleville
Transistor Radio $10 9$ Pocket ear Gas SPOTLIGHT
Chapter of the
shell's
caliber
39
Extra
$4.93
Gun
Baley holds the honored very brilliant student and tries to NFA reports that they are makWalkie - Talkie Will A.
11-50 each - Radio
grasp as much knowledge in all
$19.96 - Any Radio TV Tube $IN each. position this week.
ing special plans for St. Valentine's
Transworld Elestronics - Post Office Box
Known as "Little Bailey" I can subjects as possible. This natural Day activities.
155 - Indio. California.
February
The
truly say he is the most chivalrous act of his is one of the reasons program of work includes leaderyoung gentleman on the campus. all teachers respect him.
4-SPECIAL SERVICE
ship training and all studies will
Quiet? Yes! But everyone knows "Little Bailey," continue with be based around it.
when he is on the scene.
that true hand of grasp. Someday
His pride and joy is being a you will not only be beneficial but Not all crows are black. T h e
member and holding office in the will succeed in that fine act of Clark's crow is gray and white
following organizations: Parlia- your choice.
with black trimmings. It was
mentarian of 10-2 class, member NEWS
named after the explorer of the
I would like to congratulate the Lewis and Clark expedition.
26 Real Estate For Sale
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Amazing but true, From the famous
pearl beds of the For East come these
unopened pearl-bearing oysters, each so.
conditionally guaranteed to contain one
or more genuine cultured pearls-perhaps of considerable value. Experience
the thrill of opening on oyster and finding its rare treasure-pearls that can inexpensively be set into rings, pins earnngs, pendants. The shells era lined
with colorful, precious Mother.of-Peeri
and make unique ashtrays end decorative pieces, Pearl Oysters ere oterectively
canned, perfect for gifts-useful, educational. Postpaid.

EKIM SALES

232 5. WRIGHT ET. Looking for income
Property - here's a real buy. 3 rental
units: 3 bedrm. down, 2 bedrm. and 1
bedrm. UP, 3 car garage, auto. heat. See
this.
3532 N 16TH ST. 3 bedrm. modern home,
carpeted LB. Dr. Rec. Rm. with bar,
auto, heat, garage close to schools, shopping center, parka.
2924 N. 2ND ST. Spacious duplex, beautiful interior; 5 up and 6 down; auto.
heat, 2 car garage, ceramic tile baths;
see this before you buy; priced right.

1731 N. 20TH ST. 4 becirms, carpeted.
LR and DR. knotty pine kit. with builtins, auto, heat, under $9,000. Excellent
buy, well kept and roonley.
2744 W. 10TH ST. 4 bedrms. LB. DR. 1V4
baths, full lot, perfect for large family.

80x 1 877
Miami 1, Fla.

1706 W. NASH ST. gracious home in perfect condition. LR, DR, 2 twin-sized bedrm . kit, auto, heat, large yard; close to
schools and parks.

SITUATIONS WANTED

COMET REALTY

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

A

CARVO rrA

PR, 4-6664

PR. 2-4168

eat
da:
Co

FOR SALE
DUPLEX 3161 NO. 15TH ST. - $14,500
Five rooms and bath on each floor. Extra
heated bed room in attic, full basement
with two automatic gas heating units.
This property is in excellent condition in
side and out and exceptionally clean.
ACTION REALTY COMPANY - PR. 2-7136
1333 WEST BURLEIGH

easy instructions $1.00. FRI= with
carload of other interesting offers. William Brown, Cross Country Publications,
200 East 30th St.. New York 16, N. Y.

30 Moving & Hauling

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving

10 Spiritual Advisors

WANT?

WIN!

GET!

You can get whatever you want, EASY!
PROVE IT' $2 deposit RUSHES secret,
Pay no more until yea have benefitted
$ime Worth - then give us $10 • • .

POWER, UNLIMITED
POD 12, PORT LAVACA C. TEXAS

MOVING
A

For Complete Quality

ARE YOU LONELY?
Looking for • Husband. Wife, or Sweet.
heart'
, Write The Guidance Club care of:

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
MEMPHIS, TENN.
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO. P. 0. BOX 211
JA. 7-2597 6 Correspondence Club
JA. 7-2597

W. P. SHELTON

BIGGEST MAILS YOU ever got. List your
name 1 year 25c. World's Mail Trade,
76 W. 48th , Radio City 36, N. Y. C.
Dept. TO.

Lowest Flat Rates In City

da

1 Memphis Bus. Ser.

Insured Moving
re

J. C. WOOTEN
GL. 8-5373

ti
51

ti
b.
Is
re

0
0

To Sell LENA HORNE COSMETICS. Port-Time Or Full Time.
No Experience Necessary.

CALL JA. 7-4969

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local

And

ri

Best Prices

7

Custom dub sedan. 2. door
solid white, Fordoroatie.
RAH, ler.W. Ores. 13•4110
sharp Inside raguS

'56 allew• •

MU. 3-0629

'55 Word....52399
4-door Fairlane 'Radio and
beater. Automatic. Hewitt.
fut blue and white. white
wall tires just like sew

$$ 'NEED MONEY? $S

tss Marc. ...$555

Willsnc
eig02S
Pod!
04466
wave

RESEARCH
Inglewood, Calif.

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixture of tlgereye, amethyst, obsidium,
agate, other $395 pound
postpaid.
V.
Brubaker. 5313 W. L-12, Lancaster, CaliL

BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 s•. Third St.
EX 7-0525
-

3

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE.
LEGAL. Printed Forms. GUARARTELEP
Any State Names Dotes, °mated Used
as Orienian Duplicate. copies or gifts.
$2 each 'three, $5. Prompt. Confidentlej
Postpaid Service

NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
4 Special Service

ATTENTION!

Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Four -door 6 cyl Straight drive Heater Two tone paint WW Tires One
owner. Owner's name by request.

$395.00

$995.00

Two-door, solid white

Radio-heater.

$295.00

54 CHEVROLET

55 PLYMOUTH

Two-door 8 cyl Straight drive lads*
and heater WW tires Solid green.
Real sharp

Four - door Radio-heater. Two tone
paint. WW Tires 6 cyl. Straight
drive.

Four - door. Radio - heater Two-time
paint WW Tires. Apteishatie trateReal Solid Car.
MISSION

$895.00

$695.00

$695.00

57 CHEVROLET

56 FORD Fairlone

SO Model FORD

Two-doer I cyl PowerClide 14
Two-tone paint WW Tires. 26000
actual miles

Four-door. Radio-heater. Solid white.
WW tires. Automatic transmissiee
Power steering. 33000 actual in 'les.
One -owner.

Custom. 8 cyl Four-door. Radie-heater WW tires Solid let black. A
Real Sharpy

$1295.00

$995.00
Two - door Radio-heater. Two tone
grey Automatic transmission
MODELS

TO

CHOOSE

$345.00

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Volvos"

PowerBel Air 4-door
ed., radio and heater
white wall tires, beantiful
yellow and white Like
sew.

'$6 Dolloto .$105
gonvertibles. Tully equip
,
Tw" '• rho ye fro

'56 Ford ...$105
Cons Automatic. R&H w
w
rest nice

4-ar Push buttoe ,trans4,
tire*
radio, heater,‘
gelid white kofilTtile one
will AAR Reel!t160 burry
Fairlene 2-door. Automatic. Milo. heater. w
tire.

ed. Just like ehowroogn
new Solid white, red 111tenter
PlYnis . $129;
2-dr. 2-tore
Suroy V
bine and white. automate.
heater Nice

37 Word ...$15$5
Fairlase 2-door Victoria.
Radio, beater.Ford-o-matlc, w w. tires beautiful
coral and White.

Mobile, 3-dr. For real
nconomy. buy this ono

Monterey' 2-door. R &
Beautiful
fferc-o-matic.
black and grey with w.w.
tiro, Sharp'

4-dr. Capri. Fully *opt
including air cond.
4-door. HIA radio, heater.
green finish, straight shift.
See and compare With nthnrs

'56 Olds. ..$13$5
811-1 2-dr. hdtp. Hydramatte, R&M power, tutone, blue and white set
nff with w w tires

'56 Buick • $12$5
Super Riviera 2-door hardtop, fully equip, Ineludlog power. A real slick
2-tone finish. You would
bane to gee to appreciate
Will take trade-in

'49 Cad. -1445
fully emit-let black,
'33;
Ch176- • 4495 4-dr.
4-dr. Automatic, R&H.
- Nice
w.t, T,rises nut lit-. new,

DeBoto .4205

'56 Ford ..$1755
Fairlane 500, Victoria.
Ford-e-mail., radio, heater. stunning blue finish.
Like new 'Inside' and out.
A real beauty.

4-dr. hardtop. Putty emit..
incluOint power,
Custom Suburban 4-door,
R &H, push button. w. w.
tires. Peal nice.

'56 Chor. -51345
4-door. Automatic,

Plyuss. • ..5195 heater. w. sv. Ores. htire
'54 Choy. _42545 '$6
imp„,. convertible Load- 2-door, Heater. w.w. tircs. '55 Olds. .11245

3$ Marc. ..$1545

5955

Fully eget.
tee aim'

'57 Ford .. .41375 '51 Flynt. ..$17$5

'56 Go-Go ...$695
'55 Unc.

Bel Air 2-dr. Powered
,
.
w.w.t. Beautiful
tone green.

37 Fords ..$13$5
2-clr. Ranch Wagon. Ra•
dio. heater, w. w. tires.
Real, real clean Special.
price no these 2 wagons.

'56-0141.

.41445

Super 68 4-door hardtop
Holiday. Automatic, R &
H, w w. tires. Nice ?qua
and white

Clean. ell original.

.4-dr. Amtoniatla Irma. iv die. beater, all accessai y
equipment for makin
drivIn thie car relating

Cltev. • •$645

Bel Air 4-dr. R.& H w.so
tire*, automatic 4 r an tr
Real niec'
•

'57

.51595

MeV., ..$i5$5

4-door equipped with automatic
shift,
or, w • r
!3rakr9 gm: posse, si•ering, radio, heater and or
w. thee. tors! An honest
value,,in an honestly good
ear!

Bel Air 4-door hardtop.
Radio. beater, Powerglide.
w.w. tires, 'sporty' 2-tone
-reels snd It pry.

'57 Flynn. .$12$5
Convertibles. Radio. beatsre, automatic'''. w.w. tires,
me with contineetel kit.
black and white, One coral
and white. Two to choose

'57
Plre. -5195
Savoy
Alitntrii,
V-8 4-dr.
lc, heater roll slick, esis
elm

'55 Delete .4895
2-dr. hardtop R&M, auto.
matte, red and white fin 'nit w w tires.

'55

nn41 ..$1095
A•pass.
w ego
Ford-o-matic, heater, dark
blue finish. •Looks like
new, fte• it'

'57 Olds. .11545
4-door 88 Straight Shill.
radio, heater. w.w. tires.
Beautiful light green
paint. A real hooey.

Ford .. .$1695
'ss
4-dr. Counts!, Sedan At Alion wagon. HAP automatic shift. radio, heater, w
yr. tires and many mole
. outstanding f•atures. Reel
nice finish • and immaculate iipterior

Woe* $1445

Marc. ..4105

4-dr. 11-cyl. straight anat.
radio. boater, also white
finish An excellent buy!

36
Station wagon Firedonse
Air coatftioned, °owe r
itterted. automatic, radio,
hater. blue arid white,
w. w tires,

956
Phaeton 4-door hardteri
Mere-o-matir, iodic,. healer, tatted glass red and
white

3-door "II
Heater, 2
goyim and while. A bancats

Century 4-do. hardtop, fulls' mot. Including factory
alr.

tomatie. power stetrine
beautiful 3-bas. Rea

'51 1P1751t. ..513$5

DeSoto .111,5
'57 Ford ....$8,5 '55 Riga -B995 '56
yireaNne r.di RAH.
-tone

-EASIEST, LOWEST & FASTEST FINANCING

WE OWN OUR OWN FINANCE COMPANY

FROM

1419 E. Broadway
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS

• AUTO SCHLA

V4. Auto.
Belvederetires;
Buutiful lehle alid white,
Rifel nice,

trans. ltd:II.-sess.

$895.00

AUTOMOBILE SAL sea

DON FOSTER MOTOR CO.

TO. 94462

'5$ Choy. ..$15$5

'$6 Choy. .4995

1955 FORD Fairlane

MANY

4111 e.vans Ave.
(Wen' SS, Ell.
Phone U. 114142

tuRNil‘
SPEC1A LTLICS
• PRINT-040
M1)1‘OGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS
area/
• DECALS • CALENDARS
Ave.
Yeinken
790
(Neer Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

Two door snitin Radio -heater. Tiro
WW tires. A Seal
tone brown
Bargain at

55 BUICK Special

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
Gil Goirrielli

56 CHEVROLET

53 CHEVROLET

GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS 675
17 SO down and U.sy Terms
EX. 74780 Nites 111 pundays

51 CHEVROLET

Convertible R •41 to snd
beater. Itere-o-inatle Red
and white, new to"

z

Cod. _51595
4555 '56 Cher. -511195 '55
4-di

4595 951 Piro. ..$139t

1-eloor Radio one heater,
•
Sires.

12-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Box 115

•1995 '55 IMP&

'56 Volt

In Town

N.
No Lost Time.
Sind Stomped Self Addressed
gavels's For Prompt
Informotioo.

• '

WHOLESALE PRICES

40 Autos For Sale

'awes/

MORGAN'S MOVERS

40 Autos For Sale

DURING THE GREATEST USED CAR SALE
EVER. OVER 300 IN STOCK 6 ALL GOING AT

Long Distance

Ii

USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

"309 UNION

Memphis, Tennessee

40 Autos For Sale

40 Autos For Sale

40 Autos For Sale

DEFENDER

TRI - STATE

Post Office Box 311

In this way a person is not discouraged by seeking the impossible; he still has a goal toward
which he can successfully direct
his efforts. People without goals
depend on chance and are likely
to become discouraged; but people who know their strength and
their limitations work toward realistic goals and are encouraged by
attaining the things for which they
work.
Dear Carlotta: It seems that it
is very difficult for me to establish the value of truth in my little
girl. She is 8 and I don't seem to
be able to do anything with her.
People tell me she isn't telling an
untruth, but she will deny something, even if some one is looking
at her when she commits the
crime. What can I do? Don't you

'

Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

Men And Women

Best Deal In Town

st

44 Autos For Sale

SALES PEOPLE WANTED

Honest Rates
Call Any Time

R. H. Powell, Shepherd
Towles and John McFerrin,
chairman of the board of the
Fayette County Civic and Wel
fare League. Standing next to
Attorney Estes Is the Rev. .1
Dowdy. Staff photo by Hardin

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2155 Park Avenue
FA. 4-8148
Annnintrnerit

30 Moving & Hauling

porting that no Negroes showed up last Wednesday to register to vote. They charged they
got the run around when some
200 Negroes crowded the courthouse 'in Somerville to register. Seated left to right are,

WITH ATTY. J. F. ESTES,
standing right, are four cid.
:ens of Fayette County, Tennessee, who told the Tri-State
Defender last week that daily
newspaper wers wrong II 'res

JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
Ma Park Avenue
FA. 4-9148

GL. 2-5474

GL. 2-9507

5IriWAR** **

Musing: SHOULD WE HITCH think this is dangerous? Worried
OUR WAGON TO A STAR? Mother.
Because of our belief in climbing Dear Mother: Perhaps your litand its merits we respect the person who has great ambition. Per- tle girl is afraid of you, in a way
haps in many cases we are absence of fear gives one a great
inclined to encourage a person to advantage when trying to estaexpect much more of life than he blish parent - child relationship.
can reasonably hope to experience.
Keeping fear out of the child
When this is true, the stage is set
for frustration and (Neat. It is makes it easy for the child to tell
probably best not to hitch our wa. the trutlr Probably you speak to
gons to a star, but tc set goals her so abruptly that she feels
which we can reasonably hope to that she is being accused instead
reach. When we reach these lof being questioned. Relieve her
more modest goals, we can stake of fear and perhaps she will tell
out other goals still farther ahead. the truth, even if it hurts.

We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber 15 Agents Wanted
companies, garages, etc. All
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
you do is send them to us .. Mail out dropship catalog. Keen 60 per
DeProven sellers
cent
from
our
experienced
for
collection tails. sampleorders.
catalog $1 03. Palinkus, 1627
service. We pay up to $1.25 TSD E. 33rd, Lorain. Ohio.
a name. No delay. Write top
12 Business Opportunities
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
BEER 5c A QUART
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Make it yourself. We show you how.
Save 90 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
Kansas City 6, Mo.
order,

0

son, Mrs. .1. L. Westbrook,
Mrs. Thomas Watkins, Mrs.
C. M. Roulhac, Mrs. Effie
Flowers, and Mrs. M. L. Adams. Standing left to right are
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., Mrs.
G. W. Stanley Ish, Mrs. Leland
Atkins, Miss Shaw - who is
seen receiving her check from
Mrs. James S. Byas, president; Mrs. Arthur E. Horne,
and Mrs. A. R. Flowers, the
latter the general chairman of
the tournament event.

to benefit their scholarship
fund, held Friday, February 6,
at LeMoyne Gardens Auditorium, are the members of the
organization, and Miss Yvonne
Shaw, the recipient of their
scholarship. Miss Shaw is a
student at the E. H. Crump
Hospital School of Nursing,
whose entire course will be underwritten through proceeds
from the annual event. Seen
seated left to right are Mrs.
Jewel Brawner, Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, sr., Mrs. N. M. Wat-

3612 N. 16TH ST. LB. DR., S twin-sled
bedrms., auto. heat; garage, excellent
condition; near schools, parks, good buy.

UNUSUAL GIFT FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY

Sc

tet
a.

MEDICAL TOURNAMENT...
Seen at the outstanding bridge
tournament sponsored by the
Bluff City Medical Association

COMET REALTY - HOUSING BUYS

GUARANTEED
PEARL OYSTERS

cot
of

As
ot

36

RE 5-3833

309 UNION AVE.

Open Evenings 'Til 9

Your DeSoto-Plymouth-Vattant Dealer

Open Nites and All Day Sunday
1

When Answering Want Ads .... Say You Saw It In The Tri - State Defender

JA 3-1381

XN
:
\

Get In On The Biggest WantAd Bargain In Town 1!

TR1-STATE DEFENDER

15

Set., Feb 11, 19441

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For
Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That
You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? ....

Today

-The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398
Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
atiamisse

Memphis Business
Service Directory
RUMNESS SERVICES

SERVICES

Spiritual Advisors

WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

$8.50 WILL MAKE YOUR
WATCH AS NEW.

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316
BEALE AVE.
•
JA 6-9656
Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

For Every Ten Watches
It.

BARBER SHOP

Staff
Cleaning

2.50 es.

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

Dials

2.50 is.

p.
ld
11
to
Is
ad
er
ell

$2.50 se.

Stun and Crown

1.00 el.

Mainspring

1.00 ea.

13 Instruction

Lynom Floral Shop

ENROLL

i

t

oswIsimowess-vedammAleseallemedlemewww.mmi

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

+

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

Night & Day Classes

BLOMBERG

Key Punch
Date Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

Nationally Advertised

Fox, Mgr.

HOWARD & FOSTER
SAVE

536 Linden Ave.
•
*
*
*
*

$3" To $5"
MEN'S

William
'
s Barber Shop
1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE
Compiet• Bearsty Service

CHARNEL'S

Automobile body

BEAUTY SHOP

Work and Painting

With and Without Appointment

324 Herneutdo St.

4 5

Linden

Ave.

JA

41••••••-

JA 5-4751

Perfume
Glamorous perfume designed to make
you Mere irresiotable. Try
it end so*

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

whet magastie chiefss it
brings you.

POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. One dram
bottle $2.00

ANN JONES
BOX 7762

JA 7-3056

JA 7-4917

TIRE SERVICE CO

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
yes Attoney - Makes Money
Repairs Estimated Here
-MEND, instant acting. non-in- 315 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
mable, flexible
adhesive.
repairs RETREADING SPECIALISTS
U Years In Piano Tuning
, tears, holes on most any Taband Rebuilding
PHONE it. 6-51111
upholstery, auto seat covers, etc.,
Can be whkly. easily, safely
BREWER
JAckson 6-23.34
irceed
affecting
without
Pow- ill YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL
ine
bond. Only $1 Postpaid. moneyMatt FRIENDLY exaury SHOP. 1366
guarantee.
Thomas: Addle
Grsnt Mg?. - Gioia
HULBERT'S
Lester. Operator.
(Ideal for FUND RAISING-PRINTING CO.
write for quantity prices.)
Matrimonial & Pen Pal
URPRISE SPECIALTIES
Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Introductions
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth A
Service
Get mil names, addresses, telephone
New York 10, N. Y.
numbers and descriptions All races, reTell Us When tail:Mt World wide membership. Send
You'll Get It Then
51.00 and 2 stamps.
In Continental
Club, Box 791,
JA 7-3810
e Tri-State Defender!
Inglewood, Calif.
358 Beale

Pays To Advertise

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS I,'
4
•
4
2
30c
60c
Figure
Ne. ef Lines

1 SC

Per
ion
Per
e
CLASSIFICATION

3

I Time

45e
6cit
75c

f
5

2 Times

90c
1.20
1.50

S Average
Words To
The Line
..(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

gleggela AIMMIINg

NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

CITY

•••
•••
••
•••
•

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Roplios to the Classified Ad Dept.
6 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE ...I

Tri-State Defender

Minn

e. MO'

Is what you seed if
unfortunate. downhearted, lust plain imlucky.
Can't hit •
Irk of seed, can't gel
ahead er out et
debt. Get this book right
whining litre you always quick and get
wished. Sans, faction guaranteed.
Seed AMY Al (Sorry
Imo C.O.D.) tot L. SWIFT.
324I
N. lien
Las Vegas, Nevada.

11.00 NOW. Reply envelope
brings
POSITIVE PROOF! Health
Center, Adelaide Road. Dublin, Ireland (7
hours Airmail).

TIIE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Including Secret Master Code.
reversible
Numbers and Days S Digit Flaunts. etc Comeinatimi Cedes.
Trio* mos.
VICTORY
Chicago 411.

FORMULA Only WM for • Sweet supply. Money-back if not satisfied after 1
bottle Send C 0 D. Check
money
or
Order NOW)

THE RUMTOREX CO.

USED PIANOS
BALDWIN-4176
KIMBALL.-.$9I
MYISTIR
$195
REMINGTON - $125
SW Al,L
CILBLE-NE1.SON-47/10
PUMP PLATER-026
LAMAR PIANO SALES CO
I7101 Lamar - ESL 11-74011

PIANO WAREHOUSE SALE
We Specialise in RatiMah/ag And Re-

conditioning

MEE DOLIVIST.

LAMAR PIANO SALES
Next to Lamar Theater
1731 Lamar
RR

57430

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

• CUSTOM MADE
• REFINISHED
• REST YLED
ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED

I

NUMBER RATINGS Through This
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Weekly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, MCI
MUTUELS, STOCKS S. BONDS,
Bolita, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (No Checks Please).

VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Ciro(' Ave.
Chicae• 49, III.

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 -- 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00

National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

FOR SALE
Wagon Yard
Cafe
198 So. Second at Beale
Sell draught and bottled
beer.

WH. 8-4280
12 Business Opportunities

AZT LOVERS. NOW IS
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL YOUR CHANCE
POSTCARDS. It
FREE
FOR MOO START YOUR
COLLRCTION Sig Months course in Real Estate and
NOW. MARLS CARD 25 CENTS,
P. 0. Auto Liabiliiy Insurance. One night a
BOX 021. ANSONIA STATION
N. T. 53 week. Call .1 A 643115. Leave Name and
it Y.
Phone Number. W. R. SPinnette
or A. Adkins
rime 106 ouairricut a ausiefens To
pass written test ter drivers
lieeaso
Im
NOTICE
NEW YORK STATE Bend 25
rents to ME WINING STAR SPIRITUAL SIN
aver mot of mailing and
increase their membership.
ERA
handl*,
desire
to
Plus self addressed Si stamped
Anyone, male or female. who would his
BET
R reocurrs CO. BOX lope.
participate, please call Mrs. I. D.
ANSONIA STATION, NEW YORE ITS to
211, Wilson after 4 P.M.wn 64151.
N. T.
We w.11 else inelud• free esf
Margo
the YALuES GALORE, Sales Book Mc. (R
inclosed Lieguse Holder with every
fundable) with coupon
order
received.
WATDIART Si. PA.
ALTON

Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
NOW
IS THE TIME TO ADVERTISE
IN THE DEFENDER

Service
2445 Park

FAMILY I
FINANCE, INC.

State Line. MADAM BELL is hack after s
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to (nay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yes lost fifth in your husband, wife er sweetheart? An you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are yews
problems, eeme let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. She
will read life to you lett as she would read an open lurk.
Tell you why your )ob or business Is ant a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at one*.
Located on Highway 51 South, just ever Mississippi State
Line. ise the wsy I. Hernando. Her borne I. I Meeks holier
where she used te stay right asMe the DeSete Motel. Be ear*
Se look for the RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll fled bey there
at all times. (Slue sever bed an office la West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitellartu State Line and get
elf at Stew Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM SEWS
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hews B a m le 1 p.n.
Reeding, Daily Opel en Sundays

BLESSINGS
JOHN STARR
Start 1960 Right!
1 to 3 day Blessings Available
You or• Never Helped-Unless
YOU Try.
For Information write to
P.O. Box 1922 Cleveland 6, Ohio
SW 1-9600

NEW YEAR SPNCIAL
Sate's, and keep bringing Peace.
Success And Horn:lines., A Sure Quick
cure Prom Sickness, Bringing Peace To
Upset Homes And Money To Tour Pocket.
Write Now. send $10.00. Help In M
Hours. We Will Send
Blessing.
Tots
Ave.
Bishop Baker
Prospect
3922
Cleveland. Ohio.
301__REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

I.

For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
We like to say yes in yaw

"Pau requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Heins Owned-Home Operated

2 Locations
152 Madison
JA 1-7111
161 Se. Main
- JA 5-1311
Examined and Supervised
by State Depertrnent
ef Insuraree and Banking

ONLY $1200 DOWN--CANY TERMS
1656 Ball. east of S. Bellevue. Modern
3-bedroom bungalow, lot 100x217. Shown
anytime.
J. W. Orr, BR. 2-1340.
BR 5-47116
I. H. Godwin is Co. 13611 Monroe

LARGE LOTS
75 1 ISO CORNER OP MALLORY AVE..
and Sparks. Easy terms. Shown &airW. Orr. Siltoadway 64753 time,
Bitoadway 1-12•0
BRasd w a y 6-6784.
E. H. Godwin A Co. 1365 Monroe

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
*HI"
I •
11110,5V/•/

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.
22 Furnished Rooms

Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Qui*. and Conifer*.

Good Food
famous

for

Meals

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 5-9177
Remen for rent furnished or unfuraisM
ed. WHItehall 114218. 1342 Lutharn Week
Call after 5:30 or before 7 00 A. IC

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and Front
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
•

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Private Baths - Telephone • Radii
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager
406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

NOW
Is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30c
3 lines
45c
4 lines
60t:
5 lines
75C
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATS as 2
lOpt.
Wes *Omer type.

24 Pt

36 PT.

Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tr' State Defender box numbers - the words comprising

SAM! RATS as 4
N... ordinary type.

the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or

SAM! RATS AS
S cites sedisary
t11411.

The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

SAM'
SATI AS
7 hese
erdiesry

free
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

1

9
6
JOHNSON AUTO CO.

DEADLINES

MORE

STE Ric« dUltOING

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

CLASSIFIED

18 PT.

to& °UPC) i

ANY

CASH TALES!
WILL PAT CASH for property or vacant
lot. If priced right
Bit 2-1340
BR. 54754
BR 6411133
E. H. GODWIN is COMPANY
1365 Monroe Avenue

LOA
NS
on

'41

I don't main any horns calls or anewer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sip and the right name.

IS-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

Pare

161 Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
ere Fer The Family
At Family F'

Ph. FA 4-9668

BLESSINGS

SIGNATURES
MADAM BELL AUTO-FURNITURE
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her Inv offles at the Mississippi

Park Ave. Home

Se LOANS & MORTGAGES

"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

• FORD •

Inert.

Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

1376 dowel!

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

REBUILT I B.M. electric typewriter din
In factory crate $70.00. Guaranteed.
Southside Printing. BOX 5491. DT. Rustind4on 3. Hut Vs.

THE WEEK!
PLATFORM $2995 ✓ susa 11111. WANTS'
ROCKER
WOMEN EW, easy ready-out wrap around
aprons. home Net $17.40 profits on dozen.
YOUR CHOICE OF
operettas. Profitable undertaking. Write
ACCURATE 14TOR'5
* NYLON OR
Freeport, New York
* NAUGAHYDE
45 Household Furnishing

VA 7-0744

Gene Jolly

'MAWS MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR TUNEUPI
Instant star, in any weather . . . Keen
batteries fully charged in 60 below sero
cold . . . You'll play your radio all
winter with tear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas Biasing i
new power. pep. HIG
PROFITS FOR
AGENTS) Send el 95 for sample and details . .
And get FREE 30 di, supply
Of THAD'S all Potency Tablets) A Mentim and Pro Stimulant - the very best. i
?Mau - 6920 Vernon
Chicago 37,
-1
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, •alid,
either
quick. easy Details
12.
one
int
Sox 1106, Tijuana. BC. Mexico.

T SPECIAL FOR

U

Any Model - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

1.000,000 BOOKS 10c Cash! Free Catalogs. Mailway, Box 124-T, NTC4.

3 Quarter length goad Moeiton.
$45.00. Broadway 4-12/7.

FOR SALE

"BY THE NUMBERS"

Preitmtlea Yes
Is Tear Purse
Startle ant distract
would.
be attackers with thts cleverly'
de.
signed Ball Point
Gun. Pirse 22 caliber blanks with extra loud report. Ca.'
be heard for miles ti
.
around. No permit •r",95
needed.
Airmailed posepeld
eomplettfy assembled from our
to)), In Europe. Send St.9s ea"
MOileY order or (heck ter'

paying out climes' quarters, dollars for
one time listing Your name In our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples, big mall, etc. for
life. Detaile for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3.T,
Bryson city. N. C.
(Si!

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

105 Dodbled Edged razor blades $1.00
Postpaid. Guaranteed. Martelle Sales, Box
en. coyinston. RT.

FORD
1 960

• HOLLYWOOD IMP121tT CO,
2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois
AMAZING. urran for life for Ifie. Stop

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND

Teas any rein head or tails as you
choowl-Say coin! Anytime! Any Place!
-A starting statement. • no less startling oerform•nce. This easily mattered
ecorenioue in a eistif reehted msfillAl sent
you immediately for $1
AFRO-FLIP.
('RAFT. Bea 1163-D, Bridoessom 1, Conn.

WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME,
where to buy material and how to
manufacture cheaply. Send {1 00 MIA*.
lecturing Specialties, dickleryille. N J.
(61)

BR. 641143. 114 11-31111 •

NEW AMAZING "BALI POIN1 GUN

Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

For Sale Misc.

Spencer

MISCELLANEOUS

231 E. 115th St. - Boa 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

FAMILY CLOTHIES IRONED
Neat Ironing done in my home for •
small family, or two CID single persona
• day Sorry, no
shirt...
white
Mrs
HOW TO WIN! LOVE, MONEY. FTC. Otha Mae Brown, JA.
/4041.
Send birthriste and dime for information
staled. SIMS, 13104th
Ave., Chicago
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Heights, ni

THE BOOR OF THE
MAGICAL PRAYER

7736A Clyde Are,

PIANOS TUNED
LW UNUSUAL PRODUCT

CHICAGO SO, ILL

STOP SUFFERING! !!
Post

Business & Practical
Art College

DAY. telOWT, SUNDAY
492 Vance Ave. TV Serviee
OL S-111112 1
621 96
31" Glass Picture Tube
$17.55
sr Glass Picture Tube
Installed
11 Special Services
City Wid• TV Serviee
34104 Chelsea

7-0321

"Wear" Magic Lure

GRIGGS

WRECKS

Dewey's Auto Service

Anyone Ton Wish!

Day & Evening
Classes

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEAU AVE.

REBUILT

To Gain Control Of

Business College, inc.

SHOP

Mrs. Odell
340 Westbrook Rd.
WH 6 - 0031

or

SMIRK SISTERS
NEW ORLEANS
AND ALGIERS CANDLE SRO".
. .
offers famous "SEVEN BOSSES OP . .
TEl
WORLD' Blessed Oil. Cost 53 50.
Blessed
medal and chain free with order. Send
for
price list of hundreds of
products.
No C 0 D orders. ISIS blessed
So Broadway,
DMA. D. S. Los Angeles 37. Calif.

HENDERSON

HAMAN & SON

Individual Styling
For
Lasting Beauty

Piano Lessons The Easy
Berl Olswanger Way
MRS. GEORGE DODSON
JAckson 7-9987
-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

MEN'S SHOES

BEAUTY

tCetshesr,jssst
Bow I.Hubbard, M.A. Medea
JE5-6161
444S Wcrshingfon
2,Losis 8, Mo.

COMPLETE

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

FOX
'
S PORO
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Celebrate Independence
Day? Take Your Choice
By EDGAR T. STEWARI
If you should ask the average
citizen of these United States when
is -Amerisan Independence DaYhe would likely say, July 4. We
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often use the word American as
being synonymous with the United
States.
That is wrong.
The countries of Central a n d
South America and Mexico are
also American k.anada is really
indepenik-nt but i still affiliated
with the British Empire. Leaving
out Canada there are about 21 independence days in America.
September leads with eight. January, February and November
bring lip the rear with one each.
A rundown of Independence days
is as follows;
Haiti. Jan. 1; Cuba, May 20;
Peru. July 28. Chile, Sept. 18;
'Mexico. Sept 16; Brazil. Sept 7;
Honduras, Sept. 13, Panama. Nov.
3: Colombia, July 20, Uruguay.
Paraguay. May 14; NicMay
aragua, Sept. IS; Argentina. July
9. Bolivia, Aug. 6: El Salvador,
Sept_ 15; Guatemala, Sept. IS;
Ecuador, Aug. 10; Venezuela. July
5: Cosa Rica. Sept. 15: Santo Domingo. Feb 29: and our own entry.
the United States, July 4.
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TONY'S INN
REGISTERING AT LeMOVNE
-Upperclassmen are showa
registering for the secood semester at LeMone college.

Coridecting the two-day regis(ratios period at the college
is Miss Margaret Bush. left,
registrar of the college. I..-
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"I said COLONEL, please"..

Famous Landmark
In
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Fee

Luxurious Dining

Deposit $14 On Ship
LONDON - (UPI) - The
Sclmiralty got no takers as
its offer to sell the battleship Vanguard until a letter signed -F1IX
young hopefuls" arrived, asking
full particulars concerning teenage and fire power and enciosieg
flse pounds $14) deposit to hold
it for later purchase

Moyne's record enrollment of
$77 for the first semester is
expected to hold through the
seemed term.
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